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What though that light, thro' storm and night, 
        So trembled from afar- 
      What could there be more purely bright 
        In Truth's day-star? 
 
A Dream, Edgar Alan Poe
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SUMMARY 
 
Due to the standardization efforts and the advancement in syntactic and semantic technologies, the 
interoperability of ICT (information and communication technology) solutions in the design phase is 
improving and information is being passed on to the construction phase with less and less friction. 
Particularly within domains we are seeing some good examples of smooth information flow 
throughout the process. A good example of these are the ICT solutions developed for design-build 
phase of AEC (architecture, engineering, construction) and those for the FM (facility management) 
domain. For the AEC design-build phase, Computer Aided Design and Drafting (CADD) and 
Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) software, project management software, spreadsheets, 
database applications, ERP Systems in general all communicate with each other in a convenient 
manner and there is an increasing support of standards such as IFC and (on another level) XML. 
Many of the tools and ICT solutions used in FM phase are similar or the same. But on the information 
level there is a very significant gap between the two phases. This gap is preventing the processes 
during these two phases to benefit from each other. An opportunity exists to capture important 
knowledge, if this gap could be bridged. In this research we analyze this gap and propose a technical 
solution to bridge it which benefits from Customer Relationship Management tools and solutions. 
In the AEC/FM industry, the knowledge acquisition is limited. A lot of the knowledge throughout 
product design-build phase remains tacit and is not explicated. A large proportion of this knowledge 
emerges from the relationships between a customer (client) and a performer (designer, engineer, and 
builder). It has been proven in other industries that elaborating on the relationship with the client and 
focusing on the client satisfaction while establishing an organization alignment such that this becomes 
a proper focus of the processes dramatically increases the acquisition of knowledge and facilitates 
converting of implicit knowledge to explicit knowledge (Chapter 1). 
We assume that the Industry Foundation Classes will continue to gain the support of software 
developers and integrators in the design-build phase and provide the core structure of the BIM 
(building information model). They are very convenient in terms of interoperability and provide a 
reliable and extensible view for every domain in AEC/FM industry. Setting up ICT solutions over an 
IFC foundation is believed to ease interoperability. New ideas and concepts can be integrated to 
extend the current IFC specification. 
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a business strategy to select and manage the most 
valuable customer relationships. CRM is about creating systems that allow for a more intelligent and 
specific relationship between a company and any individual customer. Two cornerstones of CRM are 
the knowledge or customer information platform and the customer interaction platform. 
CRM is a knowledge management activity. CRM is intended to be a repeatable process to ensure 
ongoing, continually improving, and consistent results. Knowledge capture from CRM addresses three 
major information subsets as Functionality, Build Quality, and Impact. CRM comprises the 
acquisition and deployment of knowledge about customers to enable a company has the right 
leadership, strategy, and culture in terms of higher total quality (Chapters 2 and 3).  
As a basis for improved knowledge capture in AEC industry we propose a gateway between the issue 
management in CRM systems (collected during FM processes) and the BIM. Chapters 4 and 5 
elaborate on the conceptual and technical structure of this gateway. Its prototype implementation will 
use the IFC grounded interoperability between those two domains to establish a virtual collaboration 
platform between designers and customers to provide knowledge acquisition and sharing in order to 
establish continuous quality improvement for the construction sector as discussed in Chapter 6. 
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MÜŞTERİ İLİŞKİLERİ YÖNETİMİ VE  
MİMARİ TASARIM / MÜHENDİSLİK / İNŞAAT SÜREÇLERİNİN 
İŞLETME YÖNETİMİ KAPSAMINDA BÜTÜNLEŞTİRİLMESİ  
 
ÖZET 
 
Bilişim teknolojilerindeki anlambilim ve sözdizimi teknolojilerindeki standartlaşma sonucu; tasarım 
süreçleri için geliştirilmiş olan yazılımlar ile inşaat süreci için geliştirilmiş olan yazılımlar arasında 
veri aktarımı her geçen gün kolaylaşmaktadır. Özellikle “Mimari Tasarım / Mühendislik / İnşaat” 
alanı ile “İşletme Yönetimi” alanı için geliştirilmiş çözümlerde bu bağlamda güzel örneklere 
rastlanabilmektedir. Tasarım ve yapımın birlikte ele alındığı süreçler için Bilgisayar Destekli Tasarım 
ve Çizim programları ile Bilgisayar Destekli Mimari Tasarım programları, Proje Yönetimi için 
geliştirilmiş olan yazılımlar, hesap tabloları ve veritabanları gibi yazılımlar, firma genelinde kaynak 
planlamasına yönelik sistemler, birbirileri arasında güvenli ve tutarlı enformasyon alışverişi 
gerçekleştirebilmektedir. İnşaat endüstrisine yönelik geliştirilmiş ontoloji standardı olan “Endüstri 
Temel Sınıflamaları - Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)”, ve “Genişletilebilir İşaretleme Dili - 
Extensible Markup Language (XML)” gibi açık standartlara da her geçen daha da artan bir destek 
sağlanmaktadır. İşletme Yönetimi süreçleri de benzer yazılım ve sistemler ile çalışmakla birlikte 
enformasyon seviyesinde çok belirgin boşluklar mevcuttur. Kalitenin tasarımla başladığı gerçeğinden 
yola çıkıldığında, “tasarım”, “yapım (inşaat)”, ve “kullanım” süreçlerini bütünleştirecek bir bağlantı, 
enformasyon seviyesindeki birçok açığın kapanmasına yardımcı olacaktır. Bu çalışmada bu boşluk 
analiz edilmekte ve Müşteri İlişkileri Yönetimi için geliştirilmiş teknik ve çözümlerden faydalanarak 
kullanım süreçleri ile tasarım süreçleri arasında bilgi alışverişini kolaylaştıracak bir köprü oluşturmak 
için “İşletme Yönetimi” süreçlerini bütünleştirecek teknik bir çözüm önerilmektedir. 
Mimari Tasarım / Mühendislik / İnşaat alanı İşletme Yönetimi alanı ile bir endüstri olarak bütün 
halinde ele alındığında Tasarım ve Yapım sürecinde ortaya çıkan – üretilen bilgi birikiminin önemli 
bir kısmının gizli kaldığı ve İşleme Yönetimi sürecine bilgi akışının kısıtlı olduğu izlenmektedir. Gizli 
kalan bilginin önemli bir kısmı tasarlayan, kullanan ve işletmeyi yöneten ilişkileri üçgeninde ortaya 
çıkartılabilir. Diğer endüstrilerdeki uygulamalar ile ispatlanmıştır ki; son kullanıcının ihtiyaçlarını ve 
memnuniyetini gözeten bir yaklaşımla ilişkileri ele almak ve bu yaklaşımı iş süreçlerinin odağı haline 
getirecek şekilde iş süreçleri ve organizasyonunu şekillendirmek, bilgi üretimini arttırmakta ve gizli 
bilginin paylaşıma açık bilgi haline gelmesine yardımcı olmaktadır (Bölüm 1). 
IFC standardının yazılım geliştiricilerin ve inşaat sektöründe tasarım ve yapım aşaması için bütünleşik 
çözümler üretenlerin desteğini almayı sürdüreceğini düşünüyoruz. Özellikle tasarım ve yapım aşaması 
için geliştirilen ürünler Bina Enformasyon Modeli dediğimiz yapı ontolojisinin gelişimi için çekirdek 
yapısına yönelik örneklemleri barındırmaktadır. IFC, birlikte çalışabilirlik anlamında güvenilir ve 
tutarlı bir referans ontoloji çerçevesinde tasarım, yapım ve kullanım süreçlerine katılım sağlayan her 
alanda genişletilebilir ve tutarlı bir arayüz sunmaktadır. IFC baz alınarak geliştirilecek bilişim 
çözümlerinin birlikte çalışabilirlik problemlerinin çözümünü kolaylaştıracağı düşünülmektedir. Yeni 
fikirlerin önerilmesi ve IFC standardının genişletilmesi mümkündür. 
Müşteri ilişkileri yönetimi, kalite, estetik ve fonksiyonellik anlamında kullanıcı ihtiyaçları ile tam 
örtüşen çözümler üretmeyi hedefleyen bir bilgi yönetimi süreci ve bu süreci besleyen bilişim 
teknolojilerinden ibarettir. MIY, topladığı bilgilerden hareketle müşteri ilişkilerindeki en değerli 
unsurları ayıklayarak bunları kurumsal bilgeliğe aktarır ve bu yolla firmaların her zaman doğru strateji 
ve hedeflere yönlenmesini kolaylaştıran bir süreçtir. MIY ile ilgili konular bu çalışmada Bölüm 2 ve 
Bölüm 3’de analiz edilmektedir. 
Yapı ürün modelinin kullanım süreçlerinde test edilmesi sonucu ortaya çıkan bilgi ve verilerin, 
tasarım süreçlerine aktarılarak ilgili bina enformasyon modelinin bilimsel analizini kolaylaştırmak ve 
her seferinde daha kaliteli ve endüstrileşmiş sistemler tasarlanmasını mümkün kılacak bir bilişim 
bağlantısı oluşturmak hedeflenmektedir. Bu bağlantı bir ürün modeli, bir süreç modeli ve bir iş modeli 
ile betimlenmiştir (Bölüm 4 ve Bölüm 5).  Tez sonuçları Bölüm 6’da irdelenmektedir. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Architecture is an archaic profession, whose history of existence reaches beyond  
10 000 years. Architectural occurrence is dependent on the stresses between 
intelligence and intuition. While all other arts are assimilated by a group of 
spectators by the help of visual contact, the spectators of architecture live within the 
form and period which the specific architecture defines. Therefore “the aim of 
architecture should be to organize lifestyles within a specific period of time, for 
the specific needs of mankind” (UNESCO/UIA, 1996). 
The profession and art of architecture has always searched the help of sciences and 
technologies, which are evolved from sciences. “The increase of such help 
depending on basic sciences and technologies together with contemporary, 
advancing new sciences and technologies are unavoidable”. 
As other arts and sciences, architectural profession, also tries to establish identical 
dimensions of reasoning in between human communities. Therefore “it is a means of 
communication”. Its importance in the age of information together with other arts 
will definitely increase by folding over. The qualities of architecture mentioned 
above reaches to wholeness in the concept of architectural design and practice 
(Güran, 1999). 
Architecture is a continuous process from “design to construction to use and 
maintenance” of built environment. Therefore it is the most essential actor in the 
building production process. The “qualities” of architecture define a means of 
investigation for new requirements and types of performance definitions towards the 
future. That process is known as Total Quality Management (TQM) in other business 
practices. The background of this research is therefore structured on the evolution of 
this “Project” system in terms of manufacturing and industrialization, identifying the 
headstones of professional progress. By this way, we try to define where we came 
from, where we going and what is the role of this research within that fourth 
dimension. 
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1.1 Problem Context 
Today most of us complain about time constraints. Many of us are not satisfied with 
our lives and work. Social order in many societies is getting “broken”. Although 
there may exist many factors for those complaints and issues, our artificial 
(everything that is not natural) environment is also responsible all with those. Every 
society looks for a higher quality of life though it is usually not possible for that 
majority to find someone to tell about their problems. Since architecture is the 
profession which is responsible with “designing” lifestyles for the society, there is a 
significant gap between architects and the society – the end users which benefit from 
that “hand-made” artificial environment which is designed by “architects”. 
 “Impact of "middle-men" in the process 
The actual end-users are not always closely involved in the design and construction process. 
Thus, they may lack the means to follow and control what happens to their demands in the 
process. This emphasizes the need to have Requirements actively linked to the process, 
because it would help (1) the designers find the relevant Requirements more easily 
themselves and (2) end-users compare their Requirements to the design. In addition, because 
of described inadequate documentation of the Requirements Changes, it is difficult to find the 
approved Requirements Changes, and the end-users may compare the building to the 
original, outdated Requirements.”(Kiviniemi, 2005) 
Architectural design is mostly based on “client requirements”. Some essential 
requirements of “end users” are subject to alteration during design & construction 
phase. Architect(s) sometimes even cannot perform any intervention on the project 
during construction phase. For the construction sector, who called the “customer” is 
mostly the owner. The real customer (the end user) is completely discarded from the 
very beginning of the whole process. Quality of design “results” (in terms of the 
performance of constructed entities) is very hard to be traced and therefore there is 
little chance to have a concrete idea of the performance of design solutions. 
Responsibility of the contractor completely ends after one or two years period 
following the final acceptance though, most of the performance problems arise 
afterwards. 
Because of the gap between the design processes and the use processes, marketing 
capabilities of the sector is greatly weakened. Existence of a coherent customer 
profile has the potential to direct the sector towards right strategies, and high demand 
marketing environment (which we take as a prerequisite for industrialization). 
Nevertheless, the architectural design processes still use the “rights” which are 
defined thousands of years ago. It is not clear, how much the end user’s needs are 
being taken into account by architects and how many of those requirements are 
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altered during construction. In practice, several factors make it virtually impossible 
that all the participants know and remember all the relevant requirements and 
especially their relationships to each other and to design solutions (Kiviniemi & 
Ficher, 2004). 
Maintaining the conformity of the technical solutions to the requirements is a 
responsibility assigned to all project participants of the building production process. 
Today’s vision is that these requirements are expressed in a complex and rapidly 
changing environment or, sometimes only expected throughout the whole 
construction process. In order to fulfil the individual needs of customers, systematic 
methods should be developed to eliminate this gap. 
It is generally accepted that the quality of a product is largely determined in the early 
phases of design (Redelinghuys 2000). Building Design Process involves thousands 
of decisions, with numerous interdependencies, under a highly uncertain 
environment. As distinct from production, quality in the design process has to be 
achieved by a careful identification of customer needs and subsequent translation of 
those needs into specifications (Tzortzopoulos & Formoso, 1999).  
Many performance problems of constructed building entities are mainly related with 
labour (mostly because of insufficient communication, education, and lack of skills). 
Even a high percent of those problems may somewhat be related with the underlying 
design. That issue is the basis of one of the hypotheses of this research: “If we can 
track the lifetimes of built entities, we may capture common problems, statistically 
analyze how often they occur, discover the technical shortfalls behind the problems 
and determine priorities to deal & develop better design for those issues.”  
This hypothesis addresses the need for a model to track the lifetime of buildings from 
design to demolition and trace the performance problems of building elements, 
measure the frequency of occurrences for those problems and detect underlying 
technical issues. This can be achieved by providing a means of dynamic and real 
time interaction with end users. There is no effective solution today to facilitate such 
interaction. 
Architectural education depends on passing implicit knowledge from expert to 
apprentices. Tacit (=implicit) knowledge is only available if an expert makes it 
available. Architects can also learn from the building users. This also provides a 
more open system for sharing of knowledge. Information & Communication 
Technologies (ICT) has the potential to convert tacit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge. Architects interact with individuals in routine building and project 
management process. By the help of ICT, architects would have chance to interact 
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with communities. Such an ICT solution may function as a virtual collaboration 
platform. 
1.2 A Vision 
Social life has changed dramatically in the last fifty years with emergence of the 
factors which are analysed in Section 1.8. Today we live in a dynamic world, and 
many of us even cannot imagine a fifty years after. Up to today push thinking was 
enough for evolution, but it is time to use “pull thinking” now, meaning we have to 
think “in” future (Plenert & Hibino 1998). It is hard to develop a full scenario about 
the future of construction industry. There are various visions developed to forecast 
the future of AEC/FM industry such as Vision 2010 (2001), Vizyon 2023 (2003),  
Construction 2020 (2004), Akkum (2005) and Constructing Excellence program in 
The UKi, we may develop a vision for rethinking construction depending on those 
initiatives: 
• First vision is that the construction sector will be highly mechanized meaning 
a high level of industrialization. Labour factor of quality will have less/no 
meaning. 
• Second vision is that the building itself will become a pure manufacturing 
product, which there will be no difference between an automobile and the 
homes in terms of manufacturing. Buildings will be cheap, recyclable, 
renewable products. Tomorrow, we will have the opportunity to send our 
homes to a special recycling facility and buy a new one just like changing our 
cars. 
• Third vision is about the sociological aspect of the above statements. Our 
environment will be dynamic in terms of the buildings we live. The 
ergonomic, functional, and sociological needs will change dynamically, 
meaning a change in our lifestyles. And the spaces we use should be 
compatible with those evolving needs. Changing the furniture settlement of 
our office or home will not be enough. 
• Fourth vision is that CRM for AEC sector will become an essential 
foundation in such a scenario 
“In the near future, design and construction will be integral parts of a bigger cluster. 
AEC/FM is seen as one industry. Design and construction will be closely connected 
to the core business of end users and must provide not only the physical spaces for 
                                                 
i http://www.constructingexcellence.org.uk/ 
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activities, but also essential information for the use and maintenance of the buildings 
as well as services based on the information” (Kiviniemi et al. 1999). If there is one 
basic principle of TQM, it is that “Quality is not what the engineers define it as, but 
the end user.” As a marketing term, the end user is simply the customer. Customer 
orientation is becoming an important competitive factor in the building industry 
(Huovila and Serén, 1995). 
1.3 Related Work 
Stated problems direct the sector to search for new, innovative, even revolutionary 
construction techniques towards industrialization. However any new building 
product model should be donated with a compatible process and project model. In 
that sense any effort on the way to the industrialization of construction may also be 
evaluated as an ongoing search for a new business culture. Sustainability issues are 
forcing the barriers in that sense and - in particular - are an inspiration source for this 
research as the objectives match: “integrating the evolving needs of building users 
now and in the future” (Agenda 21, 1999). Information Technology (IT) acts as a 
major driver to capture user requirements within Total Project Systems (TOPS) 
(Section 4.4.1.2) and in many industries Virtual Organizations (VO – Section 4.2.3) 
are being formed which based on partnering and enabled by contemporary IT. 
For the construction IT, software packages available today for Computer Aided 
Architectural Design (CAAD) are capable of saving design intent as product data 
within a “Building Information Model (BIM)”. The requirement for CAAD software 
which is capable of capturing design data within a BIM is an old issue in terms of IT. 
One of the first examples of such kind software had been analyzed by Bijl as early as 
1979 (Bijl, 1979). Yaski also analyses the need for a consistent database for an 
integrated CAAD system and better interaction and management of CAAD content 
by architects (Yaski 1981). The General A/E/C Reference Model (GARM, Gielingh, 
1988) is one of the first examples for use of Product Modelling techniques to capture 
the semantics within the construction objects. Wix’s Building Construction Core 
Model (BCCM) is the initiative of Industry Foundation Classes specification (Wix, 
1995). Within the European ESPRIT projects; ATLAS, COMBI and VEGA, Liebich 
and Wix (2006) explored the applicability of Product Modelling within 
demonstration scenarios coming from the construction industry. Although research 
on the field is quite old, implementations came into practice after advances in object 
oriented modelling and programming and specifically after the emergence of 
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) specification which in whole has about ten years 
of history. It is very significant that advances in IFC specification and KM are 
parallel. 
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Keeping project information in a Building Information Model (BIM) provides 
excellent coordination and management of project data while enabling 4D (CAD + 
Project Plan and Program with the addition of time data) and 5D models (CAD + 
Project Plan and Program with the addition of time and cost data) while promising 
effective FM for lifetime of the buildings. Yet there is still need for some document 
based information which should be integrated to the project data. That need is always 
existent because it is not possible for all the project participants and FM companies 
to own the same sort of sophisticated software package. Froese elaborates on the 
problem and indicates that the most basic approach to integrating model based and 
document based technologies is the cross references from one on the other (Froese 
2004). This cross referencing addresses the need for a classification system which 
would facilitate the process. 
One other issue which must be solved is the mapping issues between any two 
standard data models used in the AEC industries. This task is enormous and very 
complicated and needs highly specialized experts in the area as well as reliable tools 
to automate transition (Amor 2004). The need especially arises when importing and 
exporting data between different standards (such as IAI-IFC and ISO-STEP) as well 
as between BIM used in software packages and these standards, because CAAD 
software usually keep data within different structures.  
Although comprehensive data standards are available for IT interoperability, there 
are many interoperability problems between AEC and FM which prevent knowledge 
transfer between two domains. Haugen (2000), Pouria & Froese (2001), Teicholz 
(2004), Kiviniemi (2005), Halfawy & Froese (2005), all deal with the problem and 
propose solutions for better interoperability between AEC and FM. One significant 
characteristic of those efforts is that this line of research is focused on TOPS, which 
benefit from a BIM. 
Integration is also related with “classification”. Caldas (2003) deals with the 
classification of document based project information. Capability to integrate 
document based project information is important where a BIM is not existent. 
Hassanain (2002) elaborates on Integrated Services for Maintenance Management 
with a similar approach. Metlen (2002) elaborates on customer satisfaction, process 
integration, employee satisfaction and “repetitive, high contact, multitype” services 
which at the background was depending on a classification paradigm.  
Two significant issues we identified while analysing those research outputs were that 
human factors were important for the proposed models. Although the data model at 
the background was the main objective, two major questions identified were: “How 
to classify?” and “What to classify?” through the process. To retrieve the answer to 
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those questions, human interaction with the proposed systems were playing a key 
role. While we had benefited from ideas from those research studies to develop a 
data model in this study, from research relevant to CRM we learned that for every 
data model, a process model was also necessary and this approach was a prerequisite 
for a classification framework which would integrate technology, processes and 
people.  
From the IT perspective, there are a vast amount of CRM applications available 
today for industrialized sectors. However no standardized tools or models are 
available for CRM software development. As a result the functionality of the 
solutions provided greatly differs from each other. There are standardization efforts 
for implementing CRM through web services. ECREM (Electronic Customer 
Relationship Management) project is an example of these efforts. Today some FM 
companies, which serve for construction sector, have been implementing limited 
CRM solutions (Naaranoja, 2000). 
Reference models such as GARM, and PISA (Leavens and Tempero, 1997) will 
hopefully provide a basis for a CRM model in terms of CIC. With the capability of 
today’s information technologies to produce 4D and 5D models, “digital 
industrialization” is enabled for the AEC/FM sector in a virtual environment. All of 
these efforts may be tracked in a relationship management system. There are three 
major business relationship management domains: Business to Business (B2B), 
Business to Enterprise (B2E) and Business to Customer (B2C) (Figure 1.1). 
Two major gaps we identified throughout our analysis of related work were, in none 
of the researches related with construction IT the direct contribution of end users was 
possible and models developed were only addressing the lifetime of a single TOPS. 
None of the research was evaluating a building stock (i.e. in a city) as a big facility to 
be “managed”. Many of the solutions were representing a closed system, preventing 
to benefit from real-time interactive data through out similar applications, issues and 
processes. The real time interaction idea with buildings and people who are using 
those buildings is a vision which we developed within this research (Section 1.2) and 
elaborated in next section (Section 1.4) 
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Figure 1-1: Business Relationships and Applicable  
Tools and Standards in General 
 
1.4 Research Objectives 
Main problems of design management are poor communication, lack of adequate 
documentation, deficient or missing input information, unbalanced resource 
allocation, lack of co-ordination between disciplines, and erratic decision making. 
Also, the design process usually lacks effective planning and control, to minimize the 
effects of complexity and uncertainty, to ensure that the information available to 
complete design tasks is sufficient, and to reduce inconsistencies within construction 
documents (Tzortzopoulos & Formoso, 1999). 
One possible solution to listed problems would be to use today’s CRM systems for 
AEC/FM industries. In this scenario, AEC is the domain where know-how is created 
and FM is the domain where this know-how is used or accessed. For the AEC 
design-build phase, Computer Aided Design and Drafting (CADD) and Computer 
Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) software, project management software, 
spreadsheets, database applications, ERP Systems in general all communicate with 
each other in a convenient manner and there is an increasing support of standards 
such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) and (on another level) XML. Many of the 
tools and ICT solutions used in FM phase are similar or the same. But on the 
information level there is a very significant gap between the two phases. This gap is 
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preventing the processes during these two phases to benefit from each other. An 
opportunity exists to capture important knowledge within an interactive environment, 
if this gap could be bridged. In this research this gap is analyzed and a technical 
solution is proposed to bridge the gap. 
The aim of this study is to develop a model for optimizing the quality of life by 
optimizing the performance of the entities surrounding our environment. This 
requires providing a framework for interaction with building users within a 
relationship model and using the extracted knowledge from that framework to guide 
design processes within a design data management model.  
The relationship model is elaborated in Chapter 4 and the data model is elaborated in 
Chapter 5. We identify FM processes as the point of interaction with building users. 
Thus the relationship model is based on a business model prototype (Chapter 4). The 
design data management model searches for a link between today’s CRM systems 
where the relationship management data is captured and current IFC specification to 
co-relate that data with design data which is stored within a Building Information 
Model (BIM). We call the relationship model with the data model at the background 
as the FM Integration model. 
There are two main objectives of the research: 
• To model a framework to determine the repetitive problems by measuring the 
“frequency of occurrence” of issues and design a framework to facilitate 
providing more industrialized solutions for them (Section 1.5, Research 
Questions 1&2). 
• To define a user oriented competence model to reward best practices and 
eliminate the worst ones, thus enabling continuous quality improvement. 
(Section 1.5, Research Questions 3&4). 
1.5 Research Questions 
Q1: How can we collect data from use phase of buildings about the performance of 
construction elements? 
• Determination of the customer - profiling (Section 1.6.2.1). 
• Determination of service providers whom would interact with the customer 
(Section 1.6.2.2). 
• Specification of privacy rules, security and communication protocols in order 
to maintain the reliability of the relationship (Section 1.6.2.3). 
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• Preparation of a relationship manual and testing functionality  
(Section 1.6.2.6). 
Q2: How and at what extend must/can the data collected during “Building Design, 
Building Construction, and Building Use phases of a project’s lifecycle be 
interpreted?” 
• An interface between the current IFC Specification and the proposed 
Relationship Model must be established (Sections 1.6.2.3, 1.6.2.4 and  
1.6.2.5). 
• Extension of IFC Specification within the scope of the relationship model 
(Section 1.6.2.5). 
• Designing the analysis and synthesis mechanisms for data (Knowledge 
extraction) (Section 1.6.2.5). 
• Testing of the functionality of the interface (Sections 1.6.2.4 and 1.6.2.6). 
Q3: How can we make the use of traditional CRM systems or approaches with the 
construction products described in IFC compliant databases? 
• Collecting and analyzing CRM business cases (Section 1.6.2.1) 
• Evaluation of current CRM solutions and packages (Section 1.6.2.1) 
• Correlating detected applicable CRM modules with actual software systems 
used in AEC/FM domain (Sections 1.6.2.2 and 1.6.2.3) 
• Developing a Customer Relationship Model for AEC/FM domain (Sections 
1.6.2.4, 1.6.2.5 and 1.6.2.6) 
• Testing functionality (Section 1.6.2.6) 
Q4: How can we use the knowledge extracted from relationship model within a 
“design data management” framework? 
• Analysis of decision support systems for parametric design, compatible with 
a certain IFC enabled building information model (Sections 1.6.2.3 and 
1.6.2.5). 
• Development of a “design data management” model to integrate the ICT 
solution to daily tasks of architectural design (Sections 1.6.2.3 and 1.6.2.4). 
• Testing of the “design data management” model (Section 1.6.2.6). 
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1.6 Methodology 
This study is based on the Customer Relationship Management tools and techniques 
as a facilitator for interoperability between AEC and FM. We begin describing the 
current state of interoperability in construction information technology  
(Construction IT), and then provide a brief analysis of AEC/FM to list the 
interoperability requirements between AEC and FM domains. IT solutions invented 
for CRM functionality are so powerful that we believe, it would provide solutions for 
the interoperability problems and barriers faced in construction IT today. Prerequisite 
to examine those opportunities is the determination of a mechanism (a gate) which 
would establish linkage between the current interoperability solutions in construction 
IT and available CRM solutions. Sections 2 and 3 in that sense provide answers to 
research questions 1 and 2 respectively. Section 4 provides the answer to research 
question 3 and section 5 represents a model for using CRM as a facilitator towards 
the solution of listed problems providing the answer to the research  
question 4. 
1.6.1 Point of departure and supporting tools 
A comprehensive research will be carried out to identify AS-IS situation of the 
AEC/FM industry and other industries supported with literature research. We will 
make a comparison of state of the art business solutions in different domains to 
identify gaps and opportunities. We will benefit from interview based case studies, 
action research, and modeling tools and techniques for that purpose and we will use 
prototyping to make the synthesis of the former analysis to define a TO-BE situation 
of the business model. Then we will define the use of proposed product and process 
models developed within this PhD research for the proposed business model. The 
overall solution will be a “Relationship Model” to define the function and structure 
of “Virtual Organizations (VO)” for the AEC/FM industry. Following tools will be 
used for modeling purposes: 
• IDEF0 diagrams for process modelling 
• Flowcharts will be used for process details to figure out optional and/or 
conditional flow sequences and/or inputs within a specific process. Within a 
Flowchart, continuous lines represent inputs and dashed lines represent 
sequence. Whenever a dashed line is shown “from a database” this 
representation shows data input to the relevant process from a background 
process. 
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• EXPRESS – G Entity Diagrams for visual IFC based modelling. 
• XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) based technologies for development of 
web services. 
• Generic development platform is Visual Studio .NET 2005, the ICT solution 
will be based on ASP.NET 2.0 technology and SQL Server 2005 will be used 
for database development. 
1.6.2 Roadmap to the solution 
1.6.2.1 Determination of users (customers) of the system.  
Includes determination of user requirements and analysis of available ICT solutions 
• Interview based case studies on selected construction firms who apply 
customer acquisition and customer loyalty programs to collect requirements 
(Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). 
• Analysis of available CRM software packages and their usability for Total 
Construction Project Organizations (Chapter 3). 
• Determination of user requirements, identification of core functionalities for 
ICT solution and preparation of a requirements specification (Chapter 4 and 
Section 5.1). 
1.6.2.2 Identification and determination of actors whom would interact with 
building users 
• Literature review and research on case studies related with Facility 
Management (FM). Analysis of requirements and determination of current 
state of business processes (Chapter 3) 
• Developing a specification for adopting basic standard business protocols 
which would facilitate relationship management (Chapter 4). 
1.6.2.3 Design of communication protocols 
Includes identifying requirements (Sections 4.1 – 4.3), design of communication 
protocols to establish privacy and security of relationships in order to establish a 
trustworthy environment for all actors of the system. These protocols are elaborated 
in Section 2.2.1.1 and the synthesis is made within a prototype business model in 
Chapter 4. 
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• Designing data snares (Sections 4.4.1 – 4.4.3). Interface design for building 
users (The role of user will be kept as simple as ranking the service in terms 
of its “Performance”, “Cost”, “Labour”, and “Overall Pleasure”).  
• Interface design for FM including checklists, problem recording forms, quote 
forms, etc. (Section 4.4.4) 
• Development of standard procedures to maintain the privacy of collected 
data. Defining rights and responsibilities of actors, determining the 
boundaries of inspection (Section 2.2.1) 
• Developing specifications to define rules and protocols of communication 
between partners, suppliers, sub-contractors, etc. Which portion of data 
would be owned by whom? Which portion of data would be shared between 
parties and what are the terms and conditions to share that information? 
(Section 4.5 and Section 5.2). 
1.6.2.4 A process model design for FM integration 
• Development of an action plan (Section 4.5) and a process model  
(Section 4.5) to visualize information flow between activities and actors of 
the system within a prototype business model (Section 4.4). 
1.6.2.5 Use of information and knowledge 
Includes the use of information and knowledge extracted from the use phases of 
buildings for future design processes within a design data management framework 
(Chapter 5). The Building Life Cycle Interoperable Software (BLIS) group has 
developed the concept of “Implementation Views” to support IFC-based information 
exchange (Kiviniemi 2005). It seems that BLIS may be good starting point to extend 
IFC in terms of relationship management. IFC-based model development is a 
prerequisite for this research to enable the final solution interact with other ERP, 
SCM, PRM applications used throughout construction sector today. 
• Mapping analysis of IFC – FM domain to the IFC – Architectural Design 
domain (Section 3.3) 
1.6.2.6 Testing of relationship model and the design data management model 
Applicability criterion of the final solution is identified as (Chapter 6): 
• Usability: Are the process models, specifications, protocols and standards 
perform well against the identified requirements? Will actors of the system 
have the forecasted benefit? 
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• Generality: At what extend the developed model covers the defined 
problem? 
• Applicability: Is the developed model applicable? 
1.7 Scope of Work 
The link between design and use processes which is the subject of this research is a 
data model, which extends the current IFC specification. It will facilitate data flow 
between these distinct phases and this link is a prerequisite to measuring 
performance, developing design solutions and testing technical values against user 
feedbacks. For lifetime modelling of those processes we have benefited from two on-
going projects which are expanding the IFC Specifications to the Requirements level 
(IAI NA 2003). These projects are: 
• Portfolio and Asset Management: Performance Requirements  
(PAMPeR, IAI FM, 2004) 
• Early Design (IAI ED, 2002). 
The focus in these two projects is in capturing and documenting the requirements. 
There is also one research that develops a “Requirements Management Interface to 
Building Product Models” (Kiviniemi 2005). My research is a contribution to such 
efforts. While those research mainly focusing on the link between pre-construction 
and design – build phase, my research contributes to those models to complete the 
“ring” adding use-phase output (Figure 1.2) 
We propose a lifetime approach with a business model which would enable FM 
contribution to the design build phase and contribute FM to the Construction Project 
Organization(s) (CPO) as a consultant and systems integrator throughout the lifetime 
of buildings and built facilities (Figure 1.3). Such scope of work addresses many 
interoperability issues. But we shift focus on the link especially between Computer 
Aided Design (CAD) and CRM trough an IFC gate using a “Virtual Building 
Information Model (VBIM)” as outlined in Section 1.7.1. 
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Figure 1-2: PAMPeR/ED Project Scope and My Research 
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Figure 1-3: Lifetime integration of FM services and Scope of Work 
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1.7.1 Introduction to the Virtual Building Information Model (VBIM) 
To link design processes to the use processes the first step is to determine where to 
place the legs of the bridge. These two distinct phases of Project Management (PM) 
are defining the lifetime of built entities. Taking IT as the driver and mechanism to 
establish the link there are two main focuses of interest in this research: 
• For design processes our focus of interest is “Computer Aided Architectural 
Design (CAAD)” where a Building Information Model (BIM) related with 
the project is defined. BIM is the repository where all project relevant 
information is accessed during PM. So BIM includes all necessary references 
to project related data such as specifications, drawings, project plan and 
program, resources, actors, details, updates, changes, etc. 
• Our second focus of interest is FM processes where most of the user 
interaction occurs through service and maintenance requests. During our 
research, we found today’s CRM systems very useful to track this interaction. 
When we had broadened our research on CRM we also found that the 
concepts and ideas exposed in this area of business management research 
would provide some innovative approaches to solve organizational and 
procedural problems of AEC/FM industry and PM. 
Thus, a link between CRM systems and the BIM can be established by a bridge. This 
bridge is defined as a relationship model consisting two main components: a product 
and a process model. The function of this relationship model is to map every issue 
being tracked through CRM to some entity existent in BIM. There are two main 
problems to generate such mapping: 
• BIM is not always easily accessible 
• BIM may not be existent at all 
We decided to make all building stock and all knowledge stock related with it 
available for access (Even if it is a bulk of paper based documents). This requires 
addressing an abstract and partial BIM in order to have access that knowledge stock 
through CRM systems. Our solution is to define a view of building elements with 
syntactic methods. We selected to use OmniClass (Overall Construction 
Classification System) for that purpose (OmniClass 2005). However, the content of a 
classification system is not enough. In order to define some entity (with an object 
oriented approach) and make it compatible with some BIM there is also the need to 
add some data to the classification. And we name the “Classified information with 
added data as a Virtual Building Information Model (VBIM)”. This type of VBIM is 
different than the VBIM used in CAD applications. It is completely syntactical and 
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capable to capture the semantics related with building entities. The ontology 
information captured in the VBIM is limited. Figure 1.4 shows a conceptual 
representation of the VBIM. 
 
 
Figure 1-4:  Conceptual Representation of the VBIM 
 
1.7.2 FM Integration and CRM as a gate to continuous end-user interaction 
Tracking the lifetime of built entities corresponds to several requirements. The first 
and most essential requirement is continuous interaction with end-users. Most 
possible solution to manage such interaction may be through Facility Management 
(FM) integration by tracking issues. These issues are mainly occurred through 
“service requests”, which are initiated by the end users. Hence we want to track the 
“lifetime” of built entities there is also a need to contribute those actors to the design-
build phase. As a result, following are in the scope of this research: 
• A tool to manage communication from different channels (mail, phone 
call, chat, written correspondence, etc.) and different actors (FM service 
provider, customers, partners, suppliers) in one pool. 
• A tool to track issues related with users and building entities. 
• A data collection policy: A framework to gather information related with 
issues and built entities as well as some data related with the user 
(otherwise requirements cannot be extracted from the system). 
• Case examples for business process reengineering. 
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CRM ICT has built-in solutions for those determined requirements. Especially 
contact management and issue tracking systems of CRM ICT may provide very 
valuable assistance for FM integration and promise to continuously support 
interaction with end-users. CRM is not only about IT. It is also about business 
processes and culture. And it is possible to extract helpful cases from previously 
applied CRM projects. 
Before we continue with in depth analysis of FM integration using CRM, we would 
like to give the answer to the question “who are customers?”; to give a cue about 
how CRM would help to reengineer construction related business processes and why 
CRM needs a paradigm shift in business behaviour: 
Who are customers? 
• not producers, not citizens, but 'us' brought to life in our everyday talk 
• the final arbiter of product quality, thus to be understood and responded to 
• an accomplice of managers wielding power over employees 
• a conduit for employees' self-expression, with consequences for their identity 
and emotional well-being 
• a buyer, or beneficiary, or audience, or co-producer (resource) 
• Overall customers are actors in relation to employees and managers. 
One of the basic problems of design build phase of construction projects is to 
establish coordination between parties and provide effective communication and 
collaboration between business actors to facilitate knowledge capture, in order to 
prevent conflicts throughout the project (what integration searches for). The outcome 
is effective use of resources, prevention of delays, reduce in cost, and gathering 
valuable know-how for future designs. CRM ICT searches for the same functionality 
through customer interaction. Because customers are not only the ones who are 
buying the manufactured product but everyone who is benefiting from the system 
(employees, partners, suppliers, etc.); PM processes may also benefit from certain 
modules of CRM ICT such as “issue tracking” and “contact management”. 
1.7.3 Boundaries of Research  
Our scope of work defines a broadened architecture for overall system. While in this 
research we make the analysis of every domain taking part in the whole picture, our 
model only focuses on the “link” (Figure 1.5). We will emphasize on new concepts 
and tools (such as CRM) but this is just to provide some basic information about 
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those areas of research which are new for AEC/FM industry. Figure 1.5 clearly 
shows the boundaries of this research within an overall architecture. 
 
 
Figure 1-5: Research scope, system architecture and boundaries of 
research 
1.8 Background 
The aim of this research is to provide a means of collaboration between Architectural 
Design and Facility Management processes which depends on end user feedback of 
building users. Architectural Design and Facility Management are seen as distinct 
processes that one involves with the very beginning of the construction process and 
other involves with post construction processes.  
However, feedback from use processes is essential to improve design quality. On 
demand information is not enough for off-line quality control. Customer 
Relationships Management (CRM) may provide various Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) for bridging between design and use processes 
in that manner. Providing a continuous feedback from operation phase to design 
phase, these technologies would help to bridge this gap and provide a backbone to 
obtain “Total Quality” for any individual product. “Customer Relationships 
Management” (CRM) is the foundation for TQM; issuing that CRM is the key 
enabler for any tool or technique towards quality and industrialization. 
The easiest definition of CRM is that CRM is about systems that allow for a more 
intelligent and specific relationship between a company and any individual customer. 
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Taking as a whole, CRM is at heart, a philosophy about doing business with the 
customer positioned at the centre of the operation. CRM provides the customer 
interface of TQM and it provides the Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) tools. ICT tools offer invaluable assistance for “Marketing Management” (may 
correspond to real estate and Facility Management sectors) and “Design Data 
Management” (may correspond to architectural and engineering design with support 
of CAD) in terms of “Total Quality”. Implementation examples in other 
industrialized sectors prove, asking the user is an efficient way to obtain innovation.  
To realize the value of CRM we should look at the whole picture from a wider 
perspective. The evolution of quality as a term and as a management discipline 
happens in parallel to the available information technology capabilities.  Analyzing 
the research efforts under a “Total Quality” approach helps us to create and perceive 
the big picture (Figure 1.6). 
On the background of this research, there lie TQM principles, CIC models, and 
Information Society Technology (IST) projects (which provide motivating case 
example for this research), rather than focused domain topics such as Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) and Facility Management (FM) (which are the 
drivers towards those motivating case examples and represent the focus of interest). 
As a result, although the research methodology is based on a walk through over key 
topics (CRM & FM) to develop an IST perspective; the model developed is an IT 
model in order to establish a link between “Use phase” and “Design Phase” of a 
“Total Project System (TOPS)”. Figure 1.7, shows the research ontology and its 
relevance to the thesis chapters in that sense 
 
 
Figure 1-6: Background of Research
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Figure 1-7: Research ontology and chapters of the dissertation
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Quality is the major guide for enterprises in terms of competitive strength of 
organizations in the information age. While globalization increases its impact 
throughout the world, the term “Quality” expands its meaning and the cultural and 
social aspects of quality becomes the most important contributors of the product 
quality. The customer orientation of the finished product and after sales service is 
becoming vital in terms of marketing. 
Industrialized sectors had been providing solutions in that sense under the Total 
Quality Management (TQM) principles since the early 80’s. Feigenbaum defines 
TQM as “An effective system for integrating quality development, quality 
maintenance and quality improvement efforts of the various groups within an 
organisation, so as to enable production and service at the most economical levels 
that allow full customer satisfaction” (Feigenbaum 1951 in Feigenbaum 1991). For 
the Architecture / Engineering / Construction (AEC) sector, several managerial tools 
and techniques has been adapted but these partial solutions do not perform well 
enough as they did success in other industrialized sectors. This is probably because 
the need for an enterprise-wide customer orientation infrastructure is not yet 
proposed. 
Since the industry revolution, the humanity met with a vast number of inventions and 
new trends. The theological and technical know-how increased rapidly. The increase 
at the amount of knowledge accumulation resulted with the diversification of 
expertise areas. Increasing the communication and collaboration between diversified 
expertises had become a vital need (Turk, 1997).  This “need” is the primary factor, 
which forced the humanity towards Information Society Technologies. In that sense, 
we define quality as “the need of better standards for life”; and CRM acts as a gate 
towards total quality. 
Since the evolution of quality as a term and as a management discipline happens in 
parallel to information technology capabilities available; elaborating on construction 
IT solutions in conjunction with quality problems and TQM implementations in 
construction sector would help to define a roadmap for our research and shifting 
focus. The background of this research is based on complex relationships between 
distinct areas of research. Analysis of this complex system is made in Sections 1.8.1 
through 1.8.7 and provides required information to further emphasize the problem 
defined in Section 1.1. 
1.8.1 Innovation in AEC/FM Cluster and Construction Excellence 
Today, in AEC sector many of the “Research and Technical Development” (RTD) 
studies focus on innovation in construction. The underlying reason behind this 
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endeavour should be explained with the ongoing search for an optimization of three 
factors, which may be identified as “quality”, “time”, and “cost”. Industrialization 
(which is from one point of view higher levels of standardization and a strategy for 
better integration and interoperability) is the key to achieve towards this goal, which 
means the reduction of labour use and high levels of mechanization (Koskela, 1992). 
Various project, process, and product models have been developed for “Computer 
Integrated Construction” (CIC) mostly searching comprehensive solutions for 
effective communication and collaboration.  
Since, quality is the conformance to the requirements and producing “cheaper in 
sorter time” is a major requirement for construction projects; these efforts can briefly 
be considered as an ongoing search for quality and quality begins with design 
(Dyson, 2002). To increase the product quality, the feedback to the design phase 
from both production (construction) and use (post-construction) phases is essential. 
CRM ICT promises many opportunities to achieve such interoperability. In terms of 
construction excellence, CRM is not an alternative way of implementing or using 
ICT solutions. CRM is a major contributor to valid CIC models in terms of “Total 
Quality” and has the potential to facilitate innovation in construction sector. 
In general constructing excellence aims to deliver improved industry performance 
resulting in a demonstrably better built environment with the help of innovative tools 
and techniques to realise maximum value to all clients, end users and stakeholders 
and exceed their expectations through the consistent delivery of world-class products 
and services. Constructing Excellence program in UK is a unique bridge between 
industry, clients, government and the research community. In this research we search 
for a more autonomous solution for the AEC/FM cluster. 
1.8.2 IT in AEC/FM Cluster and Computer Integrated Construction 
Engineering and architectural products are concrete objects. In order to process 
product information related with any product in digital environment, it is essential to 
simulate the methods, properties, and data allocated with the product as well as the 
processes such as management and production processes through a conceptual 
model. This is the subject of Product Data Management (PDM) and PDM provides a 
bridge between CRM and on-line quality control. With the use of information 
technologies through this relation, the “quality” and other characteristics related with 
a specific product become manageable in digital environment. These kinds of IT 
tools can be considered as facilitators for TQM. 
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1.8.3 Total Quality in Construction Sector and Relative Problems 
Construction industry is the sector, which develops the hand - made environment.  
However, among the industry sectors which neglects the quality mostly is again the 
construction sector. In order to support this point of view, a definition of quality will 
be beneficial. 
Quality can be defined in many ways. Our approach in this section is to demonstrate 
some of these definitions with formalii; dictionary definitionsiii which we had 
selected and then make our own contribution. These definitions are general but 
provide the appropriate viewpoint to continue with Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) topics. We will also discuss some construction-related aspects 
of quality. 
Sometimes; the meaning of grading as a term and quality as a term is confused. In 
order to understand the quality management procedure and “Total Quality” concept 
which is strictly related to CRM, it is important to identify what quality and grade is.  
Grade is “a category or rank given to entities having the same functional use but 
different requirements for quality.”  Low quality is always a problem but low grade 
is not (Six sigma approach is an example of the difference between grade and 
quality).   
A quality pitfall or in a controversial view quality has two main components which 
are “defect” (a shortfall in performance occurring at any time in the life of the 
product, element, or dwelling in which it occurs) and “fault” (a departure from good 
practice as defined by criteria in Building Regulations, National Standards and 
Codes, the published recommendations of recognized authoritative bodies; and a 
departure from design requirements where these were not themselves at fault).  
Another important component of quality is “performance”.  Performance is a set of 
parameters representing whether the product or any construction component 
conforms to a set of quality requirements or not.  In other words performance defines 
if the resulting work conform to the pre-planned needs and how much. Performance 
is a way to “measure” quality.  
The most general description of quality is “a degree or grade of excellence or 
worthiv”. Quality refers to the inherent or distinctive characteristics or properties of a 
person, object, process or other thing. Such characteristics or properties may set a 
person or thing apart from other persons or things, or may denote some degree of 
                                                 
ii http://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&va=quality 
iii http://wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 
iv http://wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 
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achievement or excellence. Statement 1: “Excellence is a need – it is expected and it 
is measured by performance”. When used in relation to people, the term may also 
signify a personal character or traitv. Statement 2: “Quality is strictly in relation 
with human beings and social life. In that sense high quality is an expectation – is a 
need of the society”  
Quality can also be defined through five principal approaches: (1) Transcendent 
quality is an ideal, a condition of excellence. (2) Product-based quality is based on 
product attributes. (3) User-based quality is fitness for use. (4) Manufacturing-based 
quality is conformance to requirements. (5) Value-based quality is the degree of 
excellence at an acceptable pricevi. These approaches develop over each other 
defining a total system. Transcendent quality is about actors who contribute to the 
production system. If these actors perform well it is mostly expected that the product 
attributes are set correctly, meaning that these attributes would define a product 
which perfectly fits for use. The performance of the proposed solution is highly 
dependent on manufacturing processes and the value of the final product is 
something driven again by the needs and wants of the end-user. Statement 3: “Value 
is also a need and an essential parameter of quality” 
The most accepted definition of quality in marketing and product design is “The 
totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to 
satisfy stated or implied needsvii.” It is also defined as the consistent performance of 
a uniform product meeting the customer’s needs for economy and functionviii. ISO 
9000 defines quality as “degree to which a set of inherent characteristic fulfils 
requirements”. Statement 4: “Quality is driven by needs” 
For manufacturing processes, “quality” means on target with minimum variation. 
Many different techniques and concepts have been tried to minimize defects in 
products, including Statistical Product Control (SPC), Zero Defects, Six Sigma, 
Quality Circles, TQM and “continuous improvement”. Statement 5: “Highest 
quality can only be achieved through; not only focusing on product but also focusing 
on the whole system with a ‘Total’ approach, being aware that the main scope is 
proper satisfaction of needs of the user(s) or customers” 
Most of these techniques and concepts are controversial to one degree or another, 
since there are two opposing schools of thought with regard to quality. One school 
subscribes to a statistical approach to quality, measuring variation and then taking 
                                                 
v http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality 
vi  http://scrc.ncsu.edu/public/DEFINITIONS/P%20-%20R.html 
vii http://www.chesapeakebay.net/info/qa_glossary.cfm 
viiihttp://www.palletone.com/resource/glossary.html 
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corrective action. The other school subscribes to a more organic approach, arguing 
that one should “design in quality” rather than trying to “test in quality”. In this PhD 
research we are proposing a model combining this two opposing schools of thought 
in one model for the construction sector. 
The meaning for the term quality has evolved and developed over time. It has been 
more than half century since this journey has begun. There are eight important 
quality gurus who contributed to the evolvement of the term quality; each 
representing a cornerstone on the way to “Total Quality”. A comprehensive 
collection of “Quality Bibliographyix”an a brief quality informationx can be found at 
the web address listed in the relevant footnotes. We can identify five distinctive 
interpretations stating “quality is”: 
• “Conformance to specifications” (Crosby, 1980). The difficulty with this is 
that the specifications may not be what the customer wants; Crosby treats this 
as a separate problem. 
• “Fitness for use” (Juran 1999). Fitness is defined by the customer. 
• A two-dimensional model of quality (The Kano Modelxi). The quality has two 
dimensions: “must-be quality” and “attractive quality”. The former is near to 
the “fitness for use” and the latter is what the customer would love, but has 
not yet thought about. Supporters characterize this model more succinctly as: 
“Products and services that meet or exceed customers’ expectations”. It is 
believed that this is the most used interpretation for the term “quality” today. 
• “Value to some person” (Weinberg 1992) 
• According to Deming, “Quality is pride of workmanshipxii”. 
When quality problems occur in large and complex products, common sense and 
engineering knowledge might not be sufficient to deal with such matters. There is a 
need for getting new knowledge about what parameters contribute to the functional 
performance of the product, and how they inter-relate, in order to improve quality 
during product and process development (Bergman and Klefsjö 1994). Product 
quality is usually composed of three components (Mergen et al., 2000) 
                                                 
ix http://www.library.nscc.ca/Documents/Resources/quality_collection.pdf) 
x http://www.dti.gov.uk/quality/pdfs/sections/Gurus.pdf 
xi http://www.c2c-solutions.com/kano_tutorial.htm 
xii http://www.deming.org/ 
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• Quality of design 
• Quality of conformance 
• Quality of performance 
Construction period is a complex time - line, which combines together various 
workmanship, engineering services, and materials at different system combination 
levels throughout a project.  In addition, for every new project, a new system 
formulation has to be developed that every project in its nature is unique.  Huge 
amounts of data have to be transferred between each system and department whilst 
all of the information is to be managed. In this complex process it is not always 
possible to find the origin of problems in terms of quality. A “defined problem” may 
seem as a pitfall in quality of conformance but at the background the real cause may 
be a pitfall in quality of design. Quality of performance is usually clearer to 
distinguish (since it depends on comparison and measurement) however because of 
the complexity between relationships it is not easy to track dependencies. One of the 
best beneficial approaches would be to track quality as a whole within a lifetime 
approach from the early stages of architectural design to the demolishment of 
buildings, within a framework that enable comparison between various similar 
projects; something which is actually not possible today. 
Quality in building construction may be defined concerning many different systems. 
It can be analysed in a low level such as the interaction between building materials to 
higher levels such as the impact of building design over environment in terms of 
sustainability. The lack of quality brings the following unsuitable results: 
• Deterioration and termination of natural life sources and botanic environment 
• Health problems (Noise, unhealthy weather, etc.) 
• Economical problems (e.g. loosing money because of inadequate heat 
insulation or remedy work costs, etc.) 
• Social problems (Social reactions, vandalism, etc.) 
Factors affecting the construction quality can be listed as 
• Design (Concept, Drawings and Details – the project documentation) 
• The contract (Owner effect) 
• Bills and Quantities (Different prices and discounts for the same task, why?) 
• Technical Specifications (Standards may vary between countries) 
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• Materials (Complex relationships, hard to obtain uniform quality at large 
amounts) 
• Subcontractors and Suppliers (Bad organization and waste of resources) 
• Workmanship and Labour (Insufficient education, lack of skills) 
• Performance Specification (Experience factor) 
All the information categorized above has to be coordinated with each other for easy 
and reliable access to project data.  This is also necessary (even mandatory) for 
perfect project management and in accordance high building quality. In order to 
provide good solutions in terms of quality; the interactions and the time - line of 
quality management procedure must be well understood. Quality management 
process is consisting of three main phases: 
• Quality planning - identifying which quality standards are relevant to the 
project and determining how to satisfy them 
• Quality assurance - evaluating overall project performance on a regular basis 
to provide confidence that the project will satisfy the relevant quality 
standards 
• Quality control - monitoring specific project results to determine if they 
comply with relevant quality standards and identifying ways to eliminate 
causes of unsatisfactory performance. 
Coordinated project information is an other mandatory requirement for Project 
Management to establish quality. Coordination involves ensuring that: 
• The information given in a document does not conflict with information 
given elsewhere; 
• Various project documents, when read together, give all the necessary 
information; 
• The parts of the documents which relate to each other are identified precisely 
and can be found easily. 
Although statistical data is very important to have an idea on the quality of the 
manufactured products it is commonly agreed that quality begins with design. Design 
is mainly consists of two parts: The architectural concept and relative engineering 
solutions (technical drawings and models which define the product) and 
supplementary specifications, bill of quantities, etc. which depend on those drawings. 
Specifications are an essential part of project documents. The specification process 
can be considered as two stages: (1) Ascertaining the performance required of the 
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particular element, system, assembly, component or material; (2) Determining the 
products, materials and workmanship needed to meet the performance requirements, 
and stating any special conditions for carrying out the work. 
Each requirement (need) analysed to this point represents a separate task and in 
general for each task a professional or a team of professionals is involved in the 
process. The need of coordination for the prepared information corresponds to a new 
requirement. This requirement is the “need” of effective communication and 
collaboration. A short of “interoperability” should be established between different 
actors of the system.  
1.8.4 Interoperability for obtaining quality 
While it is essential to simulate the methods, properties, and data allocated with 
products as well as the processes such as management and production processes 
through a conceptual model it is also very important that different parties can 
communicate this information with each other. Due to the standardization efforts and 
the advancement in syntactic and semantic technologies, the interoperability of ICT 
(information and communication technology) solutions in the design phase is 
improving and information is being passed on to the construction phase with less and 
less friction. Particularly within domains we are seeing some good examples of 
smooth information flow throughout the process. A good example of this are the ICT 
solutions developed for design-build phase of AEC (Architecture, Engineering, 
Construction) and those for the FM (Facility Management) domain.   
With the use of information technologies, the “quality” and other characteristics 
related with a specific product become manageable in digital environment. 
Knowledge use becomes an essential need which designates effective 
communication between parties. Using this knowledge for continuous improvement 
of design is a vision for future. In order to increase the quality of the finished 
product, design quality should be increased first. Increasing design quality depends 
on mainly two kinds of data: 
• Data collected from implementation – production processes / stages 
• Data collected from end user – usage processes / stages. 
Figure 1.8 shows the flow of feedback information from these both sources for 
improving the quality of design. Every process in manufacturing, construction and 
marketing has a common structure. Elements of this structure are: 
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• Actors & Organization 
• Processes 
• Information Technology (IT) 
Since quality is strictly related with human, commitment of every actor taking part in 
a project towards quality is very important. 
 
 
Figure 1-8: Information flow from construction and operating phases to design 
 
1.8.5 Total Quality and Interoperability 
Main principles of Total Quality Management (TQM) depend on the Japanese 
“Gemba Kaizen” culture. By the early 80’s the combination of these principles with 
statistical quality assurance methods provided a new strategic vision for enterprises. 
This evolution enabled enterprises; to develop various organizational, productive and 
managerial models and tools in order to enhance the quality of the products and 
services while shortening the production lifecycle and cutting costs (Stasiowski and 
Burstein, 1993). 
It was then, the re-invention of the “Third Eye” – the customer. Up to then, only 
engineers could define quality, only in terms of better performance towards a specific 
need. Though after, customers defined their dreams about future, searching for a 
better standard for life, and providing the key for innovation (Roth, 1999). This 
revolutionary movement had two primary supports behind: Emerging developments 
in information technologies and the unpredictable impact of globalization. As a result 
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of this evolution a philosophy of “working together for the common good” had 
contributed to contemporary TQM practices. This philosophy is called as “Kyosei” 
and “Gemba – Kaizen” with the contribution of “Kyosei” is the contemporary 
definition of TQM today. 
Developments in information technologies address obtaining total quality through 
interoperability. That interoperability is subject to occur between actors of the 
enterprise, between these actors and customers and between these actors and the 
partners of that enterprise. Gemba Kaizen is a background driver for such 
interoperability. “Gemba” means “Explore and inspect issues at the place of 
occurrence”; “Kaizen” means “Every time try to make things better and simpler”. 
The way to Gemba Kaizen passes through “Knowledge Management” and 
interoperability is the prerequisite for Knowledge Management. Thus, we should also 
figure out in brief what and why “Knowledge Management” deals with and how. 
1.8.6 Knowledge Management and Interoperability 
Knowledge Management (KM) is a set of principles and methods (Fahey et. al. 2001, 
p.891) emerged with the advances in IT. Although any IT solution may be 
considered as a tool for KM, it has only been about ten years since KM is realized as 
a management discipline with the emergence of e-business applications. Today, 
effective Knowledge Management is an essential component for the sustainability of 
enterprises (Lima et al., 2005). Knowledge Management is based on three domains 
of information (Fahey et. al., 2001): 
• Evaluation of what type of work organizations are doing (i.e. in the e-
business environment)-(Know What) 
• Understand how they are doing it (Know How) 
• Determine why certain practices and companies are likely to undergo change 
for the foreseeable future (Know Why) 
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Table 1-1:  KM focal points, questions and goals (Fahey et. al. 2001) 
 
From our point of view, KM is a gateway to the Gemba Kaizen business culture for 
any organization. As we also defined that the way to KM passes from Gemba 
Kaizen, these are complementary articles. Statement 6: “If applied KM is existent in 
an organization, then in that organization it is possible to face with Gemba Kaizen 
culture or vice versa”. It is still very difficult to implement KM tools and techniques 
in construction sector (Lima et al. 2002) because: 
• Much of the construction knowledge still resides today in the minds of the 
individuals. 
• Great deal of knowledge is embedded in large data sets typically involving 
many types of unstructured and incomplete “inter-related” data and 
information 
• Strong semantic links exist between the data and information used on projects 
which are not managed properly and 
• New approaches to the management of knowledge within and between firms 
imply major changes in individual roles and even more in organizational 
processes. 
KM is becoming a distinct and critical branch of strategic thinking and CRM is a 
gateway towards effective KM. CRM thus may also be defined as a philosophy. We 
will discuss how CRM acts as a gateway for KM and in what way it would 
contribute to the solution of stated problems for KM in construction sector. 
KM Develops and 
Evaluates… 
 
By Addressing Such 
Questions as… 
In order to… 
…Knowledge Stock …Know How …Increase external 
performance 
 
…Knowledge Flow 
 
…Know What 
 
…Increase internal 
performance 
 
…Knowledge Use …Know Why …Increase quality of life               
. 
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Within the construction domain, project knowledge is interconnected as in Section 
1.8.3 and includes knowledge about the end product (Section 1.8.2), the processes 
involved in its creation (Sections 1.8.1 & 1.8.4) and the resources needed as we 
discussed at the beginning of this section. Knowledge requirements therefore 
includes knowledge of participants within a communities of interest that come 
together to share knowledge that affect the project performance (Ramaprasad & 
Prakash in Udeaja, 2004). The FM Integration model developed in this research will 
form a Knowledge Sharing Network (Figure 1.9) 
In order to reduce barriers in front of KM for construction sector a new standard is 
being developed. The name of the standard is “Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)”. 
IFC specification provides a standard Building Information Model (BIM) for 
construction IT research. Technically IFC specification is consisted of syntactic 
representations of building entities developed to provide appropriate semantics and 
building ontology for construction IT development. IFC based interoperability 
facilitates IT based integration and is a powerful tool for interoperability through 
integration.  
1.8.7 Interoperability through Integration 
Integration means that outputs of one process can be easily used as inputs for the 
other process (Turk 1997a). Integration has been a central topic of construction 
informatics and basically can be achieved in three levels (Cerovsek et al., 2002): 
• Personal level (Between actors of the system) 
• Data level (outputs of one application package can be read from an other) 
• Services and tools level (between application processes as synchronous or 
asynchronous data exchange) 
Over the years, IT industry has tried many approaches to come to grips with the 
heterogeneity of software and increase integration between parties. But the solution 
that has proven consistently effective – and the one that yields the greatest success 
for developers today – is a strong commitment to interoperability, which means 
letting different kinds of applications and systems do what they do best, while 
agreeing on a common "contract" for how disparate systems can communicate to 
exchange data with one another. 
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Figure 1-9: Knowledge - Sharing Network (Dyer & Nobeoka 2000)  
Dimensions Key Characteristics  Key Characteristics 
Network Structure One large network with 
core firm as hub  
Large network plus multiple “nested 
networks” 
 Bilateral relationships 
with core firm  
Multi-lateral relationships with core 
firm 
 Weak ties among most 
members  
Strong/Embedded ties in nested 
networks and with ore firm  
 Numerous structural holes  Few structural holes 
Type of 
knowledge 
Explicit knowledge  Both explicit and tacit knowledge 
Member 
Motivation (to 
participate) 
Demonstrate commitment 
to core firm   
Learn faster than competitors (benefits 
of participation far outweigh 
isolation); reciprocity 
Type of 
knowledge 
Explicit knowledge  Both explicit and tacit knowledge 
Member 
Motivation (to 
participate) 
Demonstrate commitment 
to core firm   
Learn faster than competitors (benefits 
of participation far outweigh 
isolation); reciprocity 
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Interoperability is more pragmatic than other approaches, such as attempting to make 
all systems compatible at the code level, focusing solely on adding new layers of 
middleware that try to make all systems look and act the same, or seeking to make 
different systems interchangeable (Gates 2005). With a common understanding of 
basic protocols, different software can interact smoothly with little or no specific 
knowledge of each other. The Internet is perhaps the most obvious example of this 
kind of interoperability, where any piece of software can connect and exchange data 
as long as it adheres to the key protocols. 
Today construction IT solutions are also being developed around web-based 
standards to increase and establish widespread interoperability. These web based 
standards are more likely Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) & Extensible 
Mark-up Language (XML) based web services and include standards such as ebXML 
(for e-business applications), gbXML (for green building design), ifcXML (for 
Building Information Modelling), etc. However support for the development of those 
kinds of standards in construction IT is limited so development is slow. 
1.8.8 The direct and indirect requirements of a building program 
Hence our main scope is to track the performance of “built entities”; requirements 
related with those entities are also in the scope of this work. Requirements processed 
in architectural practices can be interpreted as “Direct architectural requirements” 
and “Indirect architectural requirements: 
• Direct architectural requirements are those related “Building Program – or 
Functional Program” of the project. This requirements concern the required 
spaces, their allocation, and relations between those spaces. 
• Indirect requirements are related with “Building Elements” which are 
established as a result of direct requirements. Figure 1.10 shows an IFC view 
of direct and indirect requirements in terms of object “space”, and in terms of 
object “wall” and also shows the simple relationship between those two (IFC 
2x, 2001). 
In this research only the performance of indirect requirements will be computed. We 
will focus on tracing the history related with issues arise in case of malfunctions 
instead of processing the physical relations within or between those elements. 
Although we would not process the physical structure of the problem, we will 
provide a framework to record all technical details necessary in terms of: 
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• Design 
• Procurement (Time, money, material) 
• Team performance (actors) 
Building users will be the initiator of the issues. They are also the ones whom would 
judge: 
• The service provider (the firm) 
• Labour (the team) 
• Solution (finished work – design result) 
In terms of quality, time, cost, behaviour.  Since quality is a “measure” of 
performance, in this research we also propose an extension to the current IFC 
specification for IFCMeasureResource (Section 5.4.3). This extension is a part of the 
“link” which we elaborate on Chapter 5. 
1.9 Conclusions to Introduction 
Everyone is aware that something is not going the way it should within AEC/FM 
domain. Most of the CIC models have been developed based on past experiences, 
resulting with a step-by-step evolution (Plenert and Hibino, 1998). The latest 
technology is dynamically adapted to the conventional process models in parallel to 
this evolution. However, conventional approaches are providing a great barrier in 
front of industrialization, communication and collaboration. Since old habits die 
Figure 1-10: IFC Based Representation of direct and indirect 
requirements and relationship in between (IFC 2x, 2001). 
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hard, past experiences become a major cause which prevents innovation. Although it 
is hard for the construction sector to appropriate a total cultural revolution; it is time 
for “Rethinking Construction”. 
CRM is a new topic for construction IT and FM integration. We found it necessary to 
include a comprehensive analysis and thesaurus for CRM. We would like to use the 
following analogy for emphasizing the content of following sections. Since this 
thesis work focuses on a link, we take that link as a rope. The rope itself is the VBIM 
(Classification with added data). Material of the rope is “Quality”. Production 
method is “IFC based Interoperability”. To establish the link, one end of the rope is 
tied to CRM (as an extension to the current IFC specification) and the other end is 
tied to the BIM (Using a GUID, with the help of FM Integration). The established 
link is for “Knowledge Flow & Capture”. 
Since the required link between CRM and CAD through FM integration deals with 
(requires) in depth analysis related with each domain (CRM, AEC, FM), it was 
impossible to inject the output of such work into the manuscript. In order to keep the 
language lean and focus on the link, only significant output from such research is 
included as brief, refined reports. Only the analysis of CRM as a management 
framework and as a set of IT tools is explicitly included because this topic was the 
one which was most probably new to the target (basic) audience of this research. 
Although the problems listed herein are related with design process and design data 
management; organized, analyzable and continuous end user feedback provides a 
means to develop standards among industrialization. Customer Relationship 
Management (Chapter 2) promises many opportunities to capture those feedbacks. 
Hence the problems of design depend on many variables developing a framework to 
maintain design quality is a complex task. It makes sense to track use phase of 
entities (as built design solutions) and identify priorities by counting and measuring 
the frequency of occurrences. Using this priority list, new standards can be 
developed to reduce the number of problems originating from design. As the number 
of standards and level of industrialization increases problems concerning design data 
management decreases. But there is very little effort in the field to bride the gap 
between design and use processes (Ercoskun & Kanoglu 2003a) 
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2. CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
CRM is mostly considered to be a phenomenon of the late 90’s. However the origins 
can be traced to the 80’s in which the Total Quality Management (TQM) principles 
were born and relevant concepts extend to the times when, foundation for Sales 
Force Automation (SFA) was being formed. Many contemporary tools and 
techniques developed in order to optimize cost, time and quality depend on TQM 
principles (such as Concurrent Engineering (CE), Computer Integrated Construction 
(CIC) Models, Knowledge Management (KM) mechanisms, etc.) CRM contributes 
these techniques to obtain Total Quality of a product and/or service. 
CRM provides the customer interface of TQM and it provides the Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) tools, which offers invaluable assistance for 
“Marketing Management” and “Design Data Management” in terms of “Total 
Quality”. Implementation examples in other industrialized sectors prove that, asking 
the user is an efficient way to obtain innovation. A general roadmap concerning 
CRM models and expected benefits are shown in Figure 2.1 
Information Society Technologies are built on this foundation, and being developed 
according to the strategies derived from society (union of customers). Even though 
CRM is an essential part of TQM, interest on focusing CRM is new. Thus, there is no 
or little implementation in AEC sector. CRM seems more applicable for Facility 
Management (FM) and used at its least potential in FM sector. CRM provides a 
strategic vision for TQM. TQM requires all participants of a project with the user at 
the core. To implement TQM in the construction sector, the AEC industry must re-
invent itself to meet the increasing demands of high performance (Songer et al. 
2001). 
There are some selected statements (few in number) from the mouths of 
professionals which we selected in order to support certain viewpoints we elaborate 
in section 2.1 CRM Analysis. These comments may or may not have direct 
connection with the advancing text and included with a format: “indented, 10pt. italic 
text”. Sources of those statements have been included but they have no relative 
reference in biography. Next is an example of those statements: 
Brother understood that a customer relationship supported by specific core processes would 
be the foundation for customer satisfaction” ROI Report Brother, 2003 
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2.1 CRM Analysis 
The purpose of CRM analysis is to search usability and functionality of CRM for 
construction sector to find the answers to research questions 1 & 2 listed in section 
1.6. Then we will extract a commonly agreed definition of CRM to compare and 
align it with the scope of this research. We followed a bottom-up approach to 
advance with this analysis and first searched for a commonly agreed definition of 
CRM emphasizing the usability and functionality of CRM.  
Outputs from this literature research resulted with two major group of statements 
about the definition of CRM. One group was stating that it is something which 
already existed in Marketing Management topics so nothing new, while some other 
stating that it needs a paradigm shift in the behaviour of the enterprise (something 
much more related with quality and business culture). Searching through those 
definitions what we had realized was many of these definitions were representing a 
single point of view, thus in order to make the correct definition we had chosen to 
benefit from an analogy which is widely used in the field of Strategic Management 
since both group of definitions were defining CRM as a strategic initiative as well. 
Thus through the following sections we will briefly analyze through those various 
definitions. Each definition represents a different view to CRM and then we will 
conclude with our definition emphasizing how AEC/FM cluster would benefit from 
it. It is possible to define CRM as a Marketing Activity, as a TQM tool, as a set of IT 
solutions, as a Knowledge Management tool, as a Strategic Management initiative 
and even as a culture. 
Buyers of CRM applications in 2003 are focusing less on features and functions and more on 
the most valuable processes that get work done. In many cases these processes are extremely 
industry specific. As a result CRM application vendors are rapidly evolving their products in 
response. Those implementing CRM have learned over the last three years that the 
integration of end-to-end processes delivers bottom line results more quickly particularly 
when unlocking the value of existing technology investments” Gartner, June 2003 
Above paragraph is one of our supporting statements for our defined vision in section 
1.2. We included this statement as a backbone for our analysis. The important 
phrases are “industry specific”, “rapidly evolving … products in response”, and “the 
integration of end-to-end processes”. Following Figure 2.1 (next page) is a poet from 
John Godfrey Saxe which provides the basis of our analogy to define CRM. 
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Figure 2-1: Roadmap to CRM Models (Yalçınkaya, 2001)
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Blind Men and the Elephant 
by John Godfrey Saxe (1816-1887) (Modified…) 
It was six men of Indostan 
To learning much inclined,  
who went to see the elephant  
(Though all of them were blind),  
That each by observation 
Might satisfy his mind. 
The First approached the elephant,  
And, happening to fall 
Against his broad and sturdy side,  
At once began to bawl: 
"God bless me! But the elephant 
Is nothing but a wall!" 
The Second, feeling of the tusk,  
Cried: "Ho! What have we here 
So very round and smooth and sharp? 
To me 'tis mighty clear 
This wonder of an elephant 
Is very like a spear!" 
The Third approached the animal,  
And, happening to take 
The squirming trunk within his hands,  
Thus boldly up and spake: 
"I see," quoth he, "The elephant 
Is very like a snake!" 
The Fourth reached out his eager hand,  
And felt about the knee: 
"What most this wondrous beast is like 
Is mighty plain," quoth he; 
"'Tis clear enough the elephant 
Is very like a tree!" 
The Fifth, who chanced to touch the ear,  
Said: "E'en the blindest man 
Can tell what this resembles most;  
Deny the fact who can,  
This marvel of an elephant 
Is very like a fan!" 
The Sixth no sooner had begun 
About the beast to grope,  
Than, seizing on the swinging tail 
That fell within his scope, 
"I see," quoth he, "The elephant 
Is very like a rope!" 
And so these men of Indostan 
Disputed loud and long,  
Each in his own opinion 
Exceeding swift and strong,  
Though each was partly in the right,  
And all were in the wrong! 
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2.1.1 CRM as a Marketing activity 
The first definition is a question more than a definition. “Is CRM a marketing 
activity?” Marketing is essential for every business since it is the primary 
determinator of “Return on Investment (ROI)”. Marketing is the source of economy 
and a basic process for every industry. This character of marketing results with 
conflicts regarding the source of some business practices. “Customers” are the main 
ingredient of both “Marketing” and “CRM”. 
Marketing is not the most important thing for a business; it is “everything” (From a Case 
Study in 1997, Uyar Group, Written on almost every wall…) 
To give an answer to this question we find it appropriate to give brief information 
about what marketing is. We will also analyze the evolution of definition of 
marketing and relevant concepts. Following definitions are derived from the websites 
of FEDMA (Federation of European Direct Marketingxiii), and AMA (American 
Marketing Associationxiv) as well as the statements of Nickels & Woods (Nickels & 
Woods, 1997) unless explicitly referenced. 
2.1.2 Marketing 
As early as 1948, the American Marketing Association (AMA) defined marketing as 
“the performance of business activities directed toward, and incident to, the flow of 
goods and services from producer to consumer or user”. Same association in 1960 
slightly modified that definition as “Marketing is a highway along which goods and 
services travelled from producers to customers and users” 
It is clearly seen from those definitions that about half a century ago marketing was 
just about “selling”. It was not important what was being sold or if the sold product 
was something fulfilled a defined requirement of end users and customers. We find 
similarities between this definition and the “as is” situation today which exist in 
construction sector especially in the real estate marketing environment. 
1985 Update of AMA defines Marketing as a management activity: “The process of 
planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, 
goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational 
objectives.” 
What we realize with this definition is that with the advances in IT, marketing data 
becomes much more manageable and thus enable the discipline of Marketing 
                                                 
xiii http://www.fedma.org 
xiv http://www.marketingpower.com 
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Management to be born. We can also state that some sort of data can be collected 
from marketing activities to be integrated, manipulated and managed. We also notice 
that Gemba Kaizen culture becomes effective over marketing activities. We 
understand that from statements like “ideas” are also being promoted and satisfaction 
of “individual and organizational objectives” becomes necessary. 
Marketing Management is defined as “The process of setting marketing goals for an 
organization (considering internal resources and market opportunities), the planning 
and execution of activities to meet these goals, and measuring progress toward their 
achievement.” What we would emphasize here is the requirement of a “performance 
measurement” system. We should note that the process is ongoing and repetitive (as 
within a planning cycle) so that the organization may continuously adapt to internal 
and external changes that create new “risks” and “opportunities”. 
Business Transformation eliminates non-value add activities while more efficiently 
integrating business processes” ROI Report Canada Post, June 2003 
1997 definition of “Marketing” is revised as “the process of establishing and 
maintaining mutually beneficial exchange relationships with customers and other 
stakeholders.” So that it is even not ten years the value of “relationships” had been 
realized. Many marketing professionals criticize CRM as “Establishing good 
relationships with customers is not a novel idea but with the emerging advancements 
in IT, the way it is maintained is…” (CRM Guru, 2004xv). Other critical statement 
here is that the requirement of “mutually beneficial exchanges” has been explicitly 
defined. We think that major drivers behind this change are advances in “Quality 
Management” and the in depth effect of “Total Quality” concept over business 
cultures. 
2005 AMA definition states that “Marketing is an organizational function and a set 
of processes for creating, communicating, and delivering value to customers and for 
managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the organization and its 
stakeholders.” This definition clearly indicates the confusion between “Marketing 
Management” and “CRM”. With this definition we realize a major cultural shift in 
the way of doing business in the marketing arena. Keeping this reality at hand we 
also have a criticism for this definition. We criticize this definition with our first and 
most important statement about CRM: 
CRM Statement 1: “CRM is not a Marketing initiative, CRM is the core of TQM 
and it is a TQM initiative.” We may also state this in brief as ‘CRM is not about 
                                                 
xv http://www.crmguru.com 
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“Marketing” it is about “Quality”. During our six years of research we did not came 
across with such a clear identification for the origin of CRM and thus this statement 
is one of the contributions of this research. We find this important because day by 
day definition of CRM as a marketing activity is being accepted by more and more 
business professionals and academicians. We will support our critics and try to figure 
out why it is not appropriate to define CRM as a marketing topic and give the answer 
to the question “Is CRM a marketing activity?” “No it is not” or better saying “It 
shouldn’t be…” in the following sections. 
2.1.2.1 The CRM Ethical Dilemma for Construction Sector 
Marketing Management benefits from data collected through CRM IT systems and 
use it to “analyze” individuals. The “Ethics” issue begins when these data is used to 
analyze individuals’ habits and character based on psychological and sociological 
patterns. Data warehouses “designed to keep CRM related information”, have very 
complex data structures and are capable to record “any” data relevant with a party. 
These data may be captured tracking purchase habits (ex. using a discount card), 
analysing how often you bring your products to the service and the source of the 
problem, your mood, many ways. Usually this is not a problem when you interact 
with only “one” provider and as long as they keep private data secure.  
We provide a sample of the standard “Customer Relationship Management XML 
Schema” to demonstrate a capability of CRM systems (Figure 2.2). It is really 
important to define the basic rules to acquire data from building users and restrict the 
data which is subject to be captured. There is a popular statement as “the 360o view 
of a customer” in the field of CRM. This view cannot be allowed for marketing 
processes, when someone is invited to the heart of the “life”; our homes, offices, etc. 
which would potentially arise many security and privacy issues. 
While we provide a model to bridge between CRM and BIM, as an architect as 
someone who is responsible as a social engineer, we can not just point out the 
problem and continue. Providing some basic rules and codes of practice are taken 
into the scope of this research. Figure 2.2 shows an example of one part of this XML 
schema about “habits”. A lifetime for a party can be tracked from birth to death 
through issue tracking systems. We will however use the same functionality to track 
the lifetime of “building entities” – not humans or customers. We aim at extracting 
360o view of building entities using the same functionality. But in order to extract 
meaningful information some demographic data related with users are also required. 
We will strictly define this content and explicitly define constraints. This ethical 
dilemma is further emphasized in Section 2.4 
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Figure 2-2:  CRM-XML PIL.XSD Schema - Capturing of Habits 
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2.1.3 Types of Marketing 
There are many types of marketing today. We will briefly analyze these types to 
figure out the parameters of CRM (Section 3.1). Our scope with this analysis is 
mainly to match and select marketing types applicable for construction sector. This 
analysis will also help us to determine the confusion point for the definition of CRM. 
We will try to prove that the marketing evolution, in which we realize the 
cornerstones of CRM; is dependent on the advances in IT and TQM.  
Some marketing types are actually knowledge management initiatives for TQM. 
Thus their names are usually called together with CRM. Actually the border between 
“Marketing” and “Quality” is fuzzy. And for construction sector the highest benefit 
can mostly be obtained in that fuzzy part of business systems. Thus, we will use the 
results of these analyses to make a synthesis on the applicability of CRM in 
construction sector in Section 4: “Rapid Prototyping”. Two main types of marketing 
are: 
Transactional Marketing: A set of unconnected transactions between marketer and 
customer. In transactional marketing, marketers focus on individual, isolated 
exchanges that satisfy a customer’s needs at a particular time and place. (In this 
scenario, marketers focus on attracting new customers…) 
Relationship Marketing: Relationship Marketing is the process of establishing and 
maintaining mutually beneficial, long-term relationships among organizations and 
their customers, employees, and other stakeholders. (Keywords; “Maintaining” & 
“Long Term”) 
Transactional marketing is still existent in specific industries (such as construction). 
Relationship marketing is specific to the companies which oriented their organization 
culture to act more customer focused, which represent a high level of 
industrialization, which has a good delivery and service network and are certified in 
the field of TQM (Table 2.1). The difference between transactional marketing and 
relationship marketing is usually defined with this analogy: “Transactional marketer 
is a hunter, relationship marketer is a farmer”. 
Relationship Marketing has three major forms of implementation. Some of these 
forms are traditional for marketing whilst others are realized with the advances in IT. 
Database marketing; is a systematic approach to the gathering, consolidation, and 
processing of consumer data (both for customers and potential customers) that is 
maintained in company's databases. Although databases have been used for customer 
data in traditional marketing for a long time, the database marketing approach is 
differentiated by the fact that much more consumer data is maintained, and that the 
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data is processed and used in new and more sophisticated ways. Among other things, 
marketers use the data to learn more about customers, select target markets for 
specific campaigns (through customer segmentation), compare customers' value to the 
company, and provide more specialized offerings for customers. Database 
marketingxvi is a practice applied since 80s.  
 
Table 2-1: Transactional Marketing versus Relationship Marketing 
Transactional Marketing Relationship Marketing 
 
Direct marketing; is driven by data, involves a one-to-one relationship between the 
individual prospect/customer and the marketing organisation. The key distinction 
between direct marketing and other forms of marketing is that direct marketing is 
measurable. For example, during a one-off telemarketing campaign, the exact 
number of calls, positive responses and sales can be determined and the cost of the 
campaign compared to the income generated. Furthermore, the information gathered 
on the database indicates negative responses, interested customers and those that 
                                                 
xvi http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,290660,sid11_gci939072,00.html 
Emphasis on getting new customers Emphasis on keeping customers as well as getting 
new ones 
Short term orientation Long-term orientation 
Interest in making a single sale Interest in multiple sales and enduring 
relationships 
Limited commitment to customers High level of ongoing commitment to customers 
Research on customer needs used to complete 
one transaction 
Continuing research on customer needs used to 
enhance relationship 
 
Success means making a sale Success means customer loyalty, repeat 
purchases, customer recommendations, and low 
customer turnover 
 
Quality is a production concern Quality is every employee’s concern 
Limited service commitment High degree of service commitment 
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actually bought. The data can be used to tailor future communications and analysed 
to build a profile of the customer base e.g. age, sex, income etc to define future 
prospects. The most important communication channels for direct marketing are 
direct mail, mail order, door-to-door, SMS, tele-services and call centres, direct 
response TV, radio and posters, and the Internet. 
"Direct Marketing is the fusion of creative thinking with customer knowledge and the latest 
technologies to generate customised communications and business solutions, across a mix of 
media." (Prof. Derek Holder, Managing Director, IDM) 
Integrated Marketing; is the unification and coordination of the marketer’s internal 
activities with its partners’ activities to complete marketing exchanges that delight 
customers. 
2.1.4 Conclusions to Marketing 
The idea that organizations can satisfy their own long-term objectives, such as 
profitability, by coordinating and focusing all their activities on identifying and 
satisfying customer needs and wants is called as “Marketing Concept”. This concept 
requires that one transaction triggers other. It claims otherwise money is lost. To 
enable continuous transactions between customers as well as partners, marketing 
management benefits from “up-selling” (selling additional products relative to the 
main product – i.e.: selling additional airbags as accessory with a new car) and 
“cross-selling” (selling promotional products not relative to the original product – 
i.e. selling a holiday at Antalya while selling a house). Which makes CRM so 
important for marketing is that it is like a magic wand to discover the 
“opportunities” of up-selling and cross-selling. This is also why it is taken into 
account as a “pure” marketing activity by the professionals of marketing. 
Marketing is usually defined with 4P’s. These elements are “Product”, “Price”, 
“Place” and “Promotion”. A “Marketing mix” is defined with the combination of 
product, price, distribution, and marketing communication that most effectively 
satisfies customer needs. It is very likely that a special type of performance pitfall 
may occur which is called as “Marketing Myopia” (The tendency to view the 
organization as a means of producing goods or services rather than as a means for 
creating and satisfying customers) in case of marketing practice which does not fit 
into marketing ethics and social responsibility. CRM is a very strong “tool” for 
marketing which prevents the Marketing Myopia. But the invention of CRM is 
relevant to TQM not marketing itself. 
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2.2 CRM as the core of TQM 
“Organizational culture”, defined as the pattern of shared values and beliefs that 
influences employee attitudes and behaviour; is an important concept to be covered 
while binding CRM and TQM together. Total Quality Management is defined as a 
concept which puts quality at the heart of every organizational operation, because 
quality is defined as satisfying the needs of both internal and external customers. 
There are some meta aspects of organizational culture which are principal such as a 
commitment to the company policies and behaviour, being customer focused, etc. 
There are also some typical aspects of organizational culture which are under change 
in terms of continuous improvement of people, processes and products. 
Although TQM is based on “Gemba Kaizen”, principles of TQM build on the 
“Kyosei (working for the common good)” philosophy as well. By the early 80’s the 
combination of “Kaizen Culture” with statistical quality assurance methods provided 
a new strategic vision for enterprises. This evolution enabled enterprises; to develop 
various organizational, productive and managerial models and tools in order to 
enhance the quality of products while shortening the production lifecycle and cutting 
costs (Stasiowski and Burstein, 1993). 
It was then, the re-invention of the “Third Eye” – the customer. Up to then, only 
engineers could define quality, only in terms of better performance towards a 
specification which not adequately analyzed against specific needs. Though after, 
customers defined their dreams about future, searching for a better standard for life, 
thus providing the key for innovation (Roth, 1999). This revolutionary movement 
had two primary supports behind: Emerging developments in information 
technologies and the unpredictable impact of globalization. 
To enable this change some TQM tools such as reengineering (The fundamental 
rethinking and radical redesign of organizational processes to achieve dramatic 
improvements) and Cross-functional teams (Groups of employees from various 
functions or departments who wok together to satisfy customers) are used and these 
tools and techniques are closely relevant to the techniques which are applied in 
Construction and Project Management (as well as in other industries to obtain Total 
Quality) such as Concurrent Engineering & Management, Knowledge Management, 
Enterprise Resource Planning – ERP, Supply Chain Management – SCM. 
Contribution of “Partner Relationship Management – PRM” and “Product Lifetime 
Management – PLM” defines us a TQM oriented CRM approach for construction 
sector as in Section 1.5. 
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At first sight, the main scope of marketing and TQM logically interfere with each 
other. Because marketers are famous in abusing “needs and wants” of parties while 
TQM is searching for a better quality of life using science. CRM is a factor which 
forms equilibrium between these two management domains. It acts as a gateway to 
increase revenues of a company through enabling design of products which have 
higher quality all the time as well as defining an “interaction interface” under TQM 
with the customer.  
The main objective of marketing is always increasing the annual turnover of a 
company. The liberal economy rules and capitalism enforces enterprises with a 
constant increase in revenue. Logically if a company can not increase its turnover, it 
is relatively loosing its power of competence and getting smaller in the industry of 
existence. Thus major measure of marketing is the performance in increasing the 
profits of a company. On the other hand the major measure of TQM is the 
performance of enterprises with satisfying the end users and customers (end users 
may not always be the actual customer) with the products they produce (which 
should be established through conformance to requirements at first) through 
contemporary management approaches, tools and techniques listed. 
2.3 The social aspect of CRM 
The social aspect of CRM is mostly relevant to marketing. This is also why we find it 
not appropriate to define CRM as a marketing activity. This point of view even may 
sound somehow naïve that there is no barrier to implement CRM as a pure marketing 
initiative. What we aim to do is to define a constitution for the implementation of 
CRM in the AEC/FM domain. We actually faced with cases especially in banking 
and finance sector which does not fit into any kind of ethics or social responsibility 
(Interview). We faced companies which are educating their sales-force with the 
following initial statement: “You are thieves; your job is to steal money!” This is 
extremely dangerous when these kinds of actors are invited into the core of our lives; 
into our offices and homes. We came along and noted during our research of 
marketing that topics such as psychology, sociology and similar were fundamental in 
marketing education (question is why?). 
The basics of psychology and sociology for marketing come from Maslow’s rules. 
Basic statement of Maslow is “think in the good way and you become one; think in 
the bad way and you become one.” Making this statement Maslow defines the 
positive values of a society originating from individuals and these values are named 
as Maslow’s “B” Values (Truth, Goodness, Beauty, Unity, Transcendence, 
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Aliveness, Uniqueness, Perfection, Justice, Order, and Simplicity). We are including 
these values in our analysis because of the significant parallelism with the scope of 
“Gemba Kaizen” culture and TQM. What follows these values is the Maslow’s 
pyramid of needs (Figure 2.3). These needs are: 
• Body (Physiological) Needs such as air, warmth, food, sleep, stimulation and 
activity. This need concerns biological balance and stable equilibrium 
(homeostasis). These needs can be very strong because if deprived over time, 
the person will die.  
• Security (Safety) Needs such as living in a safe area away from threats. This 
level is more likely to be found in children as they have a greater need to feel 
safe 
• Social (Love and Belongingness) Needs; such as the love of family and 
friends. 
• Ego (Self esteem) Needs; such as healthy pride. The Ego needs focus on our 
need for self-respect, and respect from others.  
• Self Actualization (Fulfilment) Needs; such as purpose, personal growth 
and realization of potentials. This is the point where people become fully 
functional, acting purely on their own volition and having a healthy 
personality 
• Both marketing and TQM has many social aspects. The problem is, there is 
no legal mechanism in marketing to ensure that ethical issues are taken into 
account and there is no effective mechanism to select professionals of 
marketing who own a character of higher social responsibility. The meanings 
of the terms Marketing Ethics & Social Responsibility are: 
• Marketing Ethics: the values and moral standards that govern marketing 
actions and decisions. As a marketer it is possible to face decisions about 
actions open to you that are legal but may not measure up to society’s values 
and standards. 
• Social responsibility: the idea that organizations should look beyond their 
own interests and make a contribution to society. Accordingly, every 
organization should act in ways that benefit society, such as improving the 
community, safeguarding the environment, and protecting consumer rights. 
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Figure 2-3: Maslow’s Pyramid of needs 
 
On the other hand TQM (with the culture it represents, its tools and techniques) 
ensures that actors of the system are always having the highest benefit possible in 
terms of overall satisfaction from the output of any business process. This 
satisfaction also covers the positive values of the society. In other words TQM is 
naturally the guarantee of social responsibility and ethics. CRM with the IT support 
at the background may be very dangerous against the positive values of society in the 
hands of a marketer who owns “some” negative values and it is very likely to face 
such kind of actors in a capitalist business arena. 
The aim of those statements is not to criticize marketing or any business paradigm. 
What we are trying to emphasize is the reality that sustainability of any business 
passes through the sustainability of societies. We also try to emphasise that with 
proper application of TQM principles through the CRM gate, optimum sustainability 
(sustainability of enterprises as well as the sustainability of societies and “cultures”) 
will be achieved which also falls in the scope of marketing activities. A roadmap 
with appropriate guides to this “planning for relationship building” may be defined 
as (Varey, 2002): 
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• Relations are based on open communication 
• Relationships are built on reliability 
• Relationships are strengthened when parties stay in contact 
• Relationships depend on thrust, honesty, and ethical behaviour 
• Partners in a relationship show they care major change factors affecting 
marketing’s future: 
• Change is constant and rapid 
• Competition is global 
• Technology is dramatically changing marketing exchanges 
• Collaboration is as important as competition 
• Quality isn’t optional it’s standard (ISO 9000) 
• The focus is on the individual 
• An ethical and socially responsible approach to marketing is critical 
2.4 CRM as a Strategic Management Initiative 
Strategy is a broad plan used to guide the decisions and actions of everyone in an 
organization. Because CRM needs a paradigm shift in organization behaviour, it is 
also a strategic management initiative.  
2.4.1 Schools of Strategic Management 
To understand the relevant processes and its relation with the topics we discussed up 
to here, we will briefly list ten schools of strategic management based on (Mintzberg 
et al. 1998): 
The Design School 
The original view sees strategy formation as achieving the essential fit between internal strengths 
and weaknesses and external threats and opportunities (SWOT). Senior management formulates 
clear and simple strategies in a deliberate process of conscious thought - which is neither 
formally analytical nor informally intuitive - and communicates them to the staff so that 
everyone can implement the strategies. This was the dominant view of the strategy process at 
least into the 1970s given its implicit influence on most teaching and practice. 
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The Planning School 
This school grew in parallel with the design school. But the planning school predominated by the 
mid-1970 and though it faltered in the 1980’s it continues to be an important influence today. 
The planning school reflects most of the design school’s assumptions except a rather significant 
one: that the process was not just cerebral but formal, decomposable into distinct steps, 
delineated by checklists, and supported by techniques (especially with regard to objectives, 
budgets, programs, and operating plans). This meant that staff planners replaced senior 
managers, de facto, as the key players in the process. Today, many companies get little value 
from their annual strategic-planning process. To meet the new challenges, this process should be 
redesigned to support real-time strategy making and to encourage ‘creative accidents’. 
The Positioning School 
This prescriptive school was the dominant view of strategy formulation in the 1980’s. It was 
given impetus especially by Harvard professor Michael Porter in 1980, following earlier work on 
strategic positioning in academe and in consulting, all preceded by a long literature on military 
strategy, dating back to 500 BC and that of Sun Tzu, author of The Art of War. In this view, 
strategy reduces to generic positions selected through formalized analysis of industry situations. 
Hence, planners became analysts.  This proved especially lucrative to consultants and academics 
alike, which could sink their teeth into hard data and so promote their “scientific truths” to 
companies and journals alike. This literature grew in all directions to include strategic groups, 
value chains, game theories, and other ideas - but always with this analytical bent. 
The Entrepreneurial School 
Much like the design school, the entrepreneurial school centred the process on the chief 
executive, but unlike the design school, and in contrast to the planning school, it rooted that 
process in the mysteries of intuition. That shifted the strategies from precise designs, plans, or 
positions to vague visions, or perspectives, typically to be seen through metaphor. The idea was 
applied to particular contexts – start-ups, niche players, privately owned companies and 
“turnaround” situations, although the case was certainly put forward that every organization 
needs the discernment of a visionary leader. 
The Cognitive School 
On the academic front, there was interest in the origin of strategies. If strategies developed in 
people’s mind as frames, models, or maps, what could be understood about those mental 
processes? Particularly in the 1980’s, and continuing today, research has grown steadily on 
cognitive biases in strategy making and on cognition as information processing. Meanwhile, 
another, newer branch of this school adopted a more subjective interpretative or constructivist 
view of the strategy process: that cognition is used to construct strategies as creative 
interpretations, rather than simply to map reality in some more or less objective way. 
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The Learning School 
Of all the described schools, the learning school became a veritable wave and challenged the 
omnipresent prescriptive schools. Dating back to early work on “incrementalism”, as well as 
conceptions like “venturing”, “emerging strategy”, (or the growing out of individual decisions 
rather than being immaculately conceived) and “retrospective sense making”, (that we act in 
order to think as much as we think in order to act), a model of strategy making as a learning 
developed that different from the earlier schools. In this view, strategies are emergent, strategists 
can be found throughout the organization, and so-called formulation and implementation 
intertwine. 
The Power School 
This comparatively small, but quite different school has focused on strategy making rooted in 
power, in two senses. Micro power sees the development of strategies within the organization as 
essentially political, a process involving bargaining, persuasion, and confrontation among inside 
actors. Macro power takes the organization as an entity that uses its power over others and 
among its partners in alliances, joint ventures, and other network relationships to negotiate 
“collective” strategies in its interests. 
The Cultural School 
As opposite to the power school that focuses on self-interest and fragmentation, the cultural 
school focuses on common interest and integration. Strategy formation is viewed as a social 
process rooted in culture. The theory concentrates on the influence of culture in discouraging 
significant strategic change. Culture became a big issue in the United States and Europe after the 
impact of Japanese management was fully realized in the 1980’s and it became clear that 
strategic advantage can be the product of unique and difficult-to-imitate cultural factors. 
The Environmental School 
Perhaps not strictly strategic management, if one takes that term as concerned with how 
organizations use their degrees of freedom to create strategy; the environmental school 
nevertheless deserves attention for the light it throws on the demands of the environment. 
Among its most noticeable theories is the “contingency theory”, that considers what responses 
are expected of organizations that face particular environmental conditions, and “population 
ecology”, writings that claim severe limits to strategic choice. 
The Configuration School 
This school enjoys the most extensive and integrative literature and practice at present. One side 
of this school, more academic and descriptive, sees organization as configuration - coherent 
clusters of characteristics and behaviours - and so serves as one way to integrate the claims of 
the other schools: each configuration, in effect, in its own place, planning for example, in 
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machine-type organizations under conditions of relative stability, entrepreneurship under more 
dynamic configurations of start-up and turnaround. But if organizations can be described by such 
states, then change must be described as rather dramatic transformation - the leap from one state 
to another. And so, a literature and practice of transformation - more prescriptive and 
practitioner oriented (and consultant promoted) – developed as the other side of the coin. These 
two very different literatures and practices nevertheless complement one another and so belong 
to the same school. 
2.5  CRM as a Knowledge Management Activity 
Strategies are developed over “knowledge” as a harvest of information, experience 
and vision. CRM is a knowledge management activity. CRM IT has sophisticated 
capabilities to extract experience and vision based on the information processed. 
With support of relevant IT, CRM acts a gate to transforming tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge. For our model, knowledge capture from CRM will address three 
major information subsets as defined in Design Quality Indicators (DQI): 
Functionality is concerned with the arrangement, quality and interrelationship of 
space, and the way in which the building is designed to be useful. 
Build Quality relates to the engineering performance of a building, which includes 
structural stability and the integration and robustness of the systems, finishes and 
fittings. 
Impact refers to the building’s ability to create a sense of place, and to have a 
positive effect on the local community and environment. It also encompasses the 
wider effect the design may have on the arts of building and architecture. 
2.6 CRM as a Set of IT Tools 
CRM is with the extensive support of IT at the background is a major enabler of 
interoperability. CRM is the major driver of many software technologies in use 
today. This is also why the name of CRM is called with the name of IT solutions 
developed for it. During the early stages of CRM many firms took it as a se of IT 
solutions, but those CRM projects failed one by one over time.  
Technologies behind CRM enable effective B2E, B2B, and B2C integration. IT for 
CRM can be configured within various levels. For a Small to Medium Enterprise 
(SME) a simple contact management may be enough while for a global company, all 
functionality of back office integration, service management, call centre applications, 
data warehouses, supported by various Business Intelligence application are required. 
IT for CRM will be analyzed in detail in Section 3. 
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2.7 CRM as a Culture 
The cultural aspect of CRM is listed under almost every topic we discussed up to 
here. This is why CRM requires a paradigm shift in firm behaviour. The prerequisite 
of CRM is the commitment of top management towards a new approach to the way 
of doing business. It is impossible to implement CRM throughout the entire 
organization if this commitment is not existent. This culture is not only about 
behaving the customer in a good way. This culture is also about obtaining the same 
standards of doing business throughout organization as well as with partners and 
suppliers. This culture is about respect and fairness. This culture is about 
commitment to “constantly increasing” quality. This culture is about enhancing 
experiences between processes of B2E, B2B, B2C relationships.  This culture is 
commitment to “Gemba Kaizen” as well as “Kyosei” (Living and working together 
for the common good – enabling cooperation and mutual prosperity to coexist with 
healthy and fair competition. Together with “Human Dignity” - the sacredness or 
value of each person as an end, not simply as a means of the fulfilment of other’s 
purposes or even majority prescription) these philosophies define today’s 
contemporary business principles. 
2.8 Definition of CRM 
The best CRM definition we came across which falls along the results of the CRM 
analysis is as follows: “Customer Relationship Management is a knowledge driven 
competence strategy which focuses on the fulfilment of changing and advancing 
customer needs and wants in today’s globalizing world (Yılmazkaya, 2005)”. Taking 
this definition as a base and depending on the analysis of CRM from section 2.1 to 
2.8 we add our definition of CRM. CRM Statement 2: “Customer Relationship 
Management is a knowledge driven strategy for Total Quality Management, to 
enable sustainability of enterprises in contemporary marketing arena.” In this 
definition we assume that TQM includes customer oriented thinking, it is the base of 
effective and ethical marketing and contemporary marketing arena is the entire world 
which is under the unpredictable effect of globalization. 
2.9 Conclusions to CRM 
CRM as a management discipline is beneficial for any enterprise in any industry if 
the philosophy at the background is well understood and merged into the business 
culture of a firm. But technically, CRM is a “data hungry” process. CRM IT may get 
effective only after reasonable amount of data is collected through customer and 
partner interaction channels. Thus CRM IT cannot be directly used for construction 
sector. It is expensive and it will not provide the expected benefits for construction 
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project organizations. But an opportunity exists if it can be used for Facility 
Management Integration. 
For the construction sector, the primary scope with implementing CRM must not be 
obtaining a 360 degrees view of “customers” but should be to obtain a 360 degrees 
view of “building entities” through building users (as customers). This requires the 
data collected through FM integration to be explicitly defined and establishing strict 
rules for privacy of parties. The CRM analysis provides the cues on how and at what 
extend the data can be collected about building entities. The findings will be further 
elaborated in section three. We will provide relevant case examples, define mapping 
to construction IT, list opportunities and define basic metadata and relevant protocols 
in the following section. 
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3. FM INTEGRATION CPO AND APPLIED CRM 
Based on our findings up to Chapter 3 and the defined scope of research as in Section 
1.4, we develop a business model in Chapter 4 for FM integration as the key to 
applied CRM in the construction sector. In this section, we will make a brief analysis 
of FM and provide appropriate mappings to CRM tools and techniques in use to 
support our approach. Scope of this section is to choose appropriate CRM modules 
for FM integration. We will further analyze applied CRM and will aggregate data 
requirements based on CRM analysis and available CRM ICT. Then we will test 
applicability of certain CRM modules for construction IT interoperability. Findings 
at the end of this section will provide the basis for our business model which will be 
elaborated in Chapter 4, “CRM Oriented AEC/FM Models”. 
3.1 Facility Management Analysis 
Facility management (FM) is a profession that encompasses multiple disciplines to 
ensure functionality of the built environment by integrating people, place, process 
and technology (IFMA 2006). FM is an area dealing primarily with sustainability of 
capital investment, which is gaining attention as a large industry with opportunities 
for improved business practices, methodologies and software tools (Hassanain 2002). 
Facility Management companies are characterized with their widespread 
differentiating functions (Hassanain 2002, Caldas 2003). An FM firm may be a 
consultant company, real estate company, building operation and management 
company, as well as a subcontractor of the actual design-build phase. FM services 
may be provided by companies as well as by individuals. Therefore, FM includes 
almost all the required tasks to trace the lifetime of buildings and building entities. A 
detailed list of those FM functions and when and how the professionals of AEC 
domain contribute to those activities are given in Table 3.1. This is a briefing of the 
FM analysis results and the analysis data itself is further elaborated in the following 
sections. 
Within the scope of our business model, we will only elaborate on Building 
Maintenance Processes (The preventive and remedial upkeep of building components 
and systems – including but not limited to HVAC, electrical, plumbing, elevators,  
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Table 3-1: Facility Management Functions 
 
Custodial 
Building Maintenance 
Grounds Maintenance 
Utilities 
Plant 
Operations 
Building Equipment 
Unit Equipment 
Personnel Equipment 
Furnishings 
Personal 
Leased 
Owned Real 
Property 
Control 
Use & Assignment 
Building Data 
Grounds Data 
Facility 
Facts 
Asset 
Accounting 
SUSTAINING 
Architecture 
Engineering 
Interior Design 
Space Facility Layout 
Land Planning 
Landscape Architecture 
Building Programming 
Other 
Professional 
Services 
Building Projects 
Professional Services Contract 
Building Equipment 
Furnishings Purchase 
Salvage/Sales Disposal 
Contracting / 
Purchasing 
Property Location 
Lease Negotiation 
Property Acquisition 
Property Disposal 
Real Estate 
Under $20,000 
$20-50,000 
$50-500,000 
over $500,000 
Project Accounting 
Compliance 
Project 
Management 
Space Analysis 
Space Assignment 
Space 
Management 
CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT 
Facility Forecasting 
Capital Plan 
Capital Budgeting 
Long-Range 
Planning 
External Relations 
Research & Development 
Policy 
Development 
FUTURING 
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carpentry and painting; excluding janitorial and grounds maintenance), as a basis for 
linking with CAD. Issue tracking is possible and CRM interaction may occur at any 
state of FM related activities meaning that every actor of FM domain is the main user 
of the system in terms of our model. 
Maintenance activities may be the subject of Corrective Maintenance (maintenance 
activities performed because of equipment or system failure; activities are directed 
toward the restoration of an item to a specified level of performance, sometimes 
called "breakdown maintenance"), Cyclical Maintenance (maintenance that can be 
predicted and performed on a regular basis), Deferred Maintenance (a formal or 
informal listing of unaccomplished maintenance tasks; such situations arise because 
of shortages of funds, personnel, or specific management practices), or Preventive 
Maintenance (planned actions undertaken to retain an item at a specified level of 
performance by providing repetitive scheduled tasks which prolong system operation 
and useful life; i.e., inspection, cleaning, lubrication and part replacement)(Cotts and 
David, 1992). 
3.2 Applied CRM and Construction IT Interoperability 
In AEC industry the buildings and built facilities (the integrated solution) are unique 
while entities which these solutions are composed of are typical; providing 
opportunities for the industrialization of the sector. This actual framework also has 
its support as the conceptual building information model at the background. While 
buildings are different from each other, the language (and the data structures) 
required to describe them are believed to be stable (Turk et al. 2004). This makes it 
easier to define and analyze the ontology of those systems and a generally agreed 
ontology is a prerequisite for effective information exchange. The development of 
the semantic web with agent based information is a current  
example, where interoperability is enabled trough ontology development and  
standardization (Ekholm, 2004). 
Advancing technologies such as grid computing, the semantic web and web services 
promise new interoperability opportunities for integration and facilitate the formation 
of Virtual Organizations (VO) while increasing the collaboration and information 
sharing among the actors of those VO. Especially small to medium enterprise (SME) 
companies have limited resources in order to benefit from sophisticated IT solutions 
and higher levels of interoperability promises increase in knowledge assets which is 
strategically essential while providing higher levels of business competence strength. 
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The VO concept is the background support for this research. Our business model for 
FM integration depends on a VO framework. CRM ICT is used as the mechanism to 
enable this integration. Since the customer orientation of the VO is the basis for our 
business model, extraction of CRM parameters which will be used by the VO are 
required. 
3.2.1 Parameters of CRM to be used by FM 
First parameter of CRM is the “Customer”. A customer is someone who has a 
demand for a product. It is an individual or organization that buys or exchanges 
something of value for a marketer's products. This demand is driven by the needs and 
wants of the customer. There are two types of customers, direct customers and 
indirect customers. Direct customers are the ones who are actually making the 
transaction with the “provider”. Indirect customers are the ones who are also 
benefiting from the provided product. We rename indirect customer as end users in 
this research. Customers may be represented with a phone number, with an address, 
or any other data which identifies that individual. They are individuals who have 
specific needs and wants (which drive requirements) as well as members of a society 
representing some common patterns of behaviour representing the identity of the 
culture they are belonged to. 
Second parameter of CRM is the “Product”. A “product” is a good, a service, or an 
idea that the customer acquires to satisfy a need or want through the exchange of 
money or something else of value. “Goods” are products such as pens and potatoes, 
bananas and buildings, that are tangible – that is physically able to be touched. 
“Services” are products such as medical care, education, maintenance and haircuts 
that are intangible but offer health, information, cosmetic or other valuable benefits. 
“Ideas” are thoughts or images such as “Wear your seat belts” or “Safety List” that 
businesses and non-profit organizations promote to customers, employees, and other 
to increase their knowledge or contribute to their well –being (Nickels & Wood, 
1997).  
Third parameter of CRM is “exchange”. Exchange is basically related with 
marketing and a marketing exchange occurs only when three elements are in place: 
• Each of two or more people or organizations has something of value to trade 
• Both parties are willing and able to trade what they have for something else 
they value 
• The parties are able to communicate with each other about the exchange (a 
sort of interoperability is existent) 
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In a marketing exchange, both the marketer (provider) and the customer must 
benefit. Although the transaction is the subject of marketing, the benefit system 
“should be” the subject of TQM. This exchange may happen (from/to) business 
(to/from) customer (B2C), (from/to) business (to/from) business (B2B) or (from/to) 
business (to/from) enterprise (B2E). This nature of the exchange introduces us with 
the internal marketing concept, which is an outcome of the “Gemba Kaizen” culture. 
Internal marketing facilitates in-house knowledge management and is the process of 
satisfying internal customers (employees) as a prerequisite to satisfying external 
customers (including partners). 
Fourth parameter of CRM is the “requirements system (Customer needs and 
wants)”. This parameter is the essential one which we mostly elaborate on. A need is 
the feeling of deprivation over the absence of food, clothing, shelter, or some 
necessity for basic survival. (While every human being can feel the need for such 
necessities, how a need satisfied varies a great deal from person to person). A want 
is a desire to satisfy a need in a specific way, a way that is influenced by the 
individual’s background and culture, as well as by other forces, including marketing.  
Fifth parameter of CRM is “Utility”. How well a product satisfies customer needs 
and wants is a function of its utility. Utility: describes the value a product provides 
for the customer as Form, Time, Place, Possession, and Information & Service: 
• Form Utility is the value provided by changing (forming) raw materials 
into a finished product 
• Time Utility is the value of making a product available when the 
customer needs it 
• Place Utility is the value of making a product available when the 
customer needs it 
• Possession Utility is the value provided by enabling customers to obtain 
and use the product over time (Credit, delivery, installation, guarantees) 
• Information utility is the value of communicating to the customer 
information about the product, such as its price and instructions for use 
• Service utility is the value added to products through services such as 
friendly employees, return privileges, quick repairs, customer support and 
updating the information about product uses to increase the item’s value 
over time. 
Using the utilities a value package is created for marketing. This “Value Package” is 
the combination of tangible ad intangible elements that potential customers evaluate 
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when deciding whether to buy a particular product. These parameters provide the 
content of our business model for FM integration and CRM based construction IT 
interoperability. 
3.3 Interoperability in and between AEC/FM industries 
In the AEC/FM industry, the knowledge acquisition is limited. A lot of the 
knowledge throughout product design-build phase remains tacit and is not explicated. 
A large proportion of this knowledge emerges from the relationships between a 
customer (client) and a performer (designer, engineer, and builder). It has been 
proven in other industries that elaborating on the relationship with the client and 
focusing on the client satisfaction while establishing an organization alignment such 
that this becomes a proper focus of the processes dramatically increases the 
acquisition of knowledge and facilitates converting of implicit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge. 
A very significant behaviour in the AEC/FM domain is that, although many 
researches emphasize the need and necessity of the integration of “Design Build” and 
“Facility Management” phases of buildings to facilitate tracking the lifetime of built 
facilities and buildings in order to better understand the results of architectural and 
engineering design solutions, test the performance of as built elements (product or 
manufacturing output) and use extracted knowledge for future construction 
excellence (Fischer & Kam, 2002 ); AEC and FM still act and function as separate 
domains. While in general, both AEC and FM processes use the similar software 
packages and these tools are generally interoperable with each other, actual 
information exchange between these domains is very limited. 
Different actors contribute to “Design Build” and “Use and Maintenance” phases of 
buildings. For some sophisticated facilities, the relationship in between is much 
closer (i.e. “as-built” documentation also includes maintenance information). In this 
case some use and maintenance manuals are available from project management for 
the use of facility management. But for many types of projects as-built information 
about built environment is almost completely hidden and cannot be accessed by the 
“Use & maintenance” processes.  
One of our proposals with in this research is to extend the scope of interoperability 
and promote it in three different levels which as an outcome of our previous analysis 
in the field of CRM (TR). Every process in manufacturing (design and build), 
Services (FM) and marketing (real estate) has a common structure. Elements of this 
structure are “Actors & Organization”, “Processes”, and “Information Technology 
(IT)”. According to our opinion while providing interoperability solutions such as 
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IFC, it is also essential to define some standards or “starter kits” which would guide 
the companies and actors of the sector with aligning their personal or organizational 
behaviour (business culture) to the proposed system and help enterprises to 
reengineer their current processes of doing work. CRM case studies show that 
success with new strategic IT initiatives is dependent on “Human factors (50%)”, 
“Processes (30%)”, “IT (20 %)” (ISM 2006). 
IFC at first sight introduced as an ICT initiative, though each initiative such as IFC 
should be supported with roadmaps, prototype process models (for business 
transformation), comprehensive educative facilities and various promotions. We 
assume that the Industry Foundation Classes will continue to gain the support of 
software developers and integrators in the design-build phase and provide the core 
structure of the BIM (building information model). They are very convenient in 
terms of interoperability and provide a reliable and extensible view for every domain 
in AEC/FM industry. Setting up ICT solutions over an IFC foundation is believed to 
ease interoperability. New ideas and concepts can be integrated to extend the current 
IFC specification. Though there is still need for models for IFC which would 
facilitate the acceptance while increasing the awareness and use among industry 
professionals of the AEC/FM industries (Ercoskun, Dikbas & Turk 2006) 
CRM is a gateway to relationship marketing that aims to retain customers, build 
lasting relationships and maximise customer value for the company. CRM strategy 
and operations differ significantly from the transactional marketing approach and 
often require sophisticated IT support. Direct and database marketing methods can be 
powerful instruments for achieving CRM goals, but CRM is not an original sub-task 
of direct and database marketers. In contrast to database marketing, relationship 
marketing and CRM are mainly discussed at a strategic level, where collaborative 
relationships and customer retention are emphasised. 
It is a fact of modern business that an abundance of transactional data is routinely 
generated. This is likely to be achieved through both front and back office systems 
across a wide variety of channels such as the call centre(s), the Internet, electronic 
point of sale, e-mail, post, WAP etc. The data itself is mostly about, for example, 
orders placed and received, stocks, finance, personnel and most importantly, about 
customers. Although today it seems very hard to gather such data in the AEC/FM 
domain, especially FM processes promises many opportunities to succeed with that. 
However, the problem lies in making sense of, and using this data effectively and 
this problem that is still the challenge facing many organisations today. 
Customer relationship management is a way of tying the front end of the customer 
interaction with the vast resources of data on that customer that exist in the back. 
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From a customer point of view, that means that the agent information ready on who 
the caller is and what dealings they have had in the past. It results in shorter calls, 
and better calls that generate more revenue and are more refined and purposeful. To 
understand better these processes, we will give some technical details about applied 
CRM and choose appropriate modules for our business model. 
3.4 CRM ICT as a Facilitator for Interoperability 
Technology has not always been poised to improve customer interaction, service and 
satisfaction. The software industry began migrating MRP II (material resource 
planning systems) to ERP (enterprise resource planning systems) to improve 
efficiency on the manufacturing floor. These `back office' systems improved finance, 
distribution and manufacturing functions. Now technology's focus has shifted to the 
customer side. `Front office' systems improve a customer's experience through 
enhanced marketing, call centre, repair and service functions. The customer is at the 
centre of it all because the customer's behaviour can inform every business decision.  
CRM ICT is based on four primary modules. These modules are “Interactive CRM”, 
“Operational CRM”, “Analytical CRM” and “Strategic CRM”. We selected two 
primary components of CRM ICT for CPOs; “Contact management” and “Sales 
Force Automation”. The intersection of these two modules is the “Issue Tracking 
Functionality” of CRM systems. These packages are entrance level solutions for 
almost all kind of CRM applications. 
CRM involves capturing and integrating all customer data from anywhere in the 
organization, analyzing and consolidating it into information and then distributing 
the results to various systems and customer contact points across the enterprise. 
Figure 3.1 shows the components of CRM from a technology perspective 
The main challenge of CRM projects is to synchronize information which is 
retrieved from different channels of communication. These communication channels 
may be telephone calls, e-mails, chat, written correspondences, etc. Maintaining the 
concurrency of customer interaction data, as well as making it readily available for 
the on-line use of business actors is a complex task and requires to implement  some 
state of the art IT solutions (such as voice recognition, intelligent interpretation, 
artificial intelligence for classification and first call resolution - FCR, etc.) While 
these tasks can be handled with well defined business processes for SMEs, as the size 
of the enterprise increases, sophisticated IT support becomes mandatory. These two 
main components of CRM ICT has a common base at the background; the “Issue 
Tracking Systems”. 
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Figure 3-1: Components of CRM
Interactive CRM 
•Channel Management 
•Customer Identification 
•Outgoing Message Management 
•Organizational Behaviour Model 
Analytic CRM 
•Data Capture and Collection 
•Personalization of Data 
  (adapting to the culture) 
•Analysis capabilities 
•Knowledge share across the enterprise 
Operational CRM 
•Change Management, 
•Customer Centric Processes,  
•Automation,  
•Customer Oriented Product Model 
Strategic CRM 
•Strategy components, 
•Competency Models,  
•CRM Decisions,  
•Performance Measurement 
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3.4.1 Development of CRM Projects 
Development of CRM projects are usually realized in three phases: Situation 
Assessment, Gap Analysis, and Action Plan. We applied this three phase approach to 
develop our business model for rapid prototyping in section four. Typical phases 
related with a CRM Project are shown in Figure 3.2 
Phase 1: Situation Assessment: The most important part of situation assessment is 
establishing where a company stands now regarding its internal customer-related 
practices. 
"Often, companies try to bypass documenting current circumstances because they believe 
that they already know what the existing issues are and what needs to change. They jump to 
implement solutions, such as new CRM technology, products, or marketing initiatives, and 
then don't understand what went wrong when those solutions fail (Nykamp).”  
Assessing the status of current customer-related practices is an eye-opening 
experience for many company leaders. Cross-departmental discussions frequently 
reveal that divergent or contradictory CRM initiatives are being applied throughout 
an organization. A situation analysis will enable to identify and prioritize current 
customer initiatives and define a cohesive CRM vision and mission. A company can 
assess its internal capabilities and infrastructure and external customers' experiences 
of the organization. Internally, for instance, there is need to consider business focus, 
organizational structure, metrics, customer interaction channels, and technology. 
Externally, FM experience of a building user as a customer can be evaluated in terms 
of the service provided with relevant purchase cycle.  
Phase 2: Gap Analysis. A gap analysis helps to identify the differences between 
where a company is today versus where it wants to be regarding relevant CRM 
practices. Then, it can be prioritized which gaps to address, highlighting the ones that 
are most critical to progress.  
"The most common gaps in customer understanding include having the required customer 
knowledge and making sure that the individuals and areas responsible for meeting customer 
needs have that knowledge, too (Nykamp)…" 
Common gaps include lack of coordination across customer touch points and lacking 
a data infrastructure that allows easy and consistent customer information-sharing 
across the organization.  
Phase 3: Action Plan: The gap analysis will identify both large- and small-scale 
improvement opportunities. Prioritizing initiatives on the basis of their contribution 
to the company's CRM objectives is the last step. The implementation structure 
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creates accountability and defines roles not only for senior management, but also for 
middle management, and the team that will be implementing the CRM projects. 
3.5 Conclusions to Section Three 
Based on CRM analysis in section two and FM analysis in section three the 
following decisions are given: 
• The business model will focus on FM integration rather than CPO itself. 
However, it will provide a framework to enable FM processes has access to 
the BIM which is finalized by the CPO. 
• Data collected trough CRM systems about parties will be limited to basic 
demographical data, and the metadata will include “Birth date”, “Birth 
Place”, “Gender”, “Profession”, “Basic contact information”, and 
“Referencing party information”. Information capture about “habits” and 
other irrelevant information will be strictly prohibited. 
• There will be no restriction for the data collected about building entities. The 
content of this information will be discussed in detail in Section 5 
• The Rapid Prototype Business Model which will be used to support the 
functionality of CRM – CAD link will be advanced with the three phase 
approach as described in Section 3.4.2 
• For this research only “Contact Management” and “Issue Tracking” modules 
of CRM systems are in scope. 
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Figure 3-2: CRM Project development process 
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4. CRM ORIENTED MODELS FOR AEC/FM 
To define “CRM Oriented Models for The AEC/FM Industry” we will benefit from 
“rapid prototyping”. Rapid Prototyping is a term to explain the speedy fabrication of 
sample parts for demonstration, evaluation, or testing. It typically utilizes advanced 
layer manufacturing technologies that can quickly generate complex three-
dimensional objects directly from computer-based models devised by Computer 
Aided Design (CAD). This computer representation is sliced into two-dimensional 
layers, whose descriptions are sent to the fabrication equipment to build the part 
layer by layer (http://www.csa.com). Actually we use it as an analogy for our 
“Relationship Model”. We need a sample of an “implementable” business scenario to 
define the functionality of the CRM – CAD link. Our business model with the 
proposed IT support at the background has a “layered” structure and fits well with 
this analogy. 
4.1 CRM Challenges and Construction Project Organizations  
Based on the analysis in Chapter 3 and the cognitions in Section 3.4, we identified 
the major challenge of CRM projects as the requirement of interoperability between 
heterogeneous systems. Usually it is preferred to update the entire IT infrastructure 
with a complete solution for best results. But financing such a big investment is not 
easy (Software license fees alone have proven cost prohibitive for SMBs. Traditional 
enterprise CRM products delivered by Siebel, PeopleSoft and SAP can be very 
complex and cost anywhere from $5,000 to $15,000 per user. Even applications from 
traditional mid-market vendors, such as Pivotal and Onyx, can cost at least $2,000 
per user) so integrators also provide middleware solutions supported with partial 
integrated CRM modules which would establish interoperability between different 
departments of the company and try to eliminate glue processes over time. 
The challenges between interoperability solutions for CRM and Construction IT 
(Specifically for Design & Build Project Management processes) are similar. Only 
factor which makes them different is that CRM solutions are one time investments 
which lifespan is at least five to ten years, and at the end of the useable life (as well 
as during use) minor upgrades are enough to establish the sustainability of the 
solutions. Return on Investment (ROI) is possible to calculate and benefit from the 
system can be easily measured by the use of specific CRM metrics.  
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CRM based complexity issues, such as configuration, customization, integration and 
ongoing maintenance and support, provides barriers to entry for SMBs and AEC/FM 
firms. Also, traditional enterprise CRM vendors are pushing applications to the SMB 
market that are more appropriate for companies with thousands of employees. 
However for PM, the construction organization is a one time – limited period 
establishment with limited resources. It is obvious that even the PM phase would 
benefit from interoperability solutions of CRM but it is not feasible within 
contemporary Construction Project Organizations (CPO). 
CRM is a data hungry process. The business intelligence mechanisms are highly 
dependent on statistical research (datamining, text mining, etc.) over customer 
interaction data. In order to obtain real benefit from CRM for construction sector it is 
again not logical to implement CRM solutions for a single CPO. In other words, 
although CRM concepts and techniques have the potential to facilitate 
interoperability, current business models for CPO provide barriers for deployment of 
such solutions. 
Two opportunities exist to implement CRM in construction sector. The first 
opportunity is to merge “the capability of tracking communication data from 
different channels within one pool” into existing construction IT software solutions. 
A second opportunity extends this potential functionality to the use phases of 
buildings. This may be established through Facility Management Integration 
supporting our analysis results in Section two. This second opportunity also has the 
potential to promise interoperability “between” projects. These two opportunities 
basically address to use “issue tracking” functionality in today’s CRM ICT solutions 
for construction sector. 
4.2 Situation Assessment 
First of all we would define the AS-IS situation of the sector. This assessment is 
based on our CRM and FM analysis as well as the background study and problem 
definition of this research. Thus it is a kind of synthesis of the results of previous 
sections. We will discuss the sector specific problems for AEC/FM domain and thus, 
define the big picture. Then we will define requirements in the “Gap Analysis” part 
and the “Action Plan” will be consisted of the use cases, selected and designed tools 
and process model which defines our “Business Model”. 
4.2.1 Sector Specific Problems for CRM Implementation  
The COMET project is the first of its kind for customer oriented thinking in 
construction sector. In COMET project the sector specific problems of design quality 
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are identified as follows: (1) Clients’ needs are not sufficiently studied and 
considered, (2) Requirements that are set are not documented (and therefore cannot 
be traced), (3) Some essential requirements are excluded in the (cost-) iteration 
process without realizing what that means for the final product, (4) The design 
process is not planned, (5) The conformity of selected technical solutions  
is not managed systematically, (6) Needed products are not  
available (Huovila & Seren 1998). 
Implementation of any TQM technique for construction sector requires a cultural 
change in organization hence TQM is a company wide effort and requires everyone 
to be involved in an effort to improve performance (Marosszeky et al. 02). This 
progress requires considerably more training efforts than the non-TQM companies as 
well as a change in roles and responsibilities (Burati et al. 1991). In that sense, the 
proposal CRM business model is planned to include an autonomous education and 
evolution mechanism for the craft towards this cultural change (Thomas et al. 2002). 
Managing this change is a major challenge. 
4.2.2 Cost and Financing Issues 
Every CRM implementation has a cost and it is really hard to obtain “Return on 
Investment” (ROI) in construction sector in which the demand and marketing 
conditions are instable. The cost of CRM is indirect for projects. It requires 
additional trained personnel. CRM does not provide expected value unless scalable 
systems and centralized data management is provided with a robust 24x7 
environment (Such kind of a speculation is something which seems not applicable 
today but this issue is also a part of what we call “change”). The cornerstone of such 
an infrastructure is an enterprise storage designed as customer at the centre of the 
operation. Creation of such an integrated environment is due to a significant amount 
of investment on information technologies (IT). Small to Medium Enterprises (SME) 
are not strong enough to roll out under such big investments. 
4.2.3 Organizational Alignment 
Today there are typically six parties involved within a single project: the investor, the 
designer, the producer (with its sub-contractors), inspector agent, the user, and 
society. Taking into account the complex relationships between the parties, other 
contributors may be added as procurement companies, resellers, logistics companies, 
etc. In other industrialized sectors primary parties are - at least - grouped under 
enterprises and the number of actors in marketing decreases, making it easier to 
define inner and outer dynamics of an organization (Sanchez 1997). This definition is 
pretty difficult for the construction sector, and at first sight it seems, for the 
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implementation of CRM, addition of a new actor is necessary. This is also a major 
challenge since the model should have a unifying character for the sector, instead of 
diversifying it at further extends. 
4.2.4 Legacy Issues 
The data used for CRM is private. Privacy is an ethical issue to be solved while 
implementing any CRM solution. Security issues are great challenges to be solved. It 
is not easy to answer to the question “What data will be held by whom and where?” 
This challenge is composed of issues related with law and regulations, company 
politics and culture, and communication protocols. Identification of “owned” data 
and “shared” data is important. There are solution examples of some part of the 
problem such as the Construction and Real Estate Network (CORENET) in 
Singapore. A legislation arrangement seems necessary for the implementation of 
CRM in construction sector; however the necessity of such an arrangement would be 
kept in its least within the models subject to be proposed. 
4.3 Gap Analysis 
The real gap for our business model resides in the general character of the 
construction sector. It is common that the AS-IS character of construction sector is 
not defined with its effective processes but its problems. The size and nature of the 
sector and experiences – the know-how, individuals own provides a great barrier in 
front of “change”. Thus, we define the biggest gap as the non-existence of a 
facilitator model towards change in construction sector. 
4.3.1 Change Management Mechanism within the FM Integration Model 
As in Einstein’s words, “The significant problems can not be solved at the same level 
of thinking we were at when we created them”. So must we rethink the whole 
construction process again? This will lead the entire sector towards a change. This 
change is supposed to force towards the elimination and unification of roles and 
responsibilities in which the design, build and facility management processes will be 
owned by unified authorities. The solutions to above stated problems would be 
provided through a change management mechanism (Figure 4.1). Here technology 
provides the structure of the bridge between the organizational performance 
(including design processes) and final product quality. On one side of the 
organizational alignment in parallel to the evolving culture lies Customer Relations 
(where expectations possess specifications) and on the other side Product Data 
Management (PDM). The integrity of the system is constantly checked through a 
measurement system. 
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The CRM model will collect information on functional and build quality parameters 
of the building through its impact on customers. Customer process is the driver for 
the proposed change mechanism and this mechanism - taking quality as the central 
entity - is identified as where the customer satisfaction begins (Figure 4.1).  
 
 
Figure 4-1: Conceptual Express G Model of the CRM Change Management 
Mechanism 
 
Based on this change management proposal, we define requirements for the 
implementability of CRM for our business model making sure that we eliminate 
every gap which may result with the failure of the whole system. 
4.3.2 Implementability of CRM in AEC/FM industry  
To test the implementability of CRM solutions in AEC/FM industry, we begin with 
determining the requirements (as bridges for the determined gaps). These 
requirements are elaborated under four topics 
• Requirements related with processes (business culture) 
• Requirements related with technology (hardware and software) 
• Requirements related with organization (number of employees and roles) 
• Financial Requirements 
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4.3.2.1 Processes Related Requirements 
Our business model depends on an e-business scenario. We assume that all the 
essential communication and relations will be managed via web enabled 
technologies. Initial partners who will be coordinated by the “Integrator Agent” are: 
• Service and Maintenance firms (either individuals or companies) 
• Architectural design offices 
• Engineering design offices 
• Sub-contractors 
These actors should be chosen by the “Integrator Agent” based on their skills, actual 
IT capabilities, and customer potential. The prerequisite for process based integration 
is to define some standardized codes and procedures for carrying out the work. 
Possible tools include: 
• Data capture forms 
• Checklists for carrying out various tasks 
• Communication standards between internal and external customers (Standard 
phrases to use during relationship processes; i.e. to begin with “Thank you for 
contacting us” with each message. These phrases’ functionality goes beyond 
politeness, these also act as “mark-ups” in communication for automated 
interpretation of responses) 
The basic procedural requirement is “Education” of parties. The “Integrator Agent” 
will be responsible to help its stakeholders to get familiar with the new codes of work 
and help them to reengineer their business processes. 
4.3.2.2 Technology Related Requirements 
For the parties who are doing the actual work (in the FM cluster) it is enough to have 
a desktop computer which has an internet access. For design offices additional 
middleware solutions which would integrate into CAD programs via plug-ins might 
be needed. These plug-ins are to be provided free of charge by the integrator agent 
(or the software provider partner). The integrator agent will be the owner and 
manager of IT infrastructure. Thus these agents should: 
• Have a working knowledge of project management, and preferably have the 
hardware/software required to run the software in-house, including a self 
hosted Web Server. 
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• Should endeavour to achieve a comprehensive and current understanding of 
any technical aspects involved in the support of FM services. 
• Authorized technicians are required to register with IAI to establish and 
maintain their certification hence we assume those agents would also have a 
function to widespread the awareness about interoperability. 
• The minimum hardware requirements may change depending on the size of 
the company and its strategic plans. Implementation of the solution will be 
consisting of a “Call Centre and a “Shared” Internet Portal. The model is 
intended to be applied to the lifetime of buildings and enable on-line real time 
dynamic data sharing between maintenance progresses of FM and the 
Building Information Model (BIM) which was the subject of design as a 
knowledge creation activity. An initial budget of $30 to $100 thousand is 
needed for investment in hardware and non-CRM supplementary software. 
4.3.2.3 Organizational Requirements 
Regarding our analysis a minimal CRM implementation for an SMB class FM 
Integrator Agent Firm requires 4~6 employees for initiation of the business who 
would be responsible with the following functions: 
• Customer contact point(s) (i.e. “call centre staff”) 
• Consultancy services (Architect or engineer, would be involved with 
educational services as well; a background in PM would be beneficial) 
• Management & maintenance of the IT infrastructure (IT specialist or software 
provider partner) 
4.3.2.4 Financial Requirements 
To test implementability, financial factors have the priority. The money flow has to 
be modelled within a realistic business scenario. We used Rapid Prototyping 
approach to develop a model business scenario. We used a bottom-up approach to 
model money-flow which depends on some case studies (CS 1-5). We tried to keep 
resources at their least level (the worse scenario). We assume that all IT investment 
is leased. Details of the financial analysis of incomes can be examined in Table 4.1 
4.3.2.5 Customer Profiling 
For CRM projects the first and the most essential step is the identification and 
profiling of customers. Base level customers for our business scenario are parties 
who has Internet access and are living in houses which have a construction cost of 
$100/m2 (the minimum realized cost in “standard quality” mass housing projects in 
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Turkey) and higher (Ercoskun, 1999). There are 10’000’000 internet users in Turkey 
(overall) and we assume we may reach to 50’000 customers (over a population of 
15’000’000) at the end of the first year which is the %1.3 of the population of 
Istanbul (Considering that each customer represents a 4 people family at average). 
We forecast that there will be 500.000 potential customers over a 70’000’000 
population (approximately %3.6 considering that each customer represents a 5 
people family at average) as the business grows throughout Turkey.  
All values (Material – Workmanship distributions and market prices), in Table 4.1 
are collected from case studies and various Real Estate & FM reports and these are 
valid for use in Istanbul / Turkey market. There are bigger opportunities in USA and 
Europe markets since those maintenance costs are much higher because of 
workmanship. We preferred to keep commissions constant depending on (A) value 
(Table 4.1). But it is possible to decrease cost values depending on market share and 
continuous and consistent demand for services. Our reduced and adjusted values are 
experimental in that sense. 
4.3.3 The VO Approach for AEC – FM integration 
A key challenge for enterprises is to ascertain their sustainability in the contemporary 
marketing arena. The challenge is much bigger for the AEC/FM industry. 
Globalization, changes in market structures and consumer needs, as well as 
technology innovations force organizations to adopt new structures to cope with 
rapidly changing environments (Bauer & Köszegi 2003). Virtual Organizations (VO) 
are gaining importance with the advancements in Information Technologies (IT) in 
contemporary business arena. Virtual collaboration – the joint pursuit of objectives 
by organizations or individuals across regions and time zones – is increasingly a way 
of life in research and business alike (VE-Forum Project, 2006). The VO approach is 
a proven way of business to increase efficiency and productivity specifically for 
Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 
VO concept emerges with advancements in Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) and corresponds to networked organizations; outsourcing each 
other’s resources with predefined rules and protocols. Because the relationship of 
partners is established through state of the art ICT solutions, the VO can be 
established regardless of time and place. The partnership and collaboration of parties 
within a VO results with efficient use of local resources of each party, sustainable 
market demand and reduced costs.  
It is very significant that the VO concept develops in parallel to advancements in 
CRM Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). Most of the ICT 
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solutions which enable VO are CRM based including, “Contact and Relationship 
Management (which includes ‘real time’ coordination of communication from 
different channels such as e-mails, phone calls, written correspondence, chats, etc.)”, 
“Issue Tracking”, and “Knowledge Bases”. For the construction sector a VO can be 
defined as a “Virtual Consortium” which is formed to last for the lifetime of parties’ 
thus enabling knowledge share and transfer through various projects.  
VO for construction sector is a way to reach to the era of “Open Organizations” in 
construction sector (ManuBuild 2003). There are four basic VO research projects 
under the EU FP5 & FP6 research programs for the AEC/FM industry. These are the 
Legal IST (LEGAL-IST 2004)., ManuBuild (ManuBuild 2003), ROADCON 
(Roadcon 2002), and VOSTER (Voster 2001) projects. In general, almost all aspects 
of a VO (including legal aspects, roadmaps, how to definitions, etc.) are defined 
within those projects covering what was happening in the past, what is the situation 
today, and what is the vision of tomorrow. Although a comprehensive analysis of VO 
in construction sector is existent, there is no concrete proposal which shows how to 
realize VO’s in construction sector. Each VO should be established with a vision of 
future and Ercoskun and Kanoglu defines a vision for the construction industry 
towards the future which we take as a basis for this research (Ercoskun and Kanoglu 
2001). 
For our business model the main function of the VO is to capture design quality data 
related with building entities, based on user feedbacks through FM integration which 
mainly consists of “Service Management” processes. In order to determine process 
model requirements we will first analyze the characteristics of a VO. The main 
characteristics of a VO are defined by: 
• A VO is a mixture of enterprises which make business in various different 
(but somehow correlated) markets and outsource each other’s resources 
• VO’s are networked organizations with the help of contemporary ICT. 
• There is a coordinator actor in the VO, and the VO is usually initiated by this 
actor. 
• VO’s are independent of time and place with the help of ICT (and as a result 
of globalization). 
• A VO has specific requirements for communicating and collaborating 
(relationship protocols, privacy issues, know-how share, cost issues, etc.) 
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Table 4-1: Forecasting for business development 
FORECASTING  (for residential buildings, living area is approx. 150 m2 - $100~$300/ m2 construction cost) 
EARNINGS      $1,00 = 1.35 YTL
Earnings from Maintenance Services (FM):   
 A Firm B Firm C Firm  
Short term services Middle term services Long term services 
30 min - 120 min 120 min. – Half Day Half  day and  more 
Service cost per (to) user YTL 30 - 150 150 - 500 500 - 5000 
Average (A) 100 250 2000 
Response capacity of a FM firm (C) 8 Services/day 20 Services/week 5 Services/month 
 Possible income: 800 YTL/day 5000 YTL/week 10000 YTL/month  
Cost detail of one service:     
Material (M) 28,13 TL 70,31 TL 562,50 TL 
Workmanship (w) 26,25 TL 65,63 TL 525,00 TL 
Profit [(M + W) * %40] 21,88 TL 54,69 TL 437,50 TL 
VAT [%18] 13,75 TL 34,38 TL 275,00 TL 
Agent Commission [A * %1] 1,00 TL 2,50 TL 20,00 TL 
Reduced -  Adjusted Average Service 91,00 TL 230,00 TL 1.820,00 TL  
Adjusted Cumulative Service Detail Daily Total Weekly Total Monthly Total 
Material (M) 225,00 TL 1.406,25 TL 2.812,50 TL 
Workmanship (w) 210,00 TL 1.312,50 TL 2.625,00 TL 
Profit [(M + W) * %40] 175,00 TL 1.093,75 TL 2.187,50 TL 
VAT [%18] 110,00 TL 687,50 TL 1.375,00 TL 
 Total Commission [A * C * %1] (X) 8,00 TL 50,00 TL 100,00 TL 
Adjusted Sum (Including  Commission) 728,00 TL 4.550,00 TL 9.100,00 TL MONTH
Request  Distribution in One Month (Y) 50% 35% 15% %100
Correlative "Service Calls": 120 28 1 149
Monthly Commission Income (X*Y*Monthly 120,00 TL 70,00 TL 15,00 TL 205,00 
 
(This is average income from “one” FM firm for 149 
service requests/month ~ 5 services/day)
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An integrator agent – a coordinator actor for a VO is the first essential requirement 
for a VO. For our business model we propose an FM integrator agent which would 
initiate and control the VO, and run the overall business. 
4.3.4 The Collaborator Actor for the VO: FM Integrator Agent 
Issues may occur both in design build and use phases of buildings. Within design 
build phase it is possible to track knowledge flow initiated by “internal customers” 
and within use phase it is possible to track knowledge flow initiated by “external 
customers”. Because it is not feasible to handle the appropriate technical 
infrastructure for a single construction company, our proposal is to place a new actor 
(an integrator agent) which would make the investment, own and manage the 
enterprise storage, and organize its stakeholders (contractors, sub-contractors, facility 
management, architects, engineers, etc.) under one roof. In the following chapters we 
will discuss the functions and responsibilities of this new actor and test the feasibility 
of the proposed system within a business scenario. 
4.3.5 The Action Plan 
Based on the Situation Assessment (Section 4.2) and Gap Analysis (Section .4.3) we 
define our business scenario as a base to the CRM-CAD link through VBIM. Since 
there is no sample application of this business model, the model itself can represent 
an action plan or facilitate business development process. The implementability of 
the business model and the action plan has been tested with interview based case 
study (Ercoskun K. 2005). 
4.3.6 General Architecture of the Business Model 
The general architecture of the business model provides appropriate mappings to the 
construction IT research (WP1 & WP4), technology background (WP1, WP2, WP3, 
WP4), selected CRM modules (WP2, WP3), business management patterns (WP1, 
WP2 & WP3) and data flow framework (WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4). This schema is a 
briefing of topics we discussed up to here and represent the “Action Plan Phases”. 
The connection through VBIM (Section 1.7.1) is considered to empower the 
innovation efforts in the sector and forcing the sector towards industrialization. The 
analysis phase which the results may be examined through section 1 to 3 was divided 
into four primary work packages defining the objectives in order to achieve the stated 
scope. These work packages are defined in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2 
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Table 4-2: Primary Work Packages for Action Plan 
WP1 Analysis and Synthesis of TQM principles, IST projects and CIC models in order to 
collect standards, technologies, approaches, and reference models, which are appropriate 
to use for the model philosophy. 
WP2 Collection of data about past efforts in the field of design quality and design data 
management. 
WP3 Development of the future scenario for the sector on behalf of the exposed vision 
WP4 Design of a CRM Reference Model for the AEC/FM sector, which will be a guide 
towards industrialization while implementing it through a type model as a software 
package for a more limited purpose to be used as a tool in order to increase 
communication and collaboration of actors in the AEC/FM industry. 
 
 
4.3.7 Development of Business and Expected Growth Forecasting 
Depending on action plan, expected growth patterns and relative annual incomes are 
elaborated in Table 4.3: 
 
Table 4-3: Business growth patterns and income 
End of N of Customers N of Service Requests 
N of FM firms 
(partners) 
Total Annual 
Income 
First Year: 50.000 125.000 23 172.268,91 TL 
Second Year: 200.000 600.000 112 826.890,76 TL 
Third Year: 500.000 1.750.000 327 2.411.764,71 TL 
Fourth Year: 1.000.000 4.000.000 747 5.512.605,04 TL 
Fifth Year: 1.500.000 6.750.000 1261 9.302.521,01 TL 
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Figure 4-2: General Architecture of the Business Model and Action Plan Work 
Packages 
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 As listed in Table 4.3, at the end of the first year, the expected income from the 
business is about $130’000. Overall costs are (Both direct and indirect  
costs + investment + leasing) are expected between $400’000 ~ $500’000 at the end 
of the first year. For the SAN-TEZ case the Ministry of Trade and Industry promises 
to fund %70 of those expenses so the financial responsibility of the supporting 
company is about $110’000. The forecasting shows that the Return on Investment 
(ROI) will be established in the first quarter of the second year. Even without any 
support or funding from the government, the forecasting shows that at the end of the 
second year, it is very likely that this business will survive and gain sustainability 
with its own resources. 
4.4 The Business Model for CRM – CAD Link 
The rapid prototype business model for establishment of the CRM – CAD link 
through IFC gate is consisted of four layers: 
• The Business Logic Layer (WP1 & WP3) 
• Interoperability Layer (WP1 & WP4) 
• Interface Layer (WP2 & WP3) 
• Data Layer (WP2 & WP4) 
The business logic layer defines the actors, use-cases, processes and business rules 
for actual implementation of the model. We will focus on the business logic layer as 
the subject of this section based on the action plan. 
The interoperability layer defines a Virtual Building Information Model (Section 
1.7.1 and Section 5.2), which provides the connection between issue tracking 
systems existent in contemporary CRM applications and the actual Building 
Information Model. The interoperability layer also includes an extension proposal for 
the current IFC specification through the IFCMeasureResource entity (Section 
5.4.2.6), to contribute CRM metrics into the BIM (Chapter 5). 
The interface layer provides the access mechanisms to the VBIM. It includes GUI for 
effective First Call Resolution, Detailed Inspection of the Issue, Contact 
Management, and Issue Tracking as well as provides a collaboration platform 
between actors of the system through an internet portal. Interfaces which help to 
understand the business logic are elaborated in this section. Interfaces which help to 
understand the actual link are elaborated in Chapter 5. 
The data layer includes the underlying data model as well as the seamless data access 
mechanisms such as software plug-ins which would facilitate the data capture from a 
variety of software (Chapter 5). 
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4.4.1 Tools Required for Business Model Functions 
There are four experimental tools which are designed to assist the functions of the 
business model: “USER” – User Service Entrenched Repository, “ITEM” – Issue 
Tracker for servicE Management and “SHAPED” – System for Habitual 
Architectural Practice and Engineering Design. as the point of service interfaces; 
CC-Agent (Construction Client Agent) as the integration platform of these modules. 
CC-Agent is based on agent technology which various data mining techniques are 
used in conjunction. CC_Agent is also the proposed interface for IT development of 
VBIM prototype. By terms of implementation the prototype solution will be 
consisting of a “Call Centre and a “Shared” Internet Portal. A more general layout of 
the proposed project model is presented in Figure 4.2.  
CC-Agent is still under development. It has been proposed as a research project to 
the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Turkey in collaboration with Siemens Business 
Accelerator (SBA) and Istanbul Technical University Project Management Centre 
(ITU-PMC) and when finished it will also include essential RM modules (Marketing, 
Sales, Service and Analysis) as shown in Table 4.4 (Gunzer 2002).  
CC-Agent, as a functioning prototype is out of the scope of this research and is used 
only to demonstrate the functions underlining the business model in this research. 
CC-Agent was developed to test the applicability and implementability of some 
concepts of this research. Outputs of this research will also be used for an EU FP6 
Project. The name of the project is I3CON (Integrated, Intelligent, and Industrialized 
Construction). Three objectives of this EU project and ITU-PMC contribution within 
the scope of this PhD research also emphasize the function of the business model. 
• Integration: Interoperability between AEC and FM domains. Interoperability 
“between” projects. Virtual collaboration platform between AEC/FM actors 
within a customer centric business culture.  
• Intelligence: Knowledge management. Knowledge capture from existing and 
new buildings and built facilities. Autonomous classification of the built 
environment within a Virtual Building Information Model. Identification of 
priorities among industrialization. 
• Industrialisation: Business models for Customer Relationship Management, 
Partner Relationship Management and Supply Chain Management. Business 
process reengineering. Business scenarios for a new, industrialized building 
construction market. 
There are various change mechanisms hidden in CC-Agent and these mechanisms 
are established in order to enable continuous evolution in terms of business culture 
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and industrialization (Section 4.3.1). By providing professional solutions to issues 
collected from customers "State of the art" design solutions may be identified, 
collected and be shared. This leads to continuous quality improvement in terms of 
competence, standardization and industrialization. Figure 4.4 shows the general 
logical layout of CC-Agent. 
 
Table 4-4: Commercial Modules of CC-Agent RM Application 
Marketing Modules 
Campaign Automation 
External List Management 
Marketing Optimization and Refinement 
Marketing Calendar 
Supply Chain Integration 
Enhanced Segmentation and Planning 
 
Sales Modules 
Enhanced Opportunity, Order, Contract, and 
Activity Management 
Improved Contact and Account Management 
Territory Management 
Leasing 
 
Service Modules 
Professional Services 
In-House Repair 
Case Management 
Service Parts Order Fulfillment 
Product Service Letter Management 
Planned Services 
Enhanced Service Order, Complaint, and 
Contract Management, and Solution Search 
 
Analytics Modules 
Enhanced business content for, Customer, 
Marketing, Sales, Service and Channel 
Analytics 
Real-Time Analytics 
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Figure 4-3: The Logical Layout of CC-Agent 
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4.4.2 System for Habitual Architectural Practice and Engineering Design 
(SHAPED) 
SHAPED is a parametric product design decision support system. It is possible to 
track the performance of building materials bound to suppliers. Using this 
information it is also possible to design a building element and compute and guess 
the approximate performance of the parametric design. SHAPED is in its early stages 
of development but the logic behind is simple: In terms of building element design if 
the performance of materials is high it is expected that the performance of the 
designed building element will be high as well. If the performance of the building 
element is high, it is also expected that the overall performance of the space created 
by those elements is high. The chain is continuous from the scale of materials to the 
scale of cities. Of course, it is not possible to resolve every relationship within that 
chaos but it is possible to collect end user information in order to compute the 
performance of various architectural and engineering designs with regard to the 
associated feedback.  
The main scope of SHAPED is to guide architects and engineers with “available” 
data about; “performance parameters (as far as possible)”, cost information, 
registered information about suppliers or manufacturers in terms of “Logistics, after 
sales service, workmanship quality, reliability, and Overall Customer Satisfaction”, 
of accompanying design Elements 
SHAPED will be the integration node of CC-Agent with the CONNET – Turkey, the 
gateway to construction in Europe” (Dikbas et. al., 2004). SHAPED is modular by 
design. That is, because it is not possible to compute every performance parameter 
about a specific “design focus (object being designed)” various computing methods 
for various design parameters may be plugged-in later. Computing a specific 
performance parameter may deal a standalone research subject. Within CC-Agent, 
we only elaborate on customer feedback, cost, and supplier or manufacturer 
reliability.  
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Figure 4-4: User interface of SHAPED 
 
4.4.3 User Service Entrenched Repository 
USER consists of an interface and a universal project database. It is designed to 
allow users to put data at the right place the first time. The main scope of USER is 
facilitating the process of “First Call Resolution (FCR)”. USER is not implemented 
yet. The database structure and object model is under development. USER is a door 
to let all kinds of feedback within a classified scheme. OmniClass (OCCS) 
classification system and IFC objects in conjunction is used to disseminate and 
classify those data.  
USER is the welcome scene of CC-Agent. In the foreground, it deals KISS (Keep It 
Simple, Stupid) principle to interact with the user of the system. It is designed to 
enable communication with people whom does not have any idea or technical 
knowledge about the situation which made them to act with CC-Agent. In the 
background it deals intelligent classification algorithms to collect data as organized 
as possible. The KISS Principle is self-descriptive and recognizes two components: 
Performance Parameters (Standards) 
Performance Parameters (Available) 
Supplier or Manufacturer Data 
(Cost  realiability  customer score  
Project Data (Project Name, 
Location, Building Part) 
Parametric Design Data 
Design Focus 
(May be an 
element, space, 
etc.) 
Computed performance score and scale 
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1. People (including product and service users) generally want things that are simple, 
meaning easy to learn and use.  
2. A company that makes products or furnishes services may find simplicity an 
advantage for the company as well, since it tends to shorten time and reduce cost. 
(Where the company is trying to use the principle on behalf of users, however, 
design time may take longer and cost more, but the net effect will be beneficial since 
easy-to-learn-and-use products and services tend to be cheaper to produce and 
service in the long run) (whatis.com).At the user interface level, it will be possible to 
visually point the focus of the feedback. 2D visualization will be used for the 
beginning but we aim at implementing VRML in the future. 
4.4.4 Issue Tracker for servicE Management 
ITEM is the heart of CC-Agent. All the activity within a service call is tracked 
through the ITEM module. As a user interface while USER serves for the end users, 
ITEM serves for the FM. Both USER and ITEM rely on the same database, however, 
the data collected from USER is stored in static tables while data collected from 
ITEM is stored in dynamic tables within a data warehouse. The database behind is 
web oriented, supporting all of the advanced features that a web oriented database 
(Turk, 1997) should have. ITEM interface is further discussed in Section 5. 
4.5 The Process Model 
The process model is a conclusion to the business model subject to the rapid 
prototyping (Figure 4.5). The process model defines the collaboration schema taking 
issue tracking as a basis for a Virtual Organization (VO) (Section 4.2.3), which is 
organized and controlled by the “FM Integrator Agent” as the collaborator actor 
(Section 4.2.4). Before elaborating on the process model, we would like to introduce 
the VO concept, how and why is it formed, and what opportunities does it provide 
for the AEC/FM industries. 
4.5.1 Definition of the process model 
The process model has been prepared with IDEF0 process integration definition 
language. It is possible to track all data input and output in various stages of 
construction projects from design to demolishment. Arrows from the top of boxes 
shows constraints for the relevant process and arrows from the bottom show the 
relevant mechanism for that process. Left side is inputs to process and right side is 
output from the process. It is also possible to track the contribution of various actors 
in relevance to the appropriate part of process model. The process model itself is 
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iterative and repeats until each issue is solved. It is possible to implement the same 
framework for design, build and operate phases of construction processes. 
4.5.1.1 Process Model Functions 
Process model shows an integration and interoperability mechanism between AEC 
and FM domains as a solution to the problems & requirements addressed in sections 
1.4, 1.6.2.4, 1.7 and addresses opportunities analysed in sections 1.6, 2.2.1.1, 2.3 & 
4.1. The process model represents an iterative flow. Main (core) processes of FM & 
AEC domains do exist as nodes (black big dots in Figure 4.5) and may correspond to 
different configurations. These samples are based on analysis work elaborated from 
section one to section three. The process model includes four types of functions. 
These functions are listed as follows: 
• End User interaction functions (A0, A1, A2, A3, A8) 
• Facility Management functions (A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A7) 
• Architectural & Engineering design functions (A2, A3, A5, A6) 
• Customer Relationship Management functions (A0, A4, A7, A8)   
CC-Agent acts as the communication and collaboration platform between those 
functions. CC-Agent includes web services to transfer VBIM entities between 
parties. CC-Agent using VBIM based interoperability acts as a controller for process 
A2 (Inspection) and as a mechanism for process A3 (Solution) which are common 
for each transaction between End User, FM and AEC functions. The process model 
is tightly connected to the interoperability technologies running at the background. 
To picture out the information flow throughout the processes as a preliminary 
requirement we will analyse these interoperability concepts and figure out the place 
of VBIM (Section 1.7.1 and Section 5.2). 
4.5.1.2 Interoperability Concepts 
Computer Aided Facility Management (CAFM) and FM integration deals with a 
variety of functions (Section 3.1). Integration from CAD to CAFM is usually 
straightforward (without feedback). Integration and interoperability is usually 
possible at data level through a variety of information systems (IS). Project lifetime 
models developed to integrate AEC and FM processes are known as “Total Project 
Systems (TOPS)”. Project information typically flows sequentially from the design 
phase to the construction phase to the facility management phase, with very costly 
and time consuming feedback loops in the form of change orders during the 
construction phase, or excessive maintenance work during the facility management 
phase (Halfawy et. al. 2004).  
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Figure 4-5: The Process Model
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Within the simplest form of interoperability, the project model is communicated 
from one application to another in a data file (e.g. using ISO 10303 Part 21 format). 
Upon receipt of the data file, the receiving software re-creates the project model for 
further processing. As an example of the current capabilities of IFC-based 
interoperability, the following scenario has been implemented using tools developed 
by the Building Lifecycle Interoperable Software group (BLIS 2003). 
• One tool is used to define the basic rooms and spaces of a building, including 
the names, areas, and other basic requirements. The resulting preliminary 
space plan is exported to an IFC data file. 
• The IFC file is read into a two-dimensional technical drawing tool. In this 
tool, previously identified rooms are arranged into an overall floor plan, and 
various design details such as windows, doors, plumbing and mechanical 
systems, are added. The resulting design is then exported as an IFC file. 
• The IFC file is opened by an energy analysis tool. Although the information 
had previously been constructed in a 2D drawing package, all of the elements 
have height and elevation properties, and can form full 3-D models in the 
CAD system. This tool performs energy simulations, and allows design 
revisions to the HVAC components, with the results again exported to an IFC 
file. 
• The IFC file is opened in a tool that generates a 3-D virtual reality view of the 
project, allowing the user to rotate, zoom in and out, and walk-through the 
building. This tool then runs a series of design checks; rules which look for 
specific code conformance issues. Items that fail to pass the design checks, 
such as a room with insufficient fire egress provisions, are highlighted in the 
3-D model. 
• The IFC file is opened in a tool that itemizes all of the physical components 
in the building, and maps their properties to an estimating database, to build 
up a complete cost estimate for the project.  
This is the best case (every application is capable of reading and writing IFC files 
and the information in the file during import & export remains correct and 
consistent) scenario for IFC-based information integration. The background process 
model is usually not existent. Every actor in the system is aware of what BIM is and 
the opportunities a BIM promises. But this scenario is still quite far from what we 
realize in the actual business arena.  
What makes our approach different from other approaches is that the process model 
is not developed for TOPS. It defines a collaboration and communication mechanism 
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between actors of the AEC/FM cluster by providing the backbone for a “Virtual 
Organization (VO)” through a business model. VBIM, with the help of CC-Agent 
brings necessary tools to gain access to the project repositories of which required 
knowledge is stored as segmented information clusters.  
The process model defines a framework to work with more than one TOPS and 
create partnerships among the actors of the whole TOPSs cluster. This collaboration 
framework is one of the main contributions of this research. Briefly the process 
model defines the core processes for a VO, mastered by an Agent (The collaborator 
actor). Background IT support shall be seamless for the end user and the VBIM with 
the VBIM History Server (Section 5.2) is being developed as a thin client (i.e. a 
plug-in or add-on running at the background) to available N-Tier applications. 
N-tier applications have become the norm for building enterprise software today. To 
most people, an N-tier application is anything that is divided into discrete logical 
parts (MSDN, 2005). The most common choice is a three-part breakdown as – 
“presentation”, “business logic”, and “data” layers - although other possibilities exist. 
Usually the integration model of IS for TOPS uses three tier architecture (Figure 
4.6). In our model we propose a fourth tier (a direct access to required information 
with XML web services represented with direct lines from data adaptors to the 
project data repositories) from process nodes to various project data repositories 
(Figure 4.7). 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Three Tier TOPS Architecture (Halfawy 2004) 
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Figure 4-7: The 4-Tier VO Architecture Supported With Web Services 
 
4.5.2 Process Model Flow 
The process model shows the basic functions of the VO. End user (the customer) is 
evaluated as a member of the VO as well. For each iterative pass through the process 
model, there is “one” owner for the relevant “issue” which triggers the relevant 
process functions. Three types of iterations possible throughout the process (Issue 
tracking, Information Input, Information Request): 
• Issue Tracking: Issues may be “problems reported by the end user (initiator 
feedback – most commonly be owned by the end user)”, or “requests (may 
be an initiator feedback or any sub-issue occurred during the issue tracking 
process – can be owned by any actor of the VO)”  
Any other data input/output required for the completion of the relevant issue which is 
neither a problem nor request is an informative process. Informative processes are 
used for Knowledge Management throughout the VO. Information input can be 
owned by any actor of the VO though it is most usually about new technology and 
knowledge development to increase quality (Knowledge creation).  
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Knowledge creation process is based on Architectural and Engineering design. The 
design is made to answer to three possible questions: “What kind of solution should I 
develop/create/think so that the same or similar issue should never occur again?”, 
“How can I reduce the cost and time required to success with a similar issue?, “Is 
there any chance to create packet solutions to reduce the amount of data, inputs and 
resources for future projects (in terms of lean design and lean manufacturing) to 
decrease the time spent for design and simplify design process? How can the relevant 
design subject be turned into an industrialized product?” 
• Information Input: Information is any data input to the system which is 
relevant to physical properties of VBIM entities. The information is mostly 
from AEC design processes. 
• Information Request: Information request is about knowledge use and is a 
recall to previous VBIM entities, similar to the building entity which is 
subject to the current issue and gain access to relevant history data and 
knowledge related with those with the help of VBIM history server and KB 
access through issue tracking system. 
In this section the flow of the process model will be discussed in detail. Although 
some processes are parallel we will elaborate on each process sequentially following 
the process number. The process model is for the Agent firm who will manage the 
VO (partners, and stockholders) and enable FM Integration. Three kinds of data 
access is available through the process: 
• KB Access: Knowledge bases and issue tracking details which are owned by 
partners. 
• VBIM and VBIM History index: VBIM relevant data is owned by the FM 
integrator agent. 
• Temporary Data: An XML issue template. This document is a recordset(s) 
container for “everything” related with an issue and/or VBIM entity. Data is 
always input to the data warehouses from/through this template and only if 
the service provider and the end user together agree to conclude with the 
issue. 
4.5.2.1 Process A0 - Feedback 
A0 Process represents three types of feedbacks: Initial Access, Requests, and 
Messages (Figure 4.8). The feedback process is always utilized by the end user 
though; after a “top level issue” is defined, it may be initiated with any “system user”  
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Figure 4-8: Service Request Flowchart 
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feedback (a comment, a request, a problem etc.) for sub-issues and controlled by 
(tracked with the help of) CC-Agent.  
There may be many communication channels available though, for our prototype we 
only elaborate on communication through a portal application and keep other 
communication channels out of the scope of this research. The end user later 
becomes the controller over the whole process. Hence the process model is iterative; 
feedbacks from the FM firm, designers (architects, engineers, etc.) suppliers and 
partners all enter the process from the A0 node.  
Most important sub-process for “Feedback (A0)” is “First Call Resolution (FCR)” 
(Figure 4.9). FCR is a core functionality of CRM systems to reduce communication 
problems thus preventing the loss of time and money. FCR is a control for the 
proceeding process “Redirection (A1)” to redirect available information package to 
the right party. A FCR output from process “Request (A0) may be: 
• A definition of the issue as focused as possible (i.e. The information: 
“External wall of saloon space in the address ‘<address>’, level ‘n’, of issue 
‘<issue id>’ which is reported by ‘<party(customer)>’ at ‘<datetime>’ to 
‘<party(receiving agent)>’ with attached parameters ‘<list>’” instead of the 
information “A customer told it had a problem in the wall”). 
• A simple identifier of a feedback (a message, request, etc.) showing the 
sender, destination and issue reference 
• Resolution of a request (i.e. a query) from a specific knowledge base to 
retrieve acquired data (files, issue list, etc.) 
After resolving the message (FCR) and assigning appropriate attributes (order, 
priority, security level, etc.) to the input of “Request” process the output is forwarded 
to the A1 Process (Redirection). 
4.5.2.2 Process A1 - Redirection 
The input data is checked against history data relevant to the initiator (FCR). This 
query provides the past issues triggered by the feedback owner. If available, the issue 
is matched with one or more relevant building entities. By querying both 
demographic data (i.e. contact information, past issues, communication highlights) 
and the VBIM (Figure 4.10), the focus is shifted on the issue subject (FCR). FCR is 
an essential control for “Redirection” because it helps to make sure to assign right 
responsibilities to the right person. Failure of the redirection process will most likely 
result with resource (Money, time, material, labour, etc.) loss. If handled properly, it 
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Figure 4-9: First Call Resolution Flowchart 
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Figure 4-10: The VBIM Query Flowchart 
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facilitates increasing the effectiveness of the whole system by providing assistance 
for solutions retrieving information from similar solved issues, and potential 
“pocketed – practical” solutions to the feedback using the FCR mechanism. It also 
helps to prevent fraud (possible intervention to conflict the overall process). The 
Agent selects most appropriate partners to attach responsibility end passes the 
information package to the partner for on-site discovery. The output of process A1 is 
redirected to A0 (Request) process as a feedback to obtain confirmation about 
attached responsibilities from te end user. Once confirmed the updated information 
package is passed to the Inspection – Record (Process A2) phase. 
 
Table 4-5: Prototype case for process A0 
A customer contacts the Agent’s call centre to report and request service related 
with a problem on her house’s “bathroom wall”. 
FCR Mechanism: 
Web Service 1: From the digital telephone exchange CC-Agent queries phone 
number to the telecommunications company and requests customer name and 
address 
Web Service 2: Using the requested address CC-Agent queries address to the 
Google Earth service to retrieve GIS information 
Same customer may own (or contact the system from) more than one location/house. 
The GIS information is a data residing in the VBIM (Section 5.2) and is a restricting 
parameter for possible query results for Web Service 3. 
Web Service 3: GIS data is used to initiate a VBIM query. If existent all  relevant 
issue history is retrieved from the system related with the calling party before 
listening issue details from the calling party. 
VBIM template is initiated  
 
4.5.2.3 Process A2 - Inspection & Record 
During the Inspection & Record phase, the issue focus is examined at the place of 
occurrence. All data relevant to the issue is captured. These data may include 
document based infomation (such as blueprints, user manuals, etc.) to be passed into 
digital media, as well as BIM origined data if available (Retrieved by FCR and 
already existent in the XML issue template). It may also be required to record some 
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As-built dimensions, sketch the problem, or take photos. A sample user interface for 
recording results of on-site investigation is shown in Figure 4.8. This GUI is a good 
example to show how VBIM relates to the available knowledge stock. Output from 
inspection phase is to a preliminary solution and also the issue tracking process is 
initiated. 
 
 
Table 4-6: Prototype case for process A1 
The agent processes VBIM template, records information provided by the customer 
and identifies possible partners who are available within time periods as noted by 
user and most suitable to provide requested inspection & service. 
Agent informs customer about the choices and customer makes a choice. All 
communication is captured through ITEM (Section 4.4.4). 
The VBIM template is sent to partner for inspection and record. The task is 
automatically added to the program of the partner which the relevant responsibility is 
attached. 
 
 
Table 4-7: Prototype case for process A2 
The responsible partner visits the customer as planned. And makes inspection to 
discover technical reasons behind the reported problem. The partner also searches 
and tries to access all available technical information related with the building.  This 
information may be: 
• The BIM related with the project if available 
• A bulk of papers – some technical documentation including blueprints 
• Photos 
• Sketches etc. 
All found data and information is input through USER (Figure 4.13, Section 4.4.3) 
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Figure 4-11: Redirection Process Flowchart 
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4.5.2.4 Process A3 – Situation Assessment 
The situation assessment process is consisted of defining requirements to remedy and 
solve the issue, quote the cost of the solution and request confirmation from the user 
(Figure 4.13). Implicit knowledge (the experience of FM professionals and the 
collected / created/ updated VBIM data) act as a controller over the preliminary 
solution. 
Once the customer accepts the service provider and the responsible partner is 
redirected to the place of occurrence, the issue becomes a “Project” and managed as 
a “Project”. Here the FM Integrator Agent becomes the Project Management (PM) 
authority. Since the issue is also defined as a “Project”, the output for solution 
includes the preliminary plan and program of work with attached resources as well. 
This is where “Project Management” contributes to the business model and because 
the expected final output from the process model is a step towards industrialization, 
this node is where the appropriate PM processes would adopt themselves to the 
expected change (Section 4.3.1). 
 
Table 4-8: Prototype case for process A3 
The service provider partner analyses data it has collected and compares it with past 
cases if available. Also similar cases may be extracted from the system using VBIM 
query. Then it decides the best solution, prepares a quote and sends it back to the 
user for confirmation to proceed. 
When the quote is approved by the user, VBIM template becomes the VBIM script 
and this approval triggers processes A4 (issue tracking), A5 (updates) & A6 (design). 
Upon approval, a project for the whole service period is automatically defined with 
its parties, resources and allocated time. It is possible to enter or modify project 
parameters explicitly though all initial required variables are extracted from past 
experiences based on data extracted from the knowledge base (this functionality is a 
topic for future research).   
If the problem is complex and requires high level expertise, a designer is invited to 
the system to develop appropriate solution. This solution is developed with the 
support of SHAPED (Section 4.4.2). 
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Figure 4-12: Inspection & Record Process Flowchart 
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Figure 4-13: Sample GUI for On-Site Problem Investigation 
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4.5.2.5  Process A4 - Issue Tracking & Analysis 
“Issue tracking and analysis” is the core process for all the processes (Figure 4.14). 
Because the process model proposes an iterative flow, for each iteration, the state of 
the relevant issue is updated through ITEM (Sections 4.4.1 & 4.4.3.1). Two basic 
inputs to the process are from A2 (What is it? – The customer feedback) and A3 
(How can it be solved? – The partner feedback). Issue Tracking & Analysis is owned 
by the FM Integrator Agent and defines three core functions of the VO collaborator: 
Coordination, Conflict Resolution, & Quality Assurance. Business processes and the 
design solutions are always reengineered at the background to define a “Business 
Culture” for the VO, to increase effectiveness and quality of the overall process, and 
to facilitate industrialization. 
4.5.2.6 Process A5 - Update 
Both CRM system (through CC_Agent) and the VBIM History Server are always 
updated through Issue Tracking and Analysis process. Updating process (A5) is a 
natural output of “Issue Tracking”, which deals with updates relevant to the state of 
building entities and other relevant issue details related with parties (Figure 4.15). 
Output from the update process is a control for relevant design process.  
One specific aspect of the Update process is VBIM database updating. A VBIM 
database can be updated as long as the update is relevant to the initial capture of the 
underlying building entity. In other words if the update is to complete empty parts of 
the puzzle it is allowed. State of the VBIM is tracked with an identifier which has 
four specific states: 
• Created: Is the state when the VBIM script is first entered to the database 
• Extended: New facets have been added to initial capture. There are no 
changes with initial facets 
• Changed: A facet value has been changed 
• Deleted: VBIM entity is demolished and no longer in use 
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Figure 4-14: Situation Assessment Flowchart 
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Figure 4-15: Issue Tracking Process Flowchart 
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The VBIM database can be updated as long as the relevant VBIM entity state is 
“Created” or “Extended”. If the state changes to “Changed” or “Deleted”, the VBIM 
entity becomes locked. Further updates can only be made through the VBIM History 
Server even when an extension facet is added to the VBIM entity. Even though the 
state becomes “Deleted” the script is maintained in the database to track information: 
“Replaced with what?”. 
4.5.2.7 Process A6 – Design & Solution 
Process A6 has two basic functions as “Design” and “Solution”. Since a solution 
provided for an issue may not always be related with design, the flowchart for 
“Design & Solution” addresses both situations (Figure 4.16). Design as a quality 
creation process is one of the core components of the process model. There exist two 
major pipelines in the process model. First major pipeline is the “Inspection (A2) > 
Issue Tracking (A4) > Design (A6)” sequence and is the part of “main flow”. Second 
major pipeline is the “Solution (A3) > Issue Tracking (A4) > Update (A5)” pipeline 
and is a control over the Design (quality creation) process. Because not all the 
solutions are relevant to VBIM updates (i.e. communication conflicts) those outputs 
are explicitly act as controls over design processes but this mechanism is optional. 
The main scope of the design process is to develop innovative solutions to identified 
failures and defects within an approach that the problem will never occur again 
(Section 4.5.3 Introduction). Design process may be an online or offline process. If it 
is an online process it is about providing a rapid solution to the underlying issue 
subject. If it is an offline process it is about designing new products and services 
using experience and know-how obtained from past issues. For on-line design 
process required issue template is readily available. For off-line design process this 
template is regenerated by invoking past issues, relevant to the design subject. 
 
Table 4-9: Prototype case for process A6 
Design process is where users and designers are linked with each other. All 
functionality will be existent as small plug-ins to contemporary CAAD software. 
Now there is an handy priority list for designers to identify most important problems 
and faults relevant to building stock to elaborate on. 
All designers should exist in the system with a globally unique ID (reserved for 
further research) 
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Figure 4-16: Update Process Flowchart 
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Figure 4-17: Design & Solution Flowchart 
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4.5.2.8 Process A7 – New Products and Promotions 
This process corresponds to the WP3 of the business model general architecture 
(Section 4.3.1, Figure 4.2). Specifically the output of off-line design shall be new 
products and building parts for future projects and designs which should be promoted 
by respective manufacturers. Using this mechanism The FM Integrator Agent is 
expected to become a consultant for the AEC Design & Build Phase. This is how we 
define the contribution of FM into the Design and Build Phase as previously 
discussed in (Section 1.7, Figure 1.3 and Section 1.8.4, Figure 1.8) 
4.5.2.9 Process A8 – Satisfaction, Evolution, Change 
This process is the natural outcome of the process model, and applies to both internal 
and external customers. There is a ranking system embedded in the model and this 
system enables users to evaluate the service and/or product as well as the provider. 
The benefit model at the background functions as a driver for the rehabilitation of 
business patterns for the AEC/FM industry. This rehabilitation is a change towards 
more responsive, productive, intuitive (in terms of communication and willingness to 
help), innovative, and collaborative people. This process is triggered as a result of 
higher quality products, served by higher quality people working for the common 
good. 
4.6 Conclusions to Section 4 
The proposed Business Model shows core functions for a VO, which would enable 
Small to Medium Enterprises (SME) collaborate using FM Integration as a method 
for their sustainability in the contemporary business and marketing arena. The 
business model puts building users as customers at the heart of each operation and 
defines a quality oriented competence system through a ranking system and FM 
Integration. 
A key challenge for SMEs is finding the right solution set that can deliver the 
requisite functionality to enable them to compete with large-enterprise counterparts. 
However, complete CRM solutions for the Small to Medium Business (SMB) 
market—with enterprise-class capabilities at a price SMBs can afford—are only now 
becoming available. A CRM strategy for an SMB has many of the same desired 
outcomes as in a large enterprise, including improved customer selection, 
acquisition, retention and expansion. Therefore, the key business drivers are similar, 
specifically: 
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• Manage the customer lifecycle from first contact to contract to cash to service 
• Become a more customer-centric organization 
• Create seamless processes and open communication among company 
employees for better management and control of information 
• Nurture customers’ growing expectations for differentiated services 
Direct implementation of CRM in construction sector concerning “design build” 
phase is not possible. But through alternative business scenarios it is possible to 
establish a link between CRM and construction IT solutions. AEC/FM actors may 
benefit a lot from such interoperability if this link can be established (Chapter 5).  
The Proposed Business Model promises “interoperability” “between” projects. It 
defines a customer oriented competence model based on the link which will be 
elaborated in Chapter 5. User feedback, which is extracted from business processes 
enables an open system for knowledge acquisition and sharing (Figure 4.18). The 
CC_Agent will be the service console application (Section 1.4.4, Figure 1.7) in this 
model and is the IT support for CRM – CAD link. CC-Agent benefits from IFC 
based interoperability which is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4-18: User feedback provides an "Open System" between projects 
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5. THE CRM – CAD LINK 
Customer relationship management (CRM) is about creating systems that allow for a 
more intelligent and specific relationship between a company and any individual 
customer (end-user). Two cornerstones of CRM are the knowledge and customer 
information platform (which includes hidden requirements about new product 
specifications) and the customer interaction platform. CRM is intended to be a 
repeatable process to ensure ongoing, continually improving, and consistent results. 
CRM comprises the acquisition and deployment of knowledge about customers and 
their “needs and wants” to enable a company has the right leadership, strategy, and 
culture in terms of higher total quality (Sections 2 & 3). 
As a basis for improved knowledge capture in AEC industry we propose a gateway 
between the issue management module in CRM systems (collected during FM 
processes by the help of FM integration, Section 4) and the BIM (mostly defined 
during CAD processes). Its prototype implementation (CC_Agent, under 
development) will use the IFC grounded interoperability between those two domains 
to establish a virtual collaboration platform between designers and customers to 
provide knowledge acquisition and sharing in order to establish continuous quality 
improvement for the construction sector. The proposed CRM – IFC gateway 
framework for establishing the CRM – CAD link17 consists of four major elements: 
• A business model defining some new actors for the AEC/FM domain as well 
as correlated business processes (Chapter 4) 
• A Virtual Building Information Model (VBIM) 
• An extension proposal to the IFC specification to “measure” quality defined 
in IFC compliant BIMs as well as to contribute CRM data to the BIM 
• The underlying data model 
IT solution (under development) uses IFC 2X Addendum1 specification as a basis 
for information capture and benefits from the built-in occurrence capturing 
mechanism in IFC specification to deal with the issues collected in CRM processes 
                                                 
17 In this thesis the term “CRM – CAD Link” & the term “CRM – Ifc Based BIM Link”  are used in 
the same meaning and both terms coexist in the manuscript depending on the context of the relevant 
section. 
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(IAI 2004, Figure 5.1). The interoperability layer is mainly consisted of XML web 
services supported with ATLAS (.NET framework version 2.0 implementation of 
AJAX technology) and Script Call-backs. 
 
 
Figure 5-1: "Issue Tracking" mechanism in IFC complaint databases 
Following table shows a sample from an IFC format document. IFC has a similar 
logic to the “Postscript” format used for vector based and/or raster images.  
5.1 Requirements 
In systems engineering and software engineering, requirements analysis encompasses 
all of the tasks that go into the instigation, scoping and definition of a new or altered 
system. Requirements analysis is an important part of the system design process, 
whereby requirements engineers and business analysts, along with systems engineers 
or software developers, identify the needs or requirements of a client. Once the 
client's requirements have been identified, the system designers are then in a position 
to design a solution (Wikipedia, 2006). 
Tracking a building’s lifetime is a hot topic but the real benefit from such process 
can be obtained if only there is chance to match, validate, map and compare data 
with other – most probably similar – projects. The first requirement is a top authority 
which would provide an eye “over” the projects. This top authority may be an 
organization or an IT platform (Such as InteliGrid – Turk et. al. 2004). In this 
research we build our model over an organization scenario (instead of an IT platform 
as analysed in Chapter 4). In our business model, we do not only emphasize the need 
of the reengineering of the organization of the AEC/FM domain, but also as a 
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hypothesis state that a central authority above all current and future organizations is 
necessary. 
In terms of interoperability, conceptualization of data flow within a project is easier 
than the conceptualization of data flow between projects. Current efforts focus on 
interoperability “within” projects. The idea which makes our approach different is 
the interoperability “between” projects. The occurrence capturing mechanism in IFC 
compliant databases can be matched with Issue Tracking Systems of CRM. To 
capture information related with those occurrences and record that knowledge in 
such a way to facilitate shifting focus on the problem and the building (or from an 
other point of view “the project”) which the issue occurs; we address the need for a 
general standardized “bridge” which we call as the Virtual Building Information 
Model (VBIM) in conjunction with a VBIM History Server and a Knowledge Base 
(KB). The use-cases we address for CRM issue tracking solutions for the use of FM 
are:  
• We point to the necessity of a top authority (an agent) that coordinates and 
facilitates communication and collaboration between customers and various 
FM firms. This agent keeps and maintains the KB and the VBIM History 
Server. 
• We assume that the customers interact with FM services through this agent; 
and this agent functions as a consultant for both customers and AEC/FM 
actors. 
• We assume that this agent contributes to new projects, beginning from the 
“decision” phase and has access all the project data (and BIM as well) it has 
been a part of, from design to demolishment. 
• We assume that whenever data from BIM is available, it is filtered through an 
IFC Model Server that the GUIDs attached to entities are from the IFC Model 
Server (or IFC standard is so developed and widely accepted that there is no 
need for a model server). 
• To capture the BIM related with projects, project participants are registered 
with this agent with a unique identifier (to successfully attach responsibilities 
to the actors – even if they take part in different projects - and facilitate 
history tracking related with both issues and those actors). 
Requirements analysis in this section basically lists out the IT based technical 
requirements. Requirements analysis is also known under other names: 
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• requirements engineering  
• requirements gathering  
• requirements capture  
• operational concept documenting  
• systems analysis  
• requirements specification  
“The CRM-CAD Link” mechanism is basically based on occurrence capturing 
mechanism in IFC specification which we call as the “IFC Gate”. The IFC gate is 
consisted of three elements. We assume that the IFC related interoperability 
problems are not existent in terms of ICT and reliable and consistent data transfer 
directly from the actual BIM model using IFC based interoperability is always 
possible (meaning that an IFC Model Server is not necessary or already been 
implemented for implementation of the model). Three elements which form the IFC 
Gate are (Figure 5.2): 
• The IFC Globally Unique Identifier (GUID): The IFC_GUID is a data 
facet in the proposed VBIM 
• IFCClassification: OmniClass classification of VBIM entities will be stored 
in the actual BIM when possible 
• IFCMeasureResource: We propose four new measurement types for initial 
CRM metrics. This proposal is a potential extension for the current IFC 
Specifications. 
Requirements for the development of CRM – CAD link include: (1) General ICT 
requirements, (2) API requirements (3) Interoperability requirements, (4) GUI 
requirements, and (5) Data requirements. 
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Figure 5-2: The CRM - CAD link through the “IFC Gate” 
 
5.1.1 General ICT Requirements 
ICT requirements for the CRM – CAD link are as follows: 
• Basic ICT requirement for my link is “mobility” because of the nature of the 
business model elaborated in rapid prototyping. 
• An effective “First Call Resolution (FCR)” framework for time and cost 
savings 
• A framework to discover and focus on the real problem and prevent loosing 
time with irrelevant, subjective issues. 
• A simple user interface for ordinary users (customers) based on KISS 
principle in order to gather the most possible objective response 
5.1.2 API Requirements 
Application Program Interface (API) is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for 
building software applications. A good API makes it easier to develop a program by 
providing all the building blocks. API requirements define the functions of a program 
(Webopedia, 2006). API requirements for CRM – CAD link include: 
• Plug – ins which would merge into software applications based on BIM to 
capture live design data (this requirement is out of the scope of this PhD but 
will be developed within the scope of the I3CON project) 
• An index which would function as the yellow pages to enable access to 
distributed knowledge. 
• A mechanism to track historical data related with the building elements 
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• Issue tracking module 
• Contact management module 
• FM Module 
• Various access points (i.e. Call center application, kiosks, e-mail, chat, 
discussion forums etc. – A web portal had been developed within the scope of 
this research as the part of rapid prototyping) 
• Knowledge repository(ies) to support all listed modules and functions 
5.1.3 Interoperability Requirements 
For the CRM – CAD link interoperability between heterogeneous systems is a basic 
concern. Interoperability requirements include: 
• Ability to initiate triggered interaction with different informative resources  
(i.e. Querying phone number and getting address information from a 
telecomunications company; then querying address information and reach to 
the satellite image and GIS data using google earth) 
• A knowledge repository which would map CRM data with the relevant FM 
data. 
• Continuous and seamless interaction with the end-user through user 
interfaces. 
• An extension to the current IFC specification to keep track of CRM metrics 
against the building element included in the original BIM. 
5.1.4 GUI Requirements 
Access to the system should be possible using mobile interfaces. This requires a 
range of user interfaces from mobile phones to tablet PCs to be designed. We provide 
examples which are suitable for desktop and tablet computers within the scope of this 
research. Within the scope of I3CON project all interfaces will be “WEB” enabled. 
At the moment some samples are prepared as MS Access forms. All interfaces will 
be prepared based on principles which were defined in ICT and API requirements. 
5.1.5 Data Requirements 
Within the scope of this research, the data structures are kept as simple as possible 
within the “Data Model”, though for real implementation there is the need of the 
support of complex data structures and sophisticated IT solutions. Only requirement 
we consider for the CRM – CAD link is the reality that data subject to be stored 
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“within” the link may become exceptionally huge making it hard to keep and 
manipulate. We propose a unique mechanism to overcome this problem and this 
approach is the main contribution of this research. 
5.2 The Virtual Building Information Model 
The Virtual Building Information Model (VBIM) with the VBIM History Server is 
the actual “link” between CRM applications and CAD applications (the bridge 
between design processes and use processes). The link itself is quite straightforward 
and simple, but is capable of supporting all requirements and technologies which 
have been elaborated up to here. 
The VBIM is a platform independent definition and virtual replication of building 
entities (Figure 5.3 & 5.4). VBIM is never a replacement for the BIM. What we call 
The Virtual Building Information System is a “faceted classification (Figure 5.5) of 
building entities with added data (Figure 5.6)”. This approach yields an abstract 
view of building entities with the exclusion of detailed relationship and behaviour 
information. It is a script composed of faceted classification to provide a view to 
captured entities, and added data to provide some properties related with those 
entities. Any building entity captured by VBIM is the basic information about the 
initial state of that entity. The VBIM addresses four different interoperability 
problems, which define different business scenarios: 
• It is in our scope that the general framework should function for all building 
stock available. That means the information to be captured can be the actual 
BIM as well as a bulk of paper blueprints. In case BIM is not available 
(especially for “older” buildings) and if there is a chance to access some data 
that may be captured related with that project, VBIM can be used as a proxy 
for knowledge capture. The logic behind let us to define “partial”, abstract 
BIMs. 
• When data sharing may be subject to happen between two project participants 
of different projects and at neither side be a model server implementation (i.e. 
Between engineer in one project and facility manager in an other) 
• If the information required is too simple for a model server implementation 
but vital in terms of productivity and quality 
• If the information need is asynchronous, that the information requested 
should be extracted from previous projects (or know how) 
The classification of building entities in the VBIM is based on OmniClass 
Classification System (OCCS 2005). The VBIM information is saved as a script in 
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the VBIM database. Hence our aim is to capture the knowledge related with all 
available building stock, it is very likely that in time the data size maintained may 
become huge (Section 5.1.5) and hard to maintain. Saving data in a script instead of 
in separate fields approach is specifically chosen for database size management. 
“VBIM History Server” maintains modification information related with VBIM 
entities and populates the required dataset upon demand; processing the data in the 
VBIM script and the “History Index Database”. A typical VBIM script is consisting 
of five main parts as shown in Figure 5.3. 
 
 
Figure 5-3: The Virtual Building Information Model Components 
 
5.2.1 Components of VBIM 
Two major classification system standards in use worldwide today are Uniclass™ in 
Europe (Based on CI/Sfb) and Masterformat™ and Uniformat™ system by 
Construction Specification Institute (CSI) in North America. OmniClass is a faceted 
classification system based on mainly these two classification systems as well as 
applicable ISO Standards. OmniClass is selected because it is capable to capture 
many different views of “any” entity. It is designed with the concept of “a place for 
everything”. OmniClass™ is the most suitable platform for the VBIM in terms of 
flexibility and coverage. 
OmniClass facets are shown in table 5.1. The fifteen tables of OmniClass also map to 
the suggested tables in Section 4 of ISO 12006-2 in the way as shown in table 5.1.  
ISO/PAS 12006-3: Organization of information about construction works - Part 3: 
Framework for object-oriented information implements the basic approach of ISO 12006-2 
but uses the entries on these tables as the defining points (or characteristics) for object-
oriented information organization. The ‘object-oriented’ approach describes the 
characteristics of things without imparting a grouping preference or hierarchical order. 
In the object-oriented approach, the object is central, acting as a basis for characteristics or 
properties that describe it. An object thus described can then be grouped with similar objects 
[IDEntity]+[GUID_IFC]+[OmniClass Facets]+[Data Facets]+[Entity Definition] 
GUID of the entity in 
the VBIM 
Entity GUID in the 
BIM (from the IFC 
Model Server)
OCCS Facets to 
define the entity 
Data attached to the 
entity 
1 2 3 4 5 VBIM 
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using a classification arrangement like OmniClass. The framework established by ISO/PAS 
12006-3 will enable computers to store and relate information in an object-oriented manner, 
while OmniClass Tables provide humans with a variety of viewpoints to that data, and a 
useful approach to establishing relationships between objects.  
The object oriented nature of OmniClass classification system makes it the best 
choice for the functionality of VBIM and ensures compatibility with the actual BIM 
at the background. However OmniClass itself is not enough and there are also 
identifier and data facets which build up the VBIM. These facets are: 
• GUID: A globally unique identifier for the VBIM (We name this primary 
GUID as IDEntity or CRM_GUID) 
• IFC_GUID: Globally unique identifier of the entity from the BIM. 
• OmniClass facets: T11 – T49 
• Boolean Value: A special sign used in OmniClass specification to construct 
views to the objects defined. 
• Project Identifier: A hybrid data consisted of project code (here what we 
call “project” is the identifier of the building which the VBIM script belongs 
to) and GIS information. 
• Creator: The actor information who entered the VBIM script into the VBIM 
database. 
• Date-Time information: Date and time when the information was first 
entered to the VBIM database 
• Time information: Process duration for the entity to make it ready for use. 
• Procurement information: From whom the entity or materials it was 
composed of had been obtained? 
• Cost: What is the determined cost of the entity at the time when VBIM script 
was created with the relevant currency info? 
• Customer: Who is the first owner of the entity? 
• CRM Metrics: First available user feedback measures about the entity 
(Table 5-3 & Section 5.4.2.6). 
• Entity Definition: Every building entity at last has a familiar definition for 
the end user. This facet is the simple answer to the question “what is this?” 
• Last Action: This is a special purpose “field” for VBIM historical server 
database. This facet is the only facet which changes within the VBIM after 
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the initial capture. VBIM within itself is always updateable. New values 
always can be added but any updated facet (update in VBIM is the case that 
data is assigned to an empty facet) cannot be changed later except “Last 
Action”. Valid values include (C: Create, U: Update, D: Delete) 
The logic behind VBIM makes it very flexible. New facets can be easily added and 
omitting of facets does not affect the consistency of data. The VBIM will benefit 
from XML based technologies to keep track of the communicated information. The 
structure of the VBIM is standard, based on the VBIM metadata specification 
(Section 5.2.2), however new facets can be added as long as the mark-ups of new 
facets do not conflict with the standard facets. Although the prototype 
implementation is still under development, all these functionality will be 
demonstrated in the prototype of the model. The VBIM ontology showing the VBIM 
structure and its relationships with other standards in use can be examined in  
Figure 5.4. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Basic VBIM Ontology 
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Table 5-1:  OmniClass Facets 
 
 
OmniClass Table 11 – Construction Entities by 
Function 
ISO Table 4.2 Construction entities (by function 
or user activity) 
ISO Table 4.3 Construction complexes (by 
function or user activity) 
ISO Table 4.6 Facilities (construction complexes, 
construction entities and spaces by function or 
user activity) 
OmniClass Table 12 – Construction Entities by 
Form 
ISO Table 4.1 Construction entities (by form) 
OmniClass Table 13 – Spaces by Function ISO Table 4.5 Spaces (by function or user 
activity) 
OmniClass Table 14 – Spaces by Form ISO Table 4.4 Spaces (by degree of enclosure) 
OmniClass Table 21 – Elements (includes 
Designed Elements) 
ISO Table 4.7 Elements (by characteristic 
predominating function of the construction 
entity) 
ISO Table 4.8 Designed elements (element by 
type of work) 
OmniClass Table 22 – Work Results ISO Table 4.9 Work results (by type of work) 
OmniClass Table 23 – Products ISO Table 4.13 Construction products (by 
function) 
OmniClass Table 31 – Phases ISO Table 4.11 Construction entity life cycle 
stages (by overall character of processes during 
the stage) 
ISO Table 4.12 Project stages (by overall 
character of processes during the stage) 
OmniClass Table 32 – Services ISO Table 4.10 Management processes (by type 
of process) 
OmniClass Table 33 – Disciplines ISO Table 4.15 Construction agents (by 
discipline) 
(OmniClass Table 33 and Table 34 are both 
drawn from different facets of Table 4.15, which 
then can be combined for classification) 
OmniClass Table 34 – Organizational Roles ISO Table 4.15 Construction agents (by 
discipline) 
OmniClass Table 35 – Tools ISO Table 4.14 Construction aids (by function) 
OmniClass Table 36 – Information ISO Table 4.16 Construction information (by 
type of medium) 
OmniClass Table 41 – Materials ISO Table 4.17 Properties and characteristics (by 
type) 
OmniClass Table 49 – Properties ISO Table 4.17 Properties and characteristics (by 
type) 
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5.2.2 The VBIM Metadata specification 
The structure of the VBIM is based on XML standard. The VBIM database has three 
major fields: The VBIM Globally Unique Identifier (GUID), which keeps the index 
and order of VBIM entries, the “VBIM script”, and “Last Action” fields. The VBIM 
script (The XML content) itself is stored in a “Memo” field in the database. VBIM 
script has not to be complete when it was first created however following facets are 
mandatory and can not be null: 
• IDEntity: The unique identifier of the entity whose data is captured 
• OmniClass Facets: At least a view consisted of two facets should be defined 
• Project Identifier: This information is mandatory hence it tells where the 
object is belonging to. 
• Creator: Party information. This data is entered to the database 
automatically. 
• Date-Time information: This data is entered to the database automatically. 
• Customer: Party information. Who is the initiator of the issue? 
• Last Action: Default value as “create” 
Entity definition would become clearer after on site investigation so it is not 
mandatory when creating the record but must be recorded latest at the close out of 
the issue. A typical VBIM script will look like as in Table 5.2 and the underlying 
schema definition file is provided in Appendix I. 
5.3 Issues and IFC Compliant VBIM History Server 
The VBIM captures the initial state (AS IS) of any building entity. VBIM History 
Server maintains data about the updates (TO BE) state of these entities. The data in 
the History Server is an index of updates in relation to the “IDEntitiy” GUIDs and 
captures owner, date-time, facet and updated value information. These data can be 
entered to the Historical Server Database manually, as well as, automatically with the 
help of an application plug-in. Upon queries, the history server collects IDEntity 
GUIDs based on the query from the VBIM and populates the requested state of those 
entity(ies) from the History Index Database. Updates to the entities are captured 
through CRM issue tracking systems and any acquired knowledge (either digital or 
paperwork) is indexed and saved in the KB with the consecutive Issue ID and 
IDEntity.  
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Table 5-2: Sample VBIM Script 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!--Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2006 sp1 U (http://www.altova.com)--> 
<vbim:vbimXML xmlns:vbim="http://www.itu.edu.tr/vbimXML" xmlns:ifcXML="http://www.iai-
international.org/ifcXML2/RC2/IFC2X2_FINAL" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" 
xmlns:ex="urn:iso.org:standard:10303:part(28):version(2):xmlschema:common" 
xmlns:a="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3" xmlns:n="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xnl:3" 
xmlns:xPIL="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.itu.edu.tr/vbimXML 
C:\DOCUME~1\KEREME~1\Belgelerim\J____PhD____L\vbimXML\vbimXML.xsd"> 
 <vbim:Classification> 
  <ifcXML:IfcClassificationItemRelationship> 
   <ifcXML:RelatingItem> 
    <ifcXML:IfcClassificationItem> 
     <ifcXML:Notation> 
      <ifcXML:IfcClassificationNotationFacet> 
      
 <ifcXML:NotationValue>normalizedString</ifcXML:NotationValue> 
      </ifcXML:IfcClassificationNotationFacet> 
     </ifcXML:Notation> 
     <ifcXML:Title>normalizedString</ifcXML:Title> 
    </ifcXML:IfcClassificationItem> 
   </ifcXML:RelatingItem> 
   <ifcXML:RelatedItems> 
    <ifcXML:IfcClassificationItem> 
     <ifcXML:Notation> 
      <ifcXML:IfcClassificationNotationFacet> 
      
 <ifcXML:NotationValue>normalizedString</ifcXML:NotationValue> 
      </ifcXML:IfcClassificationNotationFacet> 
     </ifcXML:Notation> 
     <ifcXML:Title>normalizedString</ifcXML:Title> 
    </ifcXML:IfcClassificationItem> 
   </ifcXML:RelatedItems> 
  </ifcXML:IfcClassificationItemRelationship> 
 </vbim:Classification> 
 <vbim:Data> 
  <vbim:ProjectID> 
   <vbim:Identifier/> 
   <vbim:GML/> 
  </vbim:ProjectID> 
  <vbim:StoreyLevel>0</vbim:StoreyLevel> 
  <vbim:CreatedBy> 
   <xPIL:Party/> 
  </vbim:CreatedBy> 
  <vbim:CreatedOn>2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z</vbim:CreatedOn> 
  <vbim:InteractionTime>P1Y2M3DT10H30M0S</vbim:InteractionTime> 
  <vbim:CRMMetrics/> 
 </vbim:Data> 
 <vbim:IssueIdentifier>normalizedStringnnnnnn</vbim:IssueIdentifier> 
 <vbim:IfcGUID>normalizedStringnnnnnn</vbim:IfcGUID> 
 <vbim:EntityDefinition>String</vbim:EntityDefinition> 
</vbim:vbimXML 
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Figure 5-5: VBIM Ontology - Classification branch 
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Figure 5-6: VBIM Ontology – Data branch 
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Table 5-3: VBIM Metadata Structure 
Facet Definition Markup Value Data Type/Format Valid Values 
OmniClass Table 11 – 
Construction Entities by Function 
OT11 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 12 – 
Construction Entities by Form 
OT12 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 13 – Spaces by 
Function 
OT13 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 14 – Spaces by 
Form 
OT14 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 21 – Elements 
(includes Designed Elements) 
OT21 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 22 – Work 
Results 
OT22 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 23 – Products OT23 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 31 – Phases OT31 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 32 – Services OT32 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 33 – Disciplines OT33 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 34 – 
Organizational Roles 
OT34 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 35 – Tools OT35 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 36 – Information OT36 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 41 – Materials OT41 String/Text Standard values in table 
OmniClass Table 49 – Properties OT49 String/Text Standard values in table 
Boolean Value OPB String/Text +, >, / (OmniClass operands) 
Project identifier: PID String/Text Six digit project code + GIS data 
(x,y,z) in the format: 
$$$$$$!x###!y###!z### 
Level LEV Real Entrance 0, lower levels negative 
integer higher levels positive integer, 
half levels, special function levels 
and hung floors are indicated by 
factor. (i.e. 2,5 for 2,5. floor or 10,2 
for a special function utility level) 
Creator CAC String/Text Any text – unique identifier 
Date - time DTM Number/Long Date MMDDYYYY/HH:MM:SS 
Process duration TME Number/Time HH:MM:SS 
Procurement FRM String/Text Any text – unique identifier 
Cost CUR Real/Currency Currency with identifier sign 
Owner CST String/Text Any text – unique identifier 
CRM Metric 1 (Rank) CM1 Integer An integer  
between 0(worst) – 5(best) 
CRM Metric 1 (Deviation) CM2 Real Avarage “Δ – Value” based on 
performance evaluation 
CRM Metric 1 (Frequency) CM3 Real Count of occurrences (calculated) 
CRM Metric 1 (Consistency) CM4 Real A real number between 0 & 1 
Definition DEF String/Text Any text 
 
5.4 The Data Model 
A sample of the data model behind the CRM – BIM Link is shown in Figure 5.7. The 
VBIM structure is shown as it was consisted of fields. The data model was prepared 
as an MS Access application and being advanced & developed according to the 
VBIM specification. The early version of the data model is neither complete nor 
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compatible with the current VBIM specification, but clearly shows relationships 
between different modules of the system. 
Flowcharts related with the operation of the system were developed and can be 
examined at Section 4.5.2. Each flowchart corresponds to a use-case selected to 
demonstrate basic factions of the model.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-7: The Data Model behind the CRM - BIM Link 
 
5.4.1 The IFC Compliant CRM Metrics Specification for the  
 CRM – BIM Link 
The VBIM is connected to the IFC compliant databases and the BIM with three tiers. 
Through the “IfcGloballyUniqueId (GUID)” of entities, through the 
“IfcClassification” entity (which enables a part of VBIM existent in the actual BIM) 
and through an IFC measurement resource extension which we propose for some 
initial CRM metrics. These metrics depend on four new “IfcMeasurementResource” 
types to measure the “rank” (attached by the users and customers – data is retrieved 
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from CRM application through USER module), “performance” (deviation from 
requirements, tested during FM maintenance, data is retrieved from SHAPED), 
“consistency” (a special measure designed to measure data quality included in VBIM 
– data is retrieved from ITEM), and “frequency” (to count incidences and capture 
how often they occur for a specific kind of problem – data is retrieved through CC-
Agent) related with VBIM entities. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Express-G diagram of the IFC Based BIM - VBIM link and 
relevant CRM metrics 
The IFCMeasureResource extension is a mechanism for “measuring performance” 
(quality) of built entities. This measurement will be between “as planned” 
requirements and “as is” requirements. It is possible to define requirements in the 
current IFC specifications. It is also possible to capture performance data, related 
with the “implemented” type model based on those requirements. But to compute 
those values, we have to “measure” the deviations between “as designed” and “as 
built” parameters. The VBIM saves those deviations rather than actual values. This 
extension is a principle tier with CRM applications within the model. 
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5.4.2 Leaf Nodes for IFCMeasureResource Extension 
Most of the text in this portion of the manuscript is from the IFC2x Addendum 1 
Specification. The text injected into the manuscript is formatted with “Times New 
Roman 10pt font, single line spacing, indented” and there is always a reference to the 
source. IFC Specification requires determining and analyzing the leaf nodes where 
the proposed extension will be attached. So it was mandatory to list out the 
components and define functionality of these entities in order to advance with the 
IFCCRMMetrics extension. Leaf nodes, required for our CRM – BIM Link 
specification includes IfcObject, IfcControl, IfcProduct and IfcClassification. 
5.4.2.1 The IfcObject Entity 
IFC Specification includes a generic component to include almost “any” entity 
resides in the IFC Specification: IfcObject. Instances of this entity may define an 
actor, a process, or a building component residing in the BIM. 
 
Definition from IAI: An IfcObject is the generalization of any semantically treated thing or 
process. Objects are things as they appear - i.e. occurrences. 
 
NOTE Examples of IfcObject include physically tangible items, such as wall, beam or 
covering, physically existing items, such as spaces, or conceptual items, such as grids or 
virtual boundaries. It also stands for processes, such as work tasks, for controls, such as cost 
items, for actors, such as persons involved in the design process, etc. 
 
Objects can be named, using the inherited Name attribute, which should be a user 
recognizable label for the object occurrence. Further explanations to the object can be given 
using the inherited Description attribute. The ObjectType attribute is used: 
 
To store the user defined value for all subtypes of IfcObject, where a PredefinedType 
attribute is given, and its value is set to USERDEFINED. 
 
To provide a type information (could be seen as a very lightweight classifier) of the subtype 
of IfcObject, if no PredefinedType attribute is given. This is often the case, if no 
comprehensive list of predefined types is available.  
 
Objects are independent pieces of information that might contain or reference other pieces of 
information. There are four essential kind of relationships in which objects can be involved: 
 
• Assignment of other objects - an assignment relationship (IfcRelAssigns) refers to other 
types of objects and creates a bi-directional association. The semantic of the assignment 
is established at the level of the subtypes of the general IfcRelAssigns relationship. There 
is no dependency implied a priori by the assignment.  
 
• Association to external resources - an association relationship (IfcRelAssociates) refers 
to external sources of information (most notably a classification or document) and 
creates a uni-directional association. There is no dependency implied by the association. 
 
• Aggregation of other objects - an aggregation relationship (IfcRelDecomposes) that 
establishes a whole/part relation and creates a bi-directional relation. There is an implied 
dependency established. 
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• Refinement by type and properties - a refinement relationship (IfcRelDefines) that 
uses a type definition or (partial) property set definition to define the properties of the 
object instance. It is a specific - occurrence relationship with implied dependencies (as 
the occurrence properties depend on the specific properties).  
 
EXPRESS specification: 
 
ENTITY IfcObject  
 ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(IfcActor, IfcControl, IfcGroup, 
IfcProcess, IfcProduct, IfcProject, IfcResource))  
 SUBTYPE OF (  IfcRoot);  
 ObjectType   :   OPTIONAL IfcLabel;  
INVERSE  
 IsDefinedBy   :   SET OF IfcRelDefines FOR RelatedObjects;  
 HasAssociations   :   SET OF IfcRelAssociates FOR RelatedObjects;  
 HasAssignments   :   SET OF IfcRelAssigns FOR RelatedObjects;  
 Decomposes   SET [0:1] OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatedObjects;  
 IsDecomposedBy  :   SET OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatingObject;  
WHERE WR1:  SIZEOF (QUERY (temp <* IsDefinedBy | 
'IFCKERNEL.IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE' IN TYPEOF (temp))) <= 1; 
 
END_ENTITY; 
 
Attribute definitions: 
• ObjectType  :  The attribute denotes a particular type that provides further indication of the 
object. The use has to be established at the level of instantiable subtypes.  
NOTE: If the subtype has an attribute PredefinedType defined, the attribute ObjectType is 
reserved to hold the user defined type, if the enumeration of the attribute PredefinedType is 
set to USERDEFINED. Otherwise no value should be given in this case. 
• IsDefinedBy  :  Set of Relationships to type or property (statically or dynamically defined) 
information that further define the object. In case of type information, the associated 
IfcObjectType contains the specific information (or type, or style), that is common to all 
instances of IfcObject referring to the same type.  
• HasAssociations  :  Reference to the relationship objects that associates external references 
or other resource definitions to the object. Examples are the association to library, 
documentation or classification.  
• HasAssignments  :  Reference to the relationship objects that assign (by an association 
relationship) other subtypes of IfcObject to this object instance. Examples are the association 
to products, processes, controls, resources or groups.  
• Decomposes  :  References to the decomposition relationship that allows this object to be a 
part of the decomposition. An object can only be part of a single decomposition (to allow 
hierarchical structures only). 
• IsDecomposedBy  :  Reference to the decomposition relationship that allows this object to be 
the composition of other objects. An object can be decomposed by several other objects.  
Formal Propositions: 
• WR1  :  Only maximum of one relationship to an underlying type (by an 
IfcRelDefinesByType relationship) should be given for an object instance.  
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Inheritance graph: 
 
ENTITY IfcObject;  
 ENTITY IfcRoot;  
 GlobalId  :  IfcGloballyUniqueId;  
 OwnerHistory   :   IfcOwnerHistory;  
 Name   :   OPTIONAL IfcLabel;  
 Description   :   OPTIONAL IfcText;  
ENTITY IfcObject;  
 ObjectType   :   OPTIONAL IfcLabel;  
INVERSE  
 IsDefinedBy   :   SET OF IfcRelDefines FOR RelatedObjects;  
 HasAssociations   :   SET OF IfcRelAssociates FOR RelatedObjects;  
 HasAssignments   :   SET OF IfcRelAssigns FOR RelatedObjects;  
 Decomposes   :   SET [0:1] OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatedObjects;  
 IsDecomposedBy :   SET OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatingObject;  
END_ENTITY; 
 
The IfcMeasureResource extension which will be attached to the IfcObject is the 
“RANK” measure (Figure 5.5). A “RANK” measure is retrieved through the 
“USER” interface through the “CC-Agent” (Section 4.4) and may correspond to a 
process, an actor, or a product. The “RANK” measure is attached to the objects by 
the “End Users” of the system. Users of the system shall be able to track background 
information from the knowledge base related with a “RANK” by tracking additional 
comments on issues associated with a specific “RANK”. 
5.4.2.2 The IfcControl Entity 
IFC Specification includes a generic component to define constraints on the 
behaviour, properties and functions of the IfcObject instances. Other constraining 
class named IfcConstrain also exists which is used to define limiting values to any 
subtype of the IfcObject. IfcControl is more suitable and enough for the 
conceptualization of the relevant extension for our model. 
 
Definition from IAI: The IfcControl is the abstract generalization of all concepts that 
control or constrain products or processes in general. It can be seen as a specification, 
regulation, cost schedule or other requirement applied to a product or process whose 
requirements and provisions must be fulfilled. Controls are assigned to products, processes, 
or other objects by using the IfcRelAssignsToControl relationship. 
Controls may be the space program, cost schedules, orders, work plan, etc., as well 
as qualitative and quantitative performance parameters attached to objects.  
 
NOTE: Some basic items, such as cost value, approval, or constraint are directly attachable 
to products and processes using the association relationship subtypes of IfcRelAssociates. 
It is defined in the IfcKernel but will be reused and specialized in other schemas.  
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EXPRESS specification: 
 
ENTITY IfcControl  
 ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE   
 SUBTYPE OF (IfcObject);  
 INVERSE  
 Controls   :   SET OF IfcRelAssignsToControl FOR RelatingControl;  
END_ENTITY;  
 
Attribute definitions: 
 
• Controls: Reference to the relationship that associates the control to the object(s) being 
controlled. 
Inheritance graph: 
 
ENTITY IfcControl;  
 ENTITY IfcRoot;  
 GlobalId   :   IfcGloballyUniqueId;  
OwnerHistory   :   IfcOwnerHistory;  
Name   :   OPTIONAL IfcLabel;  
Description   :   OPTIONAL IfcText;  
ENTITY IfcObject;  
 ObjectType   :   OPTIONAL IfcLabel;  
INVERSE  
 IsDefinedBy   :   SET OF IfcRelDefines FOR RelatedObjects;  
HasAssociations   :   SET OF IfcRelAssociates FOR RelatedObjects;  
HasAssignments   :   SET OF IfcRelAssigns FOR RelatedObjects;  
Decomposes   :   SET [0:1] OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatedObjects;  
IsDecomposedBy  :   SET OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatingObject;  
ENTITY IfcControl;  
INVERSE  
 Controls   :   SET OF IfcRelAssignsToControl FOR RelatingControl;  
END_ENTITY;  
The IfcMeasureResource extension which will be attached to the IfcControl is the 
“DEVIATION” measure (Figure 5.8). A “DEVIATION” measure is retrieved 
through the “SHAPED” interface through the “CC-Agent” (Section 4.4) and may 
correspond to a process, an actor, or a product. The “DEVIATION” measure is 
attached to the objects by FM Processes. A “DEVIATION” measure is the difference 
between a “Standard” or “Designed” performance value attached to an IfcObject 
instance and the actual test value gathered through FM integration (Section ). The 
initial value (As designed) is stored in the relevant BIM with the IfcControl entity, 
though updates (tested – actual values) are stored in the “VBIM History Server” 
index. Users of the system shall be able to track background information from the 
knowledge base related with a “DEVIATION” by tracking issue history in terms 
from reports which are generated by the CC-Agent. 
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5.4.2.3 The IfcProduct Entity 
IfcProduct is used to physically define “objects” within a geometric or spatial 
context. A special type of measurement resource, a “CONSISTENCY” measure will 
be attached to entities defined by the IfcProduct. It is always possible that a building 
product may be used out of the scope of its common use. This specific measure will 
be used to provide appropriate semantics to understand whether an entity is used 
within its expected function or not. It will also give some idea if the classification of 
the relevant entity is a commonly agreed view of that entity. 
 
Definition from IAI: Any object, or any aid to define, organize and annotate an object, that 
relates to a geometric or spatial context. Subtypes of IfcProduct usually hold a shape 
representation and a local placement within the project structure. 
 
This includes manufactured, supplied or created objects (referred to as elements) for 
incorporation into an AEC/FM project. This also includes objects that are created indirectly 
by other products, as spaces are defined by bounding elements. Products can be designated 
for permanent use or temporary use, an example for the latter is formwork. Products are 
defined by their properties and representations. 
 
In addition to physical products (covered by the subtype IfcElement) and spatial items 
(covered by the subtype IfcSpatialStructureElement) the IfcProduct also includes non-
physical items that relate to geometric or spatial contexts, such as grid, port, annotation, 
structural actions, etc. 
 
Use Definition 
Any instance of IfcProduct defines a particular occurrence of a product, the common type 
information, that relates to many similar (or identical) occurrences of IfcProduct, is handled 
by the IfcTypeProduct (and its subtypes), assigned to one or many occurrences of IfcProduct 
by using the objectified relationship IfcRelDefinesByType. The IfcTypeProduct may provide, 
in addition to common properties, also a common geometric representation for all 
occurrences. 
 
An IfcProduct occurs at a specific location in space if it has a geometric representation 
assigned. It can be placed relatively to other products, but ultimately relative to the world 
coordinate system defined for this project. 
 
The inherited ObjectType attribute can be used to designate a particular type of the product 
instance. If subtypes of IfcProduct have a PredefinedType defined, the ObjectType is used to 
provide the user defined, particular type of the product instance, if the PredefinedType is set 
to USERDEFINED. 
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EXPRESS specification: 
 
ENTITY IfcProduct  
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF  (IfcProxy)  
SUBTYPE OF (  IfcObject);  
 ObjectPlacement   :   OPTIONAL IfcObjectPlacement;  
 Representation   :   OPTIONAL IfcProductRepresentation;  
INVERSE  
 ReferencedBy   :   SET OF IfcRelAssignsToProduct FOR RelatingProduct;  
WHERE  
 WR1   :   (EXISTS(Representation) AND EXISTS(ObjectPlacement)) OR 
 (EXISTS(Representation) AND 
 (NOT('IFCREPRESENTATIONRESOURCE.IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE' 
 IN  TYPEOF(Representation)))) OR (NOT(EXISTS(Representation))) ;  
END_ENTITY; 
Attribute definitions: 
• ObjectPlacement  :   Placement of the product in space, the placement can either be 
absolute (relative to the world coordinate system), relative (relative to the object placement 
of another product), or constraint (e.g. relative to grid axes). It is determined by the various 
subtypes of IfcObjectPlacement, which includes the axis placement information to determine 
the transformation for the object coordinate system. 
• Representation   :   Reference to the representations of the product, being either a 
representation (IfcProductRepresentation) or as a special case a shape representation 
(IfcProductDefinitionShape). The product definition shape provides for multiple geometric 
representations of the shape property of the object within the same object coordinate system, 
defined by the object placement (IfcObjectPlacement). 
• ReferencedBy   :   Reference to the IfcRelAssignsToProduct relationship, by which 
other subtypes of IfcObject can be related to the product. 
Formal Propositions: 
WR1 :   If a representation is given, then also an object placement has to be given, if the 
representation is a product definition shape (i.e. a geometric representation). 
 
Inheritance graph: 
 
ENTITY IfcProduct;  
ENTITY IfcRoot;  
GlobalId  :  IfcGloballyUniqueId;  
OwnerHistory  :  IfcOwnerHistory;  
Name  :  OPTIONAL IfcLabel;  
Description  :  OPTIONAL IfcText;  
ENTITY IfcObject;  
ObjectType  :  OPTIONAL IfcLabel;  
INVERSE  
IsDefinedBy  :  SET OF IfcRelDefines FOR RelatedObjects;  
HasAssociations  :  SET OF IfcRelAssociates FOR RelatedObjects;  
HasAssignments  :  SET OF IfcRelAssigns FOR RelatedObjects;  
Decomposes  :  SET [0:1] OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatedObjects;  
IsDecomposedBy  :  SET OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatingObject;  
ENTITY IfcProduct;  
ObjectPlacement  :  OPTIONAL IfcObjectPlacement;  
Representation  :  OPTIONAL IfcProductRepresentation;  
INVERSE  
ReferencedBy  :  SET OF IfcRelAssignsToProduct FOR 
RelatingProduct;END_ENTITY; 
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The “CONSISTENCY” measure will count defined views related with an IfcProduct 
“entity” depending on some common property such as “name” and take the ratio of 
different uses (views) against each other with the help of the IfcClassification (i.e. A 
door leaf is an attached entity to a door case, however a door leaf may be used as a 
decorative element on the ceiling). The “CONSISTENCY” measure is an advanced 
measure which the underlying data will be provided by the FM actors through the 
“ITEM” module (Section 4.4.4) after proper analysis, and is automatically assigned 
to IfcProduct instances through CC-Agent when reports are requested from the 
system. The “CONSISTENCY” measure will assist Ai procedures which would be 
developed later to increase benefits obtained from the model in order to perform 
proper analysis and extract consistent results based on issues. 
5.4.2.4 The IfcClassification Entity 
The IfcClassification is the pool to store OmniClass classification facets of the 
VBIM. Data facets will be manipulated to invoke other relevant entities in the BIM. 
Extraction of VBIM from the BIM, and creating a BIM set from the VBIM will be 
done via the VBIM History Server. IfcClassification entity has two subtypes as 
IfcClassificationFacet & IfcClassificationNotation. 
 
Definition from IAI: An IfcClassification is used for the arrangement of objects into a class 
or category according to a common purpose or their possession of common characteristics.  
Use Definitions 
IfcClassification identifies the classification system or source from which a classification 
notation is derived. The objective is to minimize the number of IfcClassification objects 
contained within an IFC model. Ideally, each classification system or source used should 
have only one IfcClassification object. However, because multiple classifications are 
allowed, there may be many IfcClassification objects used, each identifying a different 
classification system or source. 
EXPRESS specification: 
 
ENTITY IfcClassification;  
 Source   :   IfcLabel;  
 Edition   :   IfcLabel;  
 EditionDate  :   OPTIONAL IfcCalendarDate;  
 Name   :   IfcLabel;  
INVERSE  
 Contains  :  SET OF IfcClassificationItem FOR ItemOf;  
END_ENTITY;  
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Attribute definitions: 
 
• Source   :   Source (or publisher) for this classification.  
• Edition   :   The edition or version of the classification system from which the 
classification notation is derived. 
• EditionDate  :   The date on which the edition of the classification used became 
valid. 
NOTE: The indication of edition may be sufficient to identify the classification source 
uniquely but the edition date is provided as an optional attribute to enable more precise 
identification where required. 
• Name   :   The name or label by which the classification used is normally 
known. 
NOTE: Examples of names include CI/SfB, Masterformat, BSAB, Uniclass, STABU 
etc.  
• Contains   :   Classification items that are classified by the classification.  
• Inheritance graph 
 
ENTITY IfcClassification;  
 ENTITY IfcClassification;  
 Source   :   IfcLabel;  
 Edition   :   IfcLabel;  
 EditionDate   :   OPTIONAL IfcCalendarDate;  
 Name   :   IfcLabel;  
INVERSE  
 Contains  :   SET OF IfcClassificationItem FOR ItemOf;  
END_ENTITY;  
 
5.4.2.5 IfcOwnerHistory & IfcPerformanceHistory Entities 
IfcOwnerHistory and IfcPerformanceHistory are also relevant to the 
IFCCRMMeasureExtension entities, though data related with those entities are 
subject to be stored among different objects. Although CC_Agent applications and 
the VBIM is compatible and benefits from these entity definitions, they are included 
to give their definitions only and help to better understand the overall model; but has 
no direct relation with the proposed IFC extension within the model hence these 
entities are subsequently relevant to the underlying entities such as IfcObject and 
IfcProduct. 
IfcOwnerHistory captures all history and identification related information. In order 
to provide fast access it is directly attached to all independent objects, relationships 
and properties. IfcOwnerHistory is used to identify the creating and owning 
application and user for the associated object, as well as capture the last modifying 
application and user. 
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The IfcPerformanceHistory is used to document the actual performance of an 
occurrence instance over time. In practice, performance-related data are generally not 
easy to obtain as they can originate from different sources (e.g. predicted, simulated, 
or measured) and occur during different stages of the building life-cycle. Such time-
related data cover a large spectrum, including meteorological data, schedules, 
operational status measurements, trend reports, etc.  
5.4.2.6 The IFCMEASURERESOURCE 
The CRM Metrics specification for the IFC compliant databases is an extension to 
the IFCMeasureResource. The data model for the IFCMeasureResource consists of 
10 Entities, 97 Defined types, 5 Select types, 5 Enumerations, and 3 Functions. The 
proposed extension adds four new defined types and one select type to the IFC 
specification under IfcMeasureResource for CRM Metrics. 
The IfcMeasureResource schema specifies units and defined measure types that may be 
assigned to quantities. The fundamental unit types used in this schema are based on the SI 
system defined in ISO 1000+A1, 1992, 1998. Units in measurement systems other than SI 
may be derived using this schema. 
 
The IfcMeasureResource schema is adapted from the ISO/CD 10303-41:1992, Industrial 
Automation Systems and Integration: Product Data Representation and Exchange Part 41: 
Integrated generic resources: Fundamentals of product description and support, and its 
Measure schema. For more information on the definitions as defined in the formal ISO 
standard please refer to: ISO/IS 10303-41:1994. The formal standard can be obtained through 
the local publishers of standards in each individual country.  
 
 
The measure types and units have been heavily expanded from those of ISO/CD 10303-41, in 
order to meet particular IAI domain requirements. Also, adoptions have been made according 
to the modelling rules of IFC development, especially not allowing ANDOR subtype 
constraint. 
 
NOTE: In the definitions of the unit exponents the use of superscript font has been omitted. 
Therefore, m2 means square metre, m3 means cubic meter, etc.  
When quality is defined as the “conformance to requirements” (Section 1.8.3), it 
becomes the definition of a “deviation measure” between defined and/or identified 
requirements and the performance of the final product or service in use (Section 
1.7.2). It is possible to capture “as designed” requirements in the current 
IfcMeasureResorce. It is also possible to capture “as built” test values through 
occurrence capturing mechanism embedded in the current IFCspecification 
(Chapter 5, Figure 5.1). However, when it comes to analysing those values neither 
the “as designed” nor “in-use” values is meaningful. It is never guaranteed that one 
has access to all data related with a specific incidence. Then special metrics about 
quality, which store the quality measure as deviations become necessary. Information 
about standards is usually available. Comparing deviations or at least having some 
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Figure 5-9: Entity level diagram of IfcMeasureResource (Page 1 of 4) 
2,1 IfcLabel 
UserDefinedType 
2,1 IfcLabel 
2,2 IfcValue 
2,1 IfcLabel 
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Table 5-4: IfcMeasureResource components 
Entities (10): 
IfcContextDependentUnit  
IfcConversionBasedUnit  
IfcDerivedUnit  
IfcDerivedUnitElement  
IfcDimensionalExponents  
IfcMeasureWithUnit  
IfcMonetaryUnit  
IfcNamedUnit  
IfcSIUnit  
IfcUnitAssignment  
Defined types (97): 
IfcAbsorbedDoseMeasure  
IfcAccelerationMeasure  
IfcAmountOfSubstanceMeasure  
IfcAngularVelocityMeasure  
IfcAreaMeasure  
IfcBoolean  
IfcComplexNumber  
IfcCompoundPlaneAngleMeasure  
IfcContextDependentMeasure  
IfcCountMeasure  
IfcCurvatureMeasure  
IfcDescriptiveMeasure  
IfcDoseEquivalentMeasure  
IfcDynamicViscosityMeasure  
IfcElectricCapacitanceMeasure  
IfcElectricChargeMeasure  
IfcElectricConductanceMeasure  
IfcElectricCurrentMeasure  
IfcElectricResistanceMeasure  
IfcElectricVoltageMeasure  
IfcEnergyMeasure  
IfcForceMeasure  
IfcFrequencyMeasure  
IfcHeatFluxDensityMeasure  
IfcHeatingValueMeasure  
IfcIdentifier  
IfcIlluminanceMeasure  
IfcInductanceMeasure  
IfcInteger  
IfcIntegerCountRateMeasure  
IfcIonConcentrationMeasure  
IfcIsothermalMoistureCapacityMeasure  
IfcKinematicViscosityMeasure  
IfcLabel  
IfcLengthMeasure  
IfcLinearForceMeasure  
IfcLinearMomentMeasure  
IfcLinearStiffnessMeasure  
IfcLinearVelocityMeasure  
IfcLogical  
IfcLuminousFluxMeasure  
IfcLuminousIntensityDistributionMeasure 
IfcLuminousIntensityMeasure  
IfcMagneticFluxDensityMeasure  
IfcMagneticFluxMeasure  
IfcMassDensityMeasure  
IfcMassFlowRateMeasure  
IfcMassMeasure  
IfcMassPerLengthMeasure  
IfcModulusOfElasticityMeasure  
 
IfcModulusOfLinearSubgradeReactionMeasure  
IfcModulusOfRotationalSubgradeReactionMeasure 
IfcModulusOfSubgradeReactionMeasure  
IfcMoistureDiffusivityMeasure  
IfcMolecularWeightMeasure  
IfcMomentOfInertiaMeasure  
IfcMonetaryMeasure  
IfcNormalisedRatioMeasure  
IfcNumericMeasure  
IfcPHMeasure  
IfcParameterValue  
IfcPlanarForceMeasure  
IfcPlaneAngleMeasure  
IfcPositiveLengthMeasure  
IfcPositivePlaneAngleMeasure  
IfcPositiveRatioMeasure  
IfcPowerMeasure  
IfcPressureMeasure  
IfcRadioActivityMeasure  
IfcRatioMeasure  
IfcReal  
IfcRotationalFrequencyMeasure  
IfcRotationalMassMeasure  
IfcRotationalStiffnessMeasure  
IfcSectionModulusMeasure  
IfcSectionalAreaIntegralMeasure  
IfcShearModulusMeasure  
IfcSolidAngleMeasure  
IfcSoundPowerMeasure  
IfcSoundPressureMeasure  
IfcSpecificHeatCapacityMeasure  
IfcTemperatureGradientMeasure  
IfcText  
IfcThermalAdmittanceMeasure  
IfcThermalConductivityMeasure  
IfcThermalExpansionCoefficientMeasure  
IfcThermalResistanceMeasure  
IfcThermalTransmittanceMeasure  
IfcThermodynamicTemperatureMeasure  
IfcTimeMeasure  
IfcTimeStamp  
IfcTorqueMeasure  
IfcVaporPermeabilityMeasure  
IfcVolumeMeasure  
IfcVolumetricFlowRateMeasure  
IfcWarpingConstantMeasure  
IfcWarpingMomentMeasure  
Select types (5): 
IfcDerivedMeasureValue  
IfcMeasureValue  
IfcSimpleValue  
IfcUnit  
IfcValue  
Enumerations (5): 
IfcCurrencyEnum  
IfcDerivedUnitEnum  
IfcSIPrefix  
IfcSIUnitName  
IfcUnitEnum  
Functions (3): 
IfcCorrectDimensions  
IfcDeriveDimensionalExponents  
IfcDimensionsForSiUnit 
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Figure 5-10: Entity level diagram of IfcMeasureResource (Page 2 of 4)
2,2 (1) 
2,1 (1) 
3,1 IfcDerivedMeasureValue 
4,1 IfcCRMMetrics 
Proposed Extension 
attached to the 
 IfcValue 
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Figure 5-11:  Entity level diagram of IfcMeasureResource (Page 3 of 4) 
3,1 (2) 
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Figure 5-12: Entity level diagram of IfcMeasureResource (Page 4 of 4) - 
Proposed Extension 
 
idea about the biggest, smallest and mean deviations, may facilitate to create a 
priority list (Section 1.3) for design process and act as a facilitator towards 
industrialization. 
In this section, we provide complete documentation of the IfcMeasureResource to 
clearly show from where and how our proposed extension is attached to the IFC 
Specification. In the following figures (Figure 5.9 to Figure 5.11), there are page 
references from one to another. A guide how to read Express G schemas is provided 
in Appendix III. These references are based on a page number, so the schemas are 
also explicitly numbered with a page number. 
5.4.3 Express G Specification for the IFCMeasureResource Extension 
The proposed extension adds four new defined types, one select type, one defined 
unit and one enumerated type. The enumerated type is the “CRMRankUnit” added to 
the IfcDerivedUnitEnum collection and the defined unit is “Star” under the IfcUnit 
collection. Units and enumerations for other defined types shall be “User defined”. 
The long form Express G specification is as follows: 
4,1 (2) 
IfcCRMDeviationMeasure
*IfcCRMRankMeasure
*IfcCRMConsistencyMeasure
IfcCRMFrequencyMeasure
REAL
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
IfcCRMMetrics
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5.4.4 Express G Specification for the Link between VBIM and IFC Based BIM 
In this section the long form specification for the VBIM – BIM Link (Figure 5.5) is 
provided. The VBIM is included as a defined type in the specification. Although the 
VBIM itself is designated with an object oriented approach, since it is a script, it is 
embedded into the specification as a STRING. The connection to the BIM is optional 
meaning that, the VBIM may not always be available for a defined BIM and the BIM 
may not always be available for a defined VBIM. 
Although not shown on the graph VBIM is also a container for the 
IfcMeasurementResource extension types. This functionality is not shown for 
simplicity. VBIM is a container for the classification, GUID and measurement 
meaning that the information into the BIM can be injected with a straightforward 
process, however, reverse tracking  of information is much more complex (from BIM 
into the VBIM) and GUI support is required to construct VBIM extracting the 
information from BIM. Sometimes, it is necessary to extract information from 
elsewhere (i.e. From OmniClass specification) and inject into both BIM and VBIM. 
Whatever the case VBIM acts as the yellow pages for the required information. 
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Table 5-5: The VBIM - IFC based BIM Link, Express G Long form Specification 
SCHEMA VirtualBIM '1.0'; 
 
USE FROM IfcMeasureResource; 
 
TYPE VBIM = STRING; 
END_TYPE; 
 
ENTITY IfcClassification; 
  IfcClassificationNotation : OPTIONAL VBIM; 
  IfcClassificationNotationFacet : OPTIONAL VBIM; 
END_ENTITY; 
 
ENTITY IfcControl ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE 
SUBTYPE OF (IfcObject); 
  Has : IfcCRMDeviationMeasure; 
END_ENTITY; 
 
ENTITY IfcObject ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE 
SUBTYPE OF (IfcRoot); 
  Has : IfcCRMRankMeasure; 
END_ENTITY; 
 
ENTITY IfcProduct ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE 
SUBTYPE OF (IfcObject); 
  Attach : IfcClassification; 
  ControlledBy : IfcCRMConsistencyMeasure; 
  Has : IfcCRMFrequencyMeasure; 
END_ENTITY; 
 
ENTITY IfcRoot ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE; 
END_ENTITY; 
 
END_SCHEMA; 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this research the technical background of a bridge between Issue Tracking 
Systems in CRM IT solutions and Architectural & Engineering Design using CAD 
tools to enable knowledge capture through the life-time of built facilities is analyzed 
and an FM integration model which consists of a business process model and a data 
model (VBIM) is developed. The FM Integration model will facilitate 
interoperability between FM (as the interaction point with customers) and AEC (as 
the phase where knowledge is exploited). The new actor of the system (The FM 
integrator agent) will coordinate the both ends with the following functions (based on 
Figure 1.6, Section 1.6): 
• Providing the yellow pages needed for coordination and interoperability 
between projects 
• Provide guidance towards interoperability and Construction Excellence as 
being the one who has direct access to all projects registered 
• Organize education programs to increase the awareness and knowledge about 
interoperability among business actors 
• Promote interoperability; act as an agent to provide certification for IFC 
compliant IT solutions. 
• Guide the industry with preparing reports or just enable central access to 
“prepared” reports by other agents on best practices as well as Key 
Performance Indicators related with AEC/FM and IT solutions in the field. 
The solution opens the myths of CRM solutions available in the market and also 
aims at promoting the development of open source CRM solutions with its portable 
character and embedded interoperability mechanisms. These services may exist on a 
“grid” with the vision of the coordination of a group of resources that can be used for 
combined efforts with a sophisticated IT support at the background. In order to do 
business on the grid, security, communication, well defined semantics with the added 
value to relationships are prerequisites and further elaborated on Section 6.2. 
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6.1 Model Validation for the overall FM Integration Model 
There is no objective method to validate a Model Specification (Kiviniemi 2005). 
The only objective way to validate the model is to implement it. The overall 
framework with the IT support behind is a FM Integration Model which contains a 
process model and a VBIM specification. Thus, the validation must be based on: 
• Comparison of the potential Model features and problems in real 
projects: Are the identified problems related to building quality, and could 
the implementation of the FM Integration Model with proposed tools help to 
solve these problems? 
• Comparison of the CRM – CAD Link (VBIM) Specification and processes 
in real TOPS: Does the “Business Model” include elements for the 
Requirements related to the identified problems, and is the CRM – CAD Link 
Specification general enough to cover a reasonable number of the 
Requirements through out various projects and disciplines which are in the 
scope of my research? 
• Implementability of other Specifications based on similar methods: Are 
there any existing examples of implementation of a similar idea and similar 
specifications? 
The validation criterion for the FM Integration model was listed in Section 1.7.6 as: 
• Usability 
• Generality 
• Applicability 
The synthesis in sections 6.1.1 through 6.1.3 validates the model within the 
validation criterion and discusses the usability, generality and applicability of the FM 
Integration model. 
6.1.1 Comparison of the potential Model features and problems in real projects 
The business model in this research is a projection to the future and there exists no 
sample cases to match and compare with the model. So for this research, potential 
model features are not “comparable” with the problems in real projects. One 
acceptable validation criteria for this type of comparison would be to demonstrate 
that using CRM in other industrialized sectors dramatically increases customer 
acquisition and long term profits. Sometimes in other industries, which initiate CRM 
projects also fail, so it is more appropriate to question the background of those 
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failures and how the proposed model differentiates from those initiatives to eliminate 
such failures. 
It is possible to integrate VBIM functionality to different kind of software solutions 
and systems including CAD, Project Management, BI (Business Intelligence), ERP, 
CRM, extract - transform and load (ETL), enterprise information integration (EII) 
and enterprise application integration (EAI). Usually vendors in the IT marketplace 
who cite examples of those products state that they can solve a company's data 
problems in a matter of hours though; data integration success is not relative to the 
tool that is selected but the data quality.  
Tools are only part of the strategy. The other part involves talking to business people 
to understand and define the data and its usage (Section 1.6, Section 2.5, Section 2.6 
& Chapter 3); creating an architecture to ensure data integration with integrity, 
consistency and quality (Section 1.5.1 & Chapter 4). The methodology in this 
research is carefully built on those principles to show how heterogeneous systems 
can interact within a system approach and the VBIM is designed with an approach to 
make sure that the data's consistency, integrity and quality is acceptable to obtain the 
right result sets from the system. 
Being aware that technology is not a solution; but an enabler; we were careful about 
to take the data integration fundamentals into account (Section 5.1). Any proposed 
system becomes doomed without the right data. It's impressive to load millions of 
rows from dozens of source systems in real time. But in terms of system architecture, 
the data's consistency, integrity and quality may become questionable, and the 
retrieved record set may be useless if the data quality is low.  
In real projects, such problems mostly, occur because that the underlying system – 
the organism at the background is not sufficiently analysed.  These problems are 
usually related with data quality, which refer to the functionality of a specific IT 
solution. In that sense, the aim of this research was not to do everything but to 
visualize the system as a prototype and to demonstrate the data model functionality 
and find initial answers to questions such as “Who?”, “When?”, “What?”, “How?”, 
“Why?” and “Where?”.  Because no example for the prototype is existent, 
comparison with real projects which fall into the scope of this research is not 
possible. 
It is essential to know what the data represents for true data integration when  
captured. Companies need to ensure the data consistency, integrity and quality. 
Furthermore they should be able to track the data from its creation to its 
consumption. During that time, data can be manipulated, transformed or analyzed by 
a user. The VBIM provides basic functionality for this purpose (Section 5.2). The 
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logic behind VBIM and its usage aims to make sure that the retrieved recordset is 
always high quality. As a result, the FM Integration Model, structured on a well 
defined technology, processes and the actors, targets for successful integration and 
interoperability of the defined criteria in sections 1.6.4 through 1.6.7 in the life cycle 
of buildings for total quality. 
6.1.2 Comparison of the FM Integration Model and processes in real 
There are very few examples for construction IT research elaborating on the problem 
of retaining customer information through a continuous, interactive and strict 
relationship, since implementation seemed almost impossible. Research on 
requirements management interfaces between design and use phases of buildings 
usually focuses on the formulation of enterprise level barriers (in terms of change 
orders) where clients (owners - current customers of AEC domain) are also key 
persons as investors and at the centre of each operation. This is a conflict in terms of 
quality and in order to resolve this conflict this research basically focuses on housing 
and office building projects defining the customer as the “end user” within a business 
system (Section 4.4.2). 
It would be possible to give countless case examples about problems directly 
relevant to the underlying design. The basic problem is, to resolve such problems 
during use phase; usually professional advice is not used or discarded in practice. 
One significant example to such situation is derived from Case Study No:4 (CS4): 
For a roof remedy and rehabilitation maintenance work of an eight storey apartment, 
five firms entered to the bidding process and each provided different prices. The 
lowest bidder offered the half price of the highest bidder (in cost of quality). The job 
had been awarded to the lowest bidder. Two years later same problems occurred 
again. An architect had guided two firms which gave similar prices (and were highest 
bidders) but the apartment manager refused to give the task to those firms although 
the difference of the quality of work was evident on the paper. 
This case example clearly demonstrates problems of relationships and relevant 
background. The party (the manager), which awarded the job was living in the first 
floor, and had nothing to do with the roof. Parties which would judge the work done 
are the ones who are living at the top. Here, if they would have a chance to record the 
firm which completed the work and would have a chance to rank it (Section 4.5.2.9); 
this information – at least - would be a guide for future customers (i.e. as in Section 
4.5.2.4). If this firm would be responsible against an authority and would precede his 
job with predefined procedures, the overall process would be under control (Section 
4.5.2.5). As an example, if the work would be awarded by the authority to the 
responsible firm (as in Section 4.5.2.2) rather than the management itself, the call 
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would be made by the manager and the selection would be made by the interest 
group and be approved by the manager. A relationship system between parties which 
would facilitate “structured” dialogues would help to increase the “Total Quality” of 
the overall process by eliminating possible arbitrary decisions (Section 4.5.2.5). And 
we benefited from CRM to facilitate such interaction between parties in this research. 
6.1.3 Implementability of other Specifications based on similar methods 
One significant method to capture building use performance data is “Post Occupancy 
Evaluation (POE)” but this method is an on-demand process and it is not interactive. 
The information retrieved through a POE study is limited and neglects many 
requirements listed in this research. Hence we were not able to face with similar 
solutions (FM integration systems) in use; we will discuss the implementability of 
the actual CRM – CAD link. Although we had benefited from models which 
elaborate on solving interoperability issues within TOPS, these solutions are not 
directly comparable with the proposed data model. 
The CRM – CAD link, prototype implementation is out of the scope of this research 
but is under development in the scope of the I3CON project. The data model benefits 
from XML technology, whose primary function is to establish interoperability 
between heterogeneous systems. Since many examples may be found for such 
interoperability in the IT marketplace, the data model in this research is “general” 
and “applicable” in terms of IT interoperability. What is important and unique in 
terms of “usability” of the system is the mechanism and the logic at the background 
which defines how to establish correlation between diverse and distinct systems such 
as CRM and a specific CAD system which depends on a BIM (Section 5.4).  
The business model for the FM integration model had been structured within work 
packages in section 4.2.6 and the architecture of the business model was designed 
according to the samples of state of the art practices in other industrialized sectors 
(Figure 4.2). Within the scope of this business model using real-life values from case 
studies and by analysing the work-load patterns of potential partners the feasibility of 
the business model is questioned and shown that it is possible to establish a Return 
on Investment (ROI) within a reasonable time period. As a result, the FM Integration 
model is found to be feasible and implementable (Section 4.2.3 & Section 4.2.7).  
6.2 Discussion of the Originality of the Proposed Model and Expected Benefits 
It should be necessary and possible to adopt any proved solution implemented in 
other industrialized sectors; for the construction sector as well to utilize the benefits 
of provided mechanisms. CRM may be implemented in the AEC/FM sector, after the 
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multi-layered, sector-specific problems have been identified clearly (Section 4.1 and 
Section 4.2). In this research, sector based problems are identified in order to start an 
FM Integration model for AEC/FM sector. This model is supposed to provide new 
perspectives for the research on innovation in construction. Outcomes from the 
model can be listed as  follows:  
• By use of ICT, customer needs, desires and requirements can be analysed; 
making it possible to improve products and services to better suit those needs. 
CRM, by this way helps customers to become more aware of their rights and 
provides a means of driver towards “change” in long term.  
• Marketing of products “designed” according to the trends and requirements 
of society is much easier. Potential positive effects include better quality of 
life, and productivity increase at work.  
• Reduced costs, shortened production periods, increased quality, and 
competitive advantage are natural outcomes of the process for enterprises 
• Because the system is based on increasing “design quality” with analysing 
user requirements, in long term it will help architects to get better control 
over he design & build processes. 
• In terms of marketing, it will become easier to catch up “up-sell” and “cross-
sell” opportunities (Section 2.1.4) as an outcome of the VO concept. Actors 
in construction sector would develop high value relationships promising new 
trade patterns for the construction sector. 
Collecting data from various projects through “service requests” and analyzing them 
in one pool makes it possible to discover the secrets of design professionals and 
provide an open system for sharing knowledge. In the long term, the proposed link 
would help to: 
• Set performance criteria for buildings and building delivery processes that are 
based on the “tested” values and business practice 
• Evaluate performance by getting feedback from customers, assessing the 
technical and financial performance of buildings, and comparing these 
evaluations to other benchmarks within and outside of the FM integration 
system. 
• Analyze and interpret evaluation results in ways that allow parties involved 
with the system and customers to apply the results to their own situations for 
future projects. 
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• Broadly disseminate results in ways that are meaningful to key decision-
makers, in language and formats that they can use on future projects. 
• Create the conditions for effective implementation of results, including 
changes in work processes, adequate resources and organizational incentives 
and support. 
• Develop marketing and training strategies for FM firms, customers and other 
stakeholders. 
Efforts, in order to reach to a better standard of life are directed towards the needs of 
a community which is composed of individual people having specific desires, 
culture, lifestyle, etc (Chapter 2). These efforts may be evaluated as an ongoing 
search for higher quality for every aspect of life. From other point of view, the man-
made artificial environment defines the quality level of our life. In that sense, AEC 
sector is the most responsible sector for the quality of the artificial environment and 
should be “reengineered” continuously to preserve its effectiveness. Reengineering is 
the contemporary approach for the development of products, processes, and 
organizations in terms of higher “total” quality. If we are rethinking construction 
today, then it is time to look at the whole picture from the “third eye”. The “link” 
specified in this research provides the necessary framework to enable actors of the 
system with the perspective of the “third eye” – the end users. 
6.2.1 Innovative factors 
Some proposed solutions and ideas within the scope of this research (although been 
inspired from implementations elsewhere) for the AEC/FM industry are innovative, 
and been developed in the light of the vision defined in Section 1.2. Innovative 
factors in this research can be listed as follows: 
• The FM Integration model benefits from contemporary business patterns such 
as “outsourcing”, “business intelligence”, “partnering”, and “CRM”. The 
overall business model is a completely new approach for doing business in 
the AEC/FM industry and it is based on quality and industrialization. 
• Although Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) systems for TOPS exist, 
FM Integration idea within a VO framework is one of the first of its kind. The 
FM Integration model provides a platform for the collaboration of all actors 
of the AEC/FM industry. 
• The research brings an innovative business model to enable the use of CRM 
systems for construction IT. IFC specification extension is proposed to 
establish interoperability with CRM systems. 
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• There are various models for both FM integration and more generally 
"partnering based integration" which depends on outsourcing to capture 
“upsell” and “crossell” opportunities (Section 2.1.4) in terms of marketing. 
But none of these initiatives approach to the problem with a sense that the 
building stock existent in the customer portfolio is a "mega - facility" which 
should be "managed" in terms of “Total Quality Management”. 
• A Change “mechanism” is proposed for reengineering of AEC/FM business 
processes. 
• A business framework is proposed for SMEs to enable the sustainability of 
enterprises. 
The process model in section 4.4 was built on those innovative factors, covering 
all aspects of quality and defines a framework for a VDC system. The four basic 
functions of the process model (End user interaction, FM, AEC & CRM – 
Section 4.4.1.1) define how to establish economical sustainability with the VDC 
approach through a VO for SMEs in the AEC/FM industry.  
6.2.2 New Paradigms 
New paradigms which enable the innovative approach for the FM Integration model 
are defined in section 6.1.2.1 can be summarized as follows: 
• “Real Time” Interoperability “between” projects. 
• Clear identification of “Performance” and “Quality” data. Quality is stored as 
a “deviation” measure, instead of the “Performance” value of qualitative 
parameters of any entity in the system. 
• Building users are at the core of each operation. 
• Building users are the primary actor in the business model. 
• Logical framework to detect priority of design problems. 
• A backbone process model for every operation in the FM Integration model. 
• Abstract object oriented building entity representation through a VBIM for 
effective web services. 
• Using XML technology embedded in relational databases to benefit from 
“object oriented database” capabilities. 
o Tracking the history and occurrences through a changes index. 
o Effective use of contemporary IT for database size management. 
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The unification of the paradigms listed above provide the backbone for the 
innovative factors which were discussed in section 6.2.1. These paradigms are the 
output of the synthesis of the FM integration model. Most significant and unique 
paradigms are the first two on the list (real-time interoperability between projects and 
identifying quality as a “deviation” measure). These ideas were developed like 
solving a puzzle, with a careful analysis and synthesis of the pieces which build up 
those concepts.  
6.2.3 Benefits for actors of the system 
The system provides a virtual notebook for everybody interacting with it. Architects 
will be able to track the differences and deviances between their initial design and 
the as built solution. This would make it possible to analyse factors at the 
background which made the underlying changes necessary. Architects would 
approach new design problems with such an attitude that the same problems would 
never occur again. This would decrease the number of changes during construction 
phase and thus increase the effectiveness of PM. 
By using more industrial and pocketed building solutions total cost and time spent 
for a specific building construction will decrease resulting with an extension in profit 
margins, increasing the value of hand-made manufacturing and decrease the building 
construction time. The number of instruments for architects, - in terms of “indirect 
building requirements” - which define building parts and entities will decrease; 
enabling leaner design processes and thus decrease time spent for a specific design. 
System engineers and industrial engineers would also contribute to the design 
process besides architects, structural, electrical and mechanical engineers as a result 
of industrialization, VDC and VO approach. 
FM integration promises many opportunities to make CRM tools and concepts 
available to use by AEC/FM actors. Expected benefits and outputs with such link 
are: 
• Design templates (sharing of ’state of the art’ solutions which has measurable 
optimum parameters in terms of the standards in use, workmanship, material, 
tools, time, cost, etc.), and “Design information reuse (Demian, 2004)”. 
• Based on the retrieved design templates, extraction of innovative ideas, and 
development of new products, promotion and marketing of industrialized 
building parts.  
• Encouraging the use of new technologies and systems, thus facilitating 
construction excellence. 
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• Performance analysis of building entities as well as parties who take part in 
production. (By analyzing issues encountered during use phase we believe 
that it would be possible to track – or at least collect cues about – the skills, 
experience and commitment to quality of production teams, if it would be 
possible to have access to the relevant building information model). By 
making the relevant information accessible to end users, guidance and 
freedom will be provided for them to choose the best products (goods and 
services). 
• Supplier Analyses and relevant performance problems (It is very common 
that performance pitfalls of building entities may be relevant to some 
underlying material performance shortfall resulting from delayed or improper 
delivery, as well as a conflict in guarantee terms & conditions. Suppliers’ 
attitude to solve problems can be tracked during both FM phase while 
providing service and maintenance and design build phase if there is access to 
BIM, and if access to ”extended BIM relevant PM information” is available). 
• Collecting statistical data relevant to building entities and relevant materials, 
thus, have an opportunity to compare them based on real performance values. 
• Updated testing procedures for construction phase. 
• Real data about energy efficiency and exploring new parameters about 
environmental management and sustainability. 
• Facilitating to develop recycling systems for building product. 
• Contribution to the evolvement and development of standards in use. 
• Determination and testing of realized maintenance periods for certain 
building entities and relevance to the type of material, supplier, product 
group, etc. 
• Knowledge Management and sharing of lessons learned. 
• Development of Use and Maintenance manuals. 
• Benchmarking and KPI. 
It is essential that the function list of CRM should be defined for AEC sector. The 
model will collect data from the end user; however, asset and property management, 
facility management, project management and all the key actors of the construction 
process would benefit from the proposed system (solution partners). This model is 
intended for the use of entire AEC/FM industry. The proposed model will be a “live” 
model, which would dynamically adapt to the evolving nature of the AEC sector. It 
is foreseen that actors and responsibilities assigned in different work packages will 
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be unified and be simplified. SMEs will gain a strategic strength to coexist with 
strong competitors within the system. 
Most important of all, end users of built facilities will “own” someone to tell about 
their problems, will have freedom to choose the best service and solution available, 
and have complete control over the business system with an indirect influence 
through an open system. In the long term, joining to the system will be equal to 
surviving in tomorrow’s marketing arena. The logic and mechanism at the 
background will always force enterprises towards “better” performance in terms of 
technology, processes and people. 
6.3 Suggestions for Further Research 
The rapid prototype and demonstrated cases are only the visible portion of an 
iceberg. In order to discover the hidden part, the first and most important requirement 
we define is the security and privacy of relationships and communication between 
parties. A separate research may be carried for each domain (AEC, FM, VO and End 
Users) and for each relationship type (B2B, B2C, B2E) in those domains. 
Further research will have aspects related with technology, processes and actors 
(people). The business model developed in this research is only a prototype and other 
prototypes must be developed in the future elaborating on the same problem. A 
system may be established in many different innovative ways with its underlying 
processes, actors and organization. 
The IT background of the topic is quite complex. IT is mostly about communication 
and manipulation of data. In the past it was enough to query a specific data source 
and use the derived result set for a specific operation. State of the art IT is dealing 
with big data clusters and the amount of data stored in separate databases is huge. As 
the amount of data stock increases rapidly it is very significant that the character and 
content in different databases (functioning for the same purpose) differentiates from 
each other. As a result, two queries which use the same parameters may return 
different result sets from different databases. In the past it was enough to gather data 
and manipulate it locally. But in the future it will be necessary to send the algorithm 
to manipulate data in different resources, run it paralleled through different data 
sources and collect the “manipulated” result set. This is the only way to obtain the 
best solution set in the future. In this scenario grid computing and grid systems and 
agents running on those grids will gain importance. Access to knowledge must be 
made cheaper and easier and more convenient in the future. 
Although humans can easily see and understand real life cases, computers need very 
well defined “semantics” to interpret information. Ontology of the systems must be 
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resolved and loaded as lexical, computer interpretable data onto computers. This 
requires a hard and precise progress to resolve systems and introduce those systems 
which are composed of methods, functions and data related with those systems to 
computers. IFC Specification is one of the best examples for the ontology of building 
entities in that sense. This branch of computer science is also very important and 
requires further research. 
6.4 General Evaluation 
In contemporary TOPS the influence of the architect over the design is limited 
(Section 1.1). The proposed model has a potential to fix this problem. By providing 
such design solutions which would eliminate the possible change requests during the 
project, which are cost-effective, and which requiring less time for manufacturing, it 
may be possible to better match the “as designed” and “as built” solutions. 
The FM Integration model is Quality oriented. A common mislead in today’s 
business is that cost and time issues are always in the forefront. Reduction of cost 
and time spent for the manufacturing of any product is an essential requirement for a 
business but, when these become only criteria regarding the success of a business, 
many risks arise in long term. On the other hand, the preference criteria of goods and 
services for the end users had always been the quality of the product 
The FM Integration in the long term will enable: 
• Mobilisation of relevant actors working together in the area of standards and 
innovation; 
• Exchange and dissemination of information and good practice; 
• Development of guidance material to facilitate the integration of open 
standards in: 
o the design of new products and services 
o the definition / reengineering of business processes 
o the design of public procurement processes; 
The FM Integration model (Based on the business model in Chapter 4) defines a 
framework, which enables continuous and interactive relationship with end-users 
(defined objective in Section 1.2) to collect problems and issues, analyze and 
consolidate them into requirements (with the help of CRM technology which is 
elaborated in Chapters 2 & 3, as well as VBIM described in Section 1.5.1 and 
Chapter 5), and facilitate providing better solutions in terms of quality, 
industrialization, cost and time. 
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The FM Integration model defines a user oriented competence model with the 
embedded ranking system which is enabled by CC-Agent (Section 4.4) and proposed 
as an extension to the current IFC Specification through the VBIM (Section 5.4). The 
expected outcome from the proposed framework is that quality and end-user 
satisfaction will become major drivers for business success and sustainability instead 
of time and cost; meaning that end-users will become the most essential actor for the 
AEC/FM industry in the future within the marketing arena. 
Ascertaining these two objectives of research makes it possible to realize the primary 
aim of this research which was defined as “optimizing the quality of life by 
optimizing the performance of the entities surrounding our environment (Section 
1.2)” in the future. The listed outcomes of this research match with the vision defined 
in Section 1.1.2. 
Although the change management mechanism embedded in the model is a driver 
towards industrialization, we never regret hand-made manufacturing & production. 
Hand-made manufacturing is called as “expensive” when it is common and “valuable 
when it is rare. The main difference comes from the fact that if hand-made 
manufacturing is “common” it is more likely that the quality of workforce used to 
realize relevant product is lower. Regardless of the required skill any party may find 
a place for itself in the industry through the production process. But when the 
product which is hand-made is “rare” it is more likely that the workforce used to 
realize that product is well educated and selected from skilled parties. In that sense 
the model is not only for the industrialization of the construction sector but also to 
transform it from an expensive process to a process which outputs “high value”. 
As a result this research defines a roadmap for construction sector, which will 
transform it from a high cost – low profit state to a high value – high profit state. The 
vehicle which will carry it to the forecasted future is the VBIM. The road is 
established through FM integration. The direction is defined and/or guided by end – 
users. Travellers are mainly SMEs, though high weight vehicles may also co-exist. 
During the journey the sky is always bright and the vision is clear because quality is 
the sun which is shining over the land. 
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APPENDIX I – VBIMXML SCHEMA DEFINITION 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2006 sp1 U (http://www.altova.com) by For Research 
(University) --> 
<xs:schema xmlns:vbim="http://www.itu.edu.tr/vbimXML" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:ifcXML="http://www.iai-
international.org/ifcXML2/RC2/IFC2X2_FINAL" 
xmlns:xPIL="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3" 
targetNamespace="http://www.itu.edu.tr/vbimXML" 
elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified"> 
 <xs:import namespace="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3" 
schemaLocation="xPIL.xsd"/> 
 <xs:import namespace="http://www.iai-
international.org/ifcXML2/RC2/IFC2X2_FINAL" 
schemaLocation="ifc2x2_Final.xsd"/> 
 <xs:element name="vbimXML"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Virtual Building Information 
Model</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexType> 
   <xs:sequence> 
    <xs:element name="Classification"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:choice> 
       <xs:element 
ref="ifcXML:IfcClassificationItemRelationship"/> 
      </xs:choice> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Data"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="ProjectID"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
         
 <xs:element ref="ifcXML:IfcProject" minOccurs="0"/> 
         
 <xs:element name="Identifier"> 
          
 <xs:annotation> 
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 <xs:documentation>A six digit alphanumeric code for the 
project</xs:documentation> 
          
 </xs:annotation> 
         
 </xs:element> 
         
 <xs:element name="GML"> 
          
 <xs:annotation> 
           
 <xs:documentation>Geocoding coordinates of the address. GML (Geography 
Markup Language from Open GIS Consortium) is an industry standard for 
geocoding/geospatial data representation</xs:documentation> 
          
 </xs:annotation> 
          
 <xs:complexType> 
           
 <xs:sequence> 
           
  <xs:any namespace="http://www.opengis.net/gml" 
processContents="lax" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
           
   <xs:annotation> 
           
    <xs:documentation>Refer to documentation on the 
version of GML you are using.</xs:documentation> 
           
   </xs:annotation> 
           
  </xs:any> 
           
 </xs:sequence> 
          
 </xs:complexType> 
         
 </xs:element> 
         </xs:sequence> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
       <xs:element 
name="StoreyLevel" type="xs:integer"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
        
 <xs:documentation>Entrance 0, lower levels negative integer higher levels 
positive integer, half levels, special function levels and hung floors are indicated by 
factor. (i.e. 2,5 for 2,5. floor or 10,2 for a special function utility 
level)</xs:documentation> 
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        </xs:annotation> 
       </xs:element> 
       <xs:element 
name="CreatedBy"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
         
 <xs:element ref="ifcXML:IfcActor" minOccurs="0"/> 
         
 <xs:element ref="xPIL:Party"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
       <xs:element name="CreatedOn" 
type="xs:dateTime"/> 
       <xs:element 
name="InteractionTime" type="xs:duration"/> 
       <xs:element 
name="ProcurementInf" minOccurs="0"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
         
 <xs:element ref="xPIL:Party"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
       <xs:element 
name="CRMMetrics"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
         
 <xs:element name="DeviationMeasure" 
type="ifcXML:IfcPerformanceHistory" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
          
 <xs:annotation> 
           
 <xs:documentation>Perforance parameter deviation (Avarage “? – Value” 
based on performance evaluation). Three cases exist. Greater is better, Lower is 
better, Interval is better. Better values are stored as positive, worse values are stored 
as negative, interval is 0, outside of interval is negative (regardless of higher or 
lower) - Any other occurence is out of scope.</xs:documentation> 
          
 </xs:annotation> 
         
 </xs:element> 
         
 <xs:element name="FrequencyMeasure" 
type="ifcXML:IfcFrequencyMeasure" minOccurs="0"> 
          
 <xs:annotation> 
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 <xs:documentation>Count of occurrences (calculated)</xs:documentation> 
          
 </xs:annotation> 
         
 </xs:element> 
         
 <xs:element name="ConsistencyMeasure" type="xs:long" minOccurs="0"> 
          
 <xs:annotation> 
           
 <xs:documentation>A real number between 0 and 1</xs:documentation> 
          
 </xs:annotation> 
         
 </xs:element> 
         
 <xs:element name="RankMeasure" type="xs:nonNegativeInteger" 
minOccurs="0"> 
          
 <xs:annotation> 
           
 <xs:documentation>An integer  
between 0(worst) – 5(best)</xs:documentation> 
          
 </xs:annotation> 
         
 </xs:element> 
         </xs:sequence> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="IssueIdentifier" 
type="ifcXML:IfcGloballyUniqueId"/> 
    <xs:element name="IfcGUID" 
type="ifcXML:IfcGloballyUniqueId"/> 
    <xs:element name="EntityDefinition" 
type="xs:string"/> 
   </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 
 </xs:element> 
 <xs:complexType name="ClassificationFacet"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>OmniClass view</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="FacetValues"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
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     <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="CellValue" 
type="xs:integer" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
       <xs:annotation> 
        <xs:documentation>2-
Digit codes for facet index entry</xs:documentation> 
       </xs:annotation> 
      </xs:element> 
     </xs:sequence> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xs:element name="FacetDefinition" type="xs:string"/> 
  </xs:sequence> 
  <xs:attribute name="FacetParent" use="required"> 
   <xs:annotation> 
    <xs:documentation>Defines the parent table of the 
facet which exists as an attribute in the operand</xs:documentation> 
   </xs:annotation> 
  </xs:attribute> 
 </xs:complexType> 
</xs:schema> 
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APPENDIX II – TERMINOLOGY 
Benchmarking: Rating your practices, processes, and products against the world’s 
best to see how thy got that way so you can do the same 
Bounding Elements: Physical building elements bounding a Room, including 
Building Product Model: A computer-interpretable description of a building 
structured according to some Model Specification, such as the IFC Specification. 
Clients: Building owner(s) of the building who participate in the Requirements 
Capturing and/or Requirements Management by defining Requirements.  
Cross-functional teams: Groups of employees from various functions or 
departments who wok together to satisfy customers 
Customer needs and wants: 
• A need is the feeling of deprivation over the absence of food, 
clothing, shelter, or some necessity for basic survival. (While every 
human being can feel the need for such necessities, how a need s 
satisfied varies a great deal from person to person) 
• A want is a desire to satisfy a need in a specific way, a way that is 
influenced by the individual’s background and culture, as well as by 
other forces, including marketing. 
Customers: End-user(s) of the building who participate in the Requirements 
Capturing and/or Requirements Management by defining Requirements. 
Design Model: An instantiated Building Product Model representing a design 
solution. Several Design Models can be linked to one Requirements Model.  
Design Object: An object which is stored in Building Product Models (BPM 
Models), for example, project, site, building, Space, column, door, wall, etc. 
IFC Specification(s): Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), the Building Product 
Model Specifications defined by the International Alliance for Interoperability. There 
are several versions of the IFC Specifications, for example, IFC 2.0, IFC 2x, IFC 
2x2, and IFC 2x2 Addendum 1. The singular format IFC Specification refers in this 
research to IFC 2x2 Addendum 1 if an other version is not specified 
Implementation View: Implementation Views are a concept developed by BLIS to 
support IFC-based information exchange. The views consist of concepts which 
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define a specific subset of objects for implementation for a specific use case and how 
to implement those objects for IFC data exchange. 
Indirect Requirement (IR): A Requirement for objects on the same or lower level 
in the Design Model derived from or related to some Direct Requirement. For 
example, Requirements defined for a Room can cause Indirect Requirements for the 
walls bounding the Room, such as sound or thermal insulation Requirements. IRs 
can be Requirement Attributes or Requirement Descriptions. 
Instance: Instance is a specific object in the Model, e.g., an individual occurrence in 
a populated data set. For example, IfcSpace is an object definition in the IFC 
Specifications, and a specific Space in the Model for a project is an Instance. 
Instantiated Model: An instantiated representation of a Model, such as the data set 
of a building, based on some Model Specification. For example, the Requirements 
Model contains the Requirements of a project structured according to the 
Requirements Model Specification. Likewise the Design Model contains a project’s 
Design Objects structured according to some Building Product Model Specification, 
for example, the IFC Specification. 
Integrated Marketing: The unification and coordination of the marketer’s internal 
activities with its partners’ activities to complete marketing exchanges that delight 
customers 
Integrated Project Information Model: Set of Models linked to each other and 
containing some part of a project’s information, such as Requirements Model, 
architectural Design Model, or Maintenance Model.  
Maintenance Model: An instantiated Building Product Model representing the 
asbuilt building.  
Marketing Concept: The idea that organizations can satisfy their own long-term 
objectives, such a profitability, by coordinating and focusing all their activities on 
identifying and satisfying customer needs and wants 
Marketing Ethics: the values and moral standards that govern marketing actions and 
decisions. As a marketer it is possible to face decisions about actions open to you 
that are legal but may not measure up to society’s values and standards. 
Marketing management: the system-wide process of planning and implementing 
marketing programs, measuring results, and making adjustments to ensure the 
establishment and maintenance of mutually beneficial exchange relationships with 
customers and other stakeholders. 
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Marketing mix: the combination of product, price, distribution, and marketing 
communication that most effectively satisfies customer needs. 
Marketing Myopia: The tendency to view the organization as a means of producing 
goods or services rather than as a means for creating and satisfying customers. 
Model Server: In this research Model Server means specifically an IFC compliant 
Model Server which can store IFC Building Product Model within a database system 
and run over the Internet. IFC-compatible applications can communicate with each 
other via the Internet and utilize functions implemented in the Model Server, such as 
partial import or export of an Instantiated Model. 
Model Specification: Formal definition of a Model structure, such as Requirements 
Model Specification and Building Product Model Specification 
Model: “An abstraction and representation of the relevant characteristics of the 
target system for a purpose”  
Organizational culture: the pattern of shared values and beliefs that influences 
employee attitudes and behaviour. 
Production Model: An instantiated Building Product Model representing a 
production solution. Several Production Models can link to one Requirements Model 
and/or Design Model.  
Project Team: Group of people actively producing, managing and using information 
in the design and construction process, including, typically, project managers, 
architects, and engineers. 
Property Set: Property Sets are a method in the IFC Specifications which enables 
adding properties to objects without changing the Specifications. Definition by IAI: 
“The IfcPropertySet defines all dynamically extensible properties. The property set is 
a container class that holds properties within a property tree. These properties are 
interpreted according to their name attribute.” 
Property: Attribute or feature of an object in Design, Production, and Maintenance 
Models, such as area of a Space, thermal insulation of a window, and colour of a 
wall. A single Property or a group of Properties can meet one or more Requirements 
in the Requirements Model. 
Reengineering: The fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of organizational 
processes to achieve dramatic improvements. 
Requirement Attribute: Requirement which has a numeric Target Value and can be 
verified from the Design Model, not only by human interpretation, but also by 
calculations, simulation results or other computational methods, such as required 
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area, minimum or maximum temperature, ceiling height, connections to other 
Spaces, and maximum noise level.  
Requirement: A statement of quality or desired Property of the building or its parts. 
The possible Requirements depend on building type and end-user and Client needs, 
and, as documented in this research, the list cannot be standardized 
Specification: C.f. Model Specification. 
Sub-Model: Any partial Model containing part of the project’s information and 
linked to the other Models in the Integrated Project Information Model environment, 
such as Requirements Model, architectural Design Model, or Maintenance Model 
Total Quality Management: Puts quality at the heart of every organizational 
operation, because quality is defined as satisfying the needs of both internal and 
external customers 
Utility: describes the value a product provides for the customer (Form, time, place, 
possession, information & service) 
Value Package: The combination of tangible ad intangible elements that potential 
customers evaluate when deciding whether to buy a particular product. 
walls, slabs, doors, windows, etc. 
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